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Introduction? She See of Worcester

The diocese of V/orcester was founded during the

reorganisation of the English Church undertaken by

Archbishop Theodore, The date of the foundation is

uncertain, but was between about 680, the date given by

Florence of Worcester"*", and 690, the date of Archbishop
? a

Theodore's death""• Florence* tells us that Oshere, the

ruler of the Hwicce, wanted a bishop for his people,

and turned to his overlord, King Aethelred of Mercia,

who, being of the same mind, asked the archbishop to
create a new bishopric. In response to this,

Saxwulf's great Mercian see of Lichfield was divided into
five new sees, one of which was for the Hwicce, with its
seat at Worcester. We may doubt that the initiative

for this reorganisation lay with the secular rulers of

the area; it coincides remarkably with Theodore's plans

to rationalise Church organisation, to create more, smaller

dioceses, within definite bounds. These plans were put

into force at the Synod of Hertford of 673 - the bishops

were to have authority within the bounds of their part¬

icular diocese, but not beyond. Theodore was said to be

the first archbishop obeyed by the whole English Church,

One need not entirely discredit Florence's story, however;

it is not impossible that Oshere wished for his people to

have their own bishop.

The first cathedral at Worcester was a small timber

building dedicated to St. Peter. It has been said that

this shows an influence from the north of England, but

Professor Levison has shown that the use of the dedication

to St. Peter was general all over England. Arguments

over whether this cathedral was monastic or not are

unrealistic, since they project an idea of monasticism
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derived from the Middle Ages "back to the seventh and

eighth centuries. St. Peter*s was probably served by

a body of clergy who may have lived as a community, but

who were almost certainly not monastic as we understand

the term. The tenth century reformation changed all

this, though to what extent is still uncertain, as will

be seen in subsequent chapters. Bishop Oswald had a new

church built, dedicated to St. Mary, and from this time

on we may talk of the cathedral monastery and of monks

at Worcester. A third new cathedral, built on the same

site and with the same dedication, was begun by St. Wulfstan

in the eleventh century? the Norman crypt still visible

at Worcester possibly dates back to Wulfstan* s building.

Nothing of the first two buildings has survived.

We do not know what lands the bishopric was given

when it was created, but it very soon began to attract

gifts of land, particularly from the kings of Mercia and

the rulers of the Hwicce. It is with the lands which

were owned by the bishop, and off which he, his household,

and his clergy, lived, as well as with the minster churches

which grew up quickly within the diocese, that this study

is mainly concerned.

The territory included within the diocese can be best

considered in relation to the territory of the Hwicce,

for the account of Florence of Worcester is upheld to some

degree by the fact that the bishops of Worcester were

often referred to, and styled themselves as, bishops of the

Hwicce. Early ?gltic bishops like Cuthbert were bishops

of a people rather than of a fixed geographical area?

the bishop of the Hwicce was, somewhat similarly, the

bishop of the territory of a folk.

The Hwicce do not seem to have been a very ancient



folk? in fact, they appeared in historical sources only

at the beginning of the seventh century. Bede used the

name as a geographical landmark when writing of events in

the year 603^. In 628, Penda*3 victory at Cirencester

over Cynegils and Cwichelm of Wessex won him the territory

which was later to be known as the territory of the Hwicce,

and was always to be a dependency of the Kingdom of Mercia.

It is generally accepted thsfc the Hwicce emerged as an

established folk at about this time. Professor Pinbarg
5

believed that they, or at least their rulers, were a

Northumbrian war band descended from the defeated Bernician

royal family which Penda united behind him to defeat the

West Saxons. It is true that many of the Hwiccan

dynastic names, such as Oswald, Osric, Osred, and Eanfrid,
6

were also Northumbrian royal names. Mr. A.H.Smith ,

however, believes that they were Anglians already settled

in the area whom Penda utilised against the West Saxons,

a theory which fits both with Bede's early reference to

the Hwioce, and with the fact of their continuing loyalty
7

to and dependency on the Mercian dynasty. Mr.Smith

claims that the see of Worcester is unlikely to have

changed its boundaries between the Anglo-Saxon period and

the Medieval period, and has determined the Medieval

bounds of the diocese from the "Taxatio Eoclesiastica" of

3
12Q1 as including the whole of Worcestershire except

for the extreme north west of the modern county, south

west Warwickshire, and Gloucestershire west of the Rivers

Severn and Leadon. As can be seen from the various

distribution maps of estates owned by the bishop most of

which one would expect to lie within the diocese, we know

nothing to contradict the claim that this was also the

extent of the diocese in the Anglo-Saxon period.
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In charters issued by bishops concerning leases of
q in

the chiwh lands, many, including Wilfrith , Ealhhun ,

11 12
Waerferth , and even Oswald in the late tenth century,

styled themselves as bishops, or even archbishops, of the

Hwicce. This may indicate that by this time the real

meaning of the territory of the Hwioce v/as becoming lost,
for Oswald was not strictly archbishop of the Hwicce, he

was archbishop of York and bishop of the Hwicce.

The exact boundaries of the territory of the Hwicce

are unknown, but since the bishopric of Worcester does 3eem

to have been regarded as the Hwiooan bishopric, it would

be reasonable to suppose that the diooese covered the whole

of the Hwiccan territory. Certainly the place-names

which are derived from the word "Hwioce", and the places

said to have been within the territory, all lie within the

bounds of the diocese as they appear to have been.

Wichenford in Worcestershire and Wiohford in Warwickshire

are on the outskirts of the diocese, a3 is the Wyohwood

Forest in West Oxfordshire. The latter may have been

regarded as the boundary of the Hwicce. The "mons
13

Hwicciorum" of one charter is Cutsdean Hill in the

Cotswolds, while Asser"^ described Cirencester as being

in "meridiana parte Hwicciorum". Bredon v/as described

in one charter as "Breodun in Huic""'"^, while in a royal

grant of privileges to Blockley in 855, reference is made

to the "province of the Hwicce"^.
It is difficult to say how long the area continued

to be a separate entity, but is seems to have been so

for some time after it lost its political identity?

rulers of the Hwicce disappear with Ealdred, in about 790.

Asser, however, could still refer to it as a place he

expected people to know, and the name lingered on until

at least 980.
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The territory of the Hwicce and the diocese of

Worcester seem, then, to have covered the sane area;

the evidence for neither is very full, hut taken together

it yields considerable information. She area covered

was a compact territory which included the Cotswold sheep

pastures, the fertile Vale of Evesham and the Central

Plain of Worcester, the Roman highway called the Fosse

Way, the waterways of the Avon and Severn, and the forested

area around Witley which was probably an extension of the

Wyre Forest on its north west borders. It was a

relatively small diocese, but it was compact, not

difficult to visit, and its land was productive. In

the Middle Ages, the diocese of Worcester was one of the

richest in the country.
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OhAPlER OHE

The Sources*

The estates belonging to the see of Worcester, the

people they came from, and the people who held them as

tenants of the Church, are relatively well documented in an

obscure period. This does not mean that one can be
satisfied with the information which has survived; it

raises far more questions than itanswers and in many ways

can be extremely frustrating. It is, however, possible

to build up at least some idea of what it actually meant to

be an Anglo-Saxon bishop of Vaorcester in terms of the

estates for which he was responsible, the temporal problems

which he, like any gr at landowner of any period, could not

avoid being involved in, and the wealth and power which he

derived from his land. The latter is particularly evident

in the later bishops of Worcester who were more involved

in royal policy than the earlier ones"*", or at least more

obviously so. Both for his spiritual leadership and for

his position as a landholder, the bishop of Worcester took

his place among the leading men of the country, whether

that country was Mercia or, later, all England.

The main sources for the bishopric's estates in the

period before the Conquest are the charters which recorded

gifts, sales, exchanges, leases, and disputes. These

charters were their owners* title to possession of land

and, as such, were carefully kept. The land charters of

the Worcester diocese were probably written in the same

writing-office which later copied and preserved them;

that of the cathedral church. Hot only was this, at

least until Alfred's time, the only place where there v/ere

enough men capable of producing written legal documents,

it was also the place which had the greatest motive for
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producing charters. The charters either recorded a gift
to the church, which the church would want to record as

proof of the gift, or a 1 ase by the church which it would
need to record to prove later that the land should revert

to it, Lr. Chaplais has argued very convincingly that
donations by Icings which w ere written a3 if in the first

person were nevertheless normally produced by the recip-
2

ient of the grant • ^

Other information relating to the diocese and its

estates comes from such sources as Bede's "Ecclesiastical

History", the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the Chronicle of

Florence of Worcester, the Evesham Chronicle, Asser's

"Life of Alfred",the narrative accounts in Heming's
•z

Cartulary, and various "Lives" of Saints^, Domesday

Book, though it dates from 1086, can also be used, as will

be discussed.

Land charters, are, of course, a difficult source

because of the px*oblems of authenticity raised by so many

of them. Diplomatic study is a subject for experts, and

one must turn to W.H. Stevenson, Sir Frank Stenton,

Dr. Chaplais, Professor Whitelock, Dr. Robinson, and

especially for Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, to

Professor H.P.R. Einberg for detailed studies. Like

every subject, diplomatic has been prone to trends;

Sir Frank Stenton's work provided the turning-point away

from extreme severoness in criticism to a less readily

condemning approach. Documents are not now necessarily

entirely dismissed because the copies in which they

survive include anachronistic or other wise dubious

material. Some of these can be shown to have an authentic

basis, as can be seen from works by Sir. Frank Stenton

or Dr. Chaplais.
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In this study one major document and one group of

spurious charters will be discussed in some detail, but

on the whole I have left out material which is too dubious

to be used to any real benefit and used only material which

I believe can only be seriously doubted by the real cynic.

Diplomatic study of the Worcester documents has been

undertaken by many eminent scholars; I have accepted their

decisions an on the whole discussions on authenticity will

not often come into this study.

Charters which survive in authentic original man¬

uscripts are, of course, the best and most reliable

sources to use. Unfortunately, however, very few such

original documents concerning Worcestershire and Gloucester¬

shire survive, and none record direct grants to the

bishopric. An original charter written on vellum in
4

uncials, which Dr. Chaplais believes may have been regard¬

ed as a special script for recording pious donations,

records a gift in 736 by King Aethelbald to his companion
5

Cyniberht of land in Usmere for the building of a minster.

By its description, the land was probably the modern

Kidderminster; whether it had any connection at all
At "T

with the church of Worcester/we cannot tell, although it
is unlikely that it was founded without at least the

bishop's consent.^
-For a short time, between the mid-eighth century and 816, Kidderminster

was held by the Church of Worcester. After 816, it remained permamantly

in royal hands.

A century later, in 836, a charter was written which

still survives recording a grant by King Wiglaf of

privilegas to the minster at Hanbury6. The bishop of

Worcester was responsible for securing this grant; it

seems that Hanbury was one of the cathedral's minsters.
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Although the diocese of Worcester cannot rely on

original documents for its early history, it does have

two good reliable cartularies which are an invaluble

source of material for the area. In the early eighteenth

century, these two cartularies were edited, bound together,

and printed by Thomas Hearne, who unfortunatly thought

that they both formed part of the same cartulary, made by

the monk Heming after the Norman Conquest.
7

It was De. Neil Ker who showed clearly that Hearne's

♦Heming*s Cartulary* actually contained two separate and

independent collections of Worcester documents, and who

sorted the materhl into what seems to have been its

original order. The first cartulary, perhaps made at

the instigation of Archbishop Wulfstan, was almost certain¬

ly competed by about 1016, which makes it the oldest

English cartulary to have survived. It contains copies

of many charters recording gifts of land to the church,

and a remarkable series of leases granted by Bishop

Oswold. The charters are arranged topographically,

county by county, and although, they have not been printed

in their original order, it seems that the counties were

dealt with in this orders Worcestershire, Winchcombeshire,

(a shire which is now the northern part of Gloucestershire

and which seems to have been amalgamated with Gloucester-
O

shire some time in the early eleventh century ), Oxford¬

shire, Warwickshire, and Gloucestershire. These are

followed by leases of land in Gloucestershire, Winchcombe¬

shire, Worcestershire and fifteen not classified by county.

Of the land ih the eight charters listed under Oxfordshire,
a to

only Water Eaton , Brightwell, Watlington , and possibly

Hwicceuudu^ , are in modern Oxfordshire. These and

Spelsbury seem to have been the bishop?s only possessions
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diocese. Professor Finberg refers to this early cart-
12

ulary as 'Liber Wigorniensis' ; for the sake of consist¬

ency, I shall do the same,

The cartulary which can correctly be called Heming's
was prepared by him either in the last years of St.V/ulfstan'i

episcopacy, or during that of his successor, Bishop Samson.

Heming was a monk at Worcester under Bishop Wulfstan?

he called himself 'a monk and priest and fellow-servant

of the servants of God*. He tells us in hs cartulary

how Bishop Wulfstan told him to collect, sort, and copy

material relating to the Worcester estates, in order to
make clear for the future what lands they ought to own.

He also wanted to show what they had been despoiled of and

who by, so that the collection could be used to uphold

any further demands for restitution that might be made.

Heming would obviously have had access to the Worcester

archives, which makes him an invaluble source, and he also

tells us that he was told things by old men who remembered

them, especially Wulfstan.

His cartulary of course sometimes duplicates 'Liber

Wigorniensis', but seems to have been made independently,

perhaps even without knowledge of the earlier cartulary.

It includes twenty-three more charters, eleven boundaries,
1^

Oswald's letter to King Edgar , a version of the Domesday

Survey of Worcestershire, and the narrative accounts of

spoliations and of how the cartulary came to be made.

Heming was not always scrupulous about detail in his

narrative accounts, but the charter copies are on the

whole reliable.

Another Worcester cartulary, edited by R.H.Darling ton*®"'1'',
contains only one pre-Conquest document, the dubious

charter "Altitonantis"^^, which will later be discussed
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is, I think, another argument against its authenticity.

Early in the twelfth century, a Worcester scribe

with access to the cathedral archives drew up a list of

benefactors and their grants to the church; this was

printed by Dugdale in his "Monasticon Anglicanuia" • It

gives details of seventeen grants of which no other records

exist. He corrects the "Liber Wigorniensis" scribe's
16

slip of the pen in one charter , where he wrote 'Worcester'

instead of 'Twyning', thereby causing confusion amo&g

historians for generations.

In 1622 King James 1 caused his librarian, Patrick

Young, to search England's cathedrals for old manuscripts

and records, which Hearne printed in his edition of
17

Heining's cartulary • Another list was made in 1643

by Du0dale. He made very concise notes of ninety-two

documents in the possession of the Dean and Chapter of

Worcester cathedral at that time, many of which are now
18lost. His li3t is now in the Bodleian library •

Smith also printed some charters in his edition of Bede's

"History of the ^nglish Church and People".

Some lost charters, or grants of which no extant

records exist, are referred to in existing documents;

when Bishop Keathored received confirmation of the church's

rights over Aust in 794*^, for example, he produced

evidence that the land had been given to the church by

King Aethelbald. The dispute over Sodbury in Waerferth's

episcopacy was recorded in a document which gives an account
20

of Sodbury's early history .

Printed collections of charters including Worcester

documents are those by W. de Gray Birch, Kemble, Earle,
and Robertson. Professor Whitelock has translated a

?!
handful of latin documents x» and Dr. Robertson all the
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Old English leases and charters.

The Domesday Book, of course, dates to 1086, and

although I think it is too readily used as evidence for

too long a period, it does yield interesting information

foe the pre-Conquest period. It records, for example,
23

that Ealdred recovered Cutsdean for Worcester while he

was archbishop of York; it gives some of the history
9 A

of the disputed estate of Bengeworth . It is also, for

many estates, the only evidence we have for whether they

passed into, remained in, or passed out of the bishop*s
possession. One must remember, though, that often there

is a gap of a century or more between the last charter

relating to an estate and the Domesday Survey. Working

from so little material, the time-scale of Anglo-Saxon

history is too easily contracted,

It is also dangerous to use Domesday Book as evidence

that the system of leasing land for a term of lives led

to alienation of churoh lands. The Norman Conquest

caused too much disruption in landownership for us to be

able to use material from 1086 as evidence for a tendency

for land to pass out of church hands. There is some

evidence that this did happen; Heming complains of

spoliation of Worcester lands, Bishop Ealdred was involved

in a dispute with Toki*s son Aki over land which had
25been leased out • Domesday Book, however, is not the

best material to prove the dangers of leasing.

It is also difficult to determine exactly what the land

tenure situation described in Domesday Book meant in

practice. One would assume that the land listed under

the bishop of Worcester was subject to him at least

nominally; he did, after all, expect church-scot from

a.il of them. How far, though, could be enforce his
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rights over such tenants as Urse B'Abitot, the Norman

sheriff of Worcester, Robert the Despencer, Roger de Laci,

and other great landowners? Urse B'Abitot, the biggest

holder of Worcester lands, held sixty-four hides and seven

virgates of the bishop's lands, as well as twenty-five

houses in Worcester. These estates were held of Kempsey,

Wick Episcopi, Eladbury, Brecon, Northwick, Cropthorne,

Hambury, Ripple, and, according to Heming, of Blockley
at Born. At Lawern, in Wick Episcopi, he held four

virgates, one of which was actually in the bishop's demesne.

Hi3 biggest holdings were of seven hides, at Redmarly

B'Abitot of Bredon, and at Rous Bench of Eladbury. The

three berewieks Muckenhill, Stoulton, and Wolverton, held

of Kempsey, also made up seven hides.
26

Bavid Herlihy has pointed out , in discussing cont¬

inental church lands of the period, that the man with

usufruct of land in reality possessed far wider rights

than the man with eminent ownership; t is was probably

true of the situation described in Bomesday Book. The

man who lived and worked on the land would be far more

aware of his immediate Lord than of his distant overlord;

by 1086, men were probably most aware of the Normans who

were overseers for the great landowners brought in by

William, We can probably assume that by 1086 the bishop

of Worcester had, for a time at least, very little actual

control over many estates which nominally belonged to him •

Bomesday Book, perhaps like any historiaal source,

must be used with care, but the evidence it provides from

the period immediately after 1066 places it among the

sources which must be used for this study.
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BISHOPS OF WORCESTER

BOSEL

/

680 - 691

OFTFOR 691 - 692
A <SV . .

ECGWINE 692 J- 717

WILFRITH 718 - 743/5

MILKED " 743/5 - 775

WAERMUHD 775 - 777

TILHERE 777 - 780/1

HEATHORED 781 - 798/800
DENEBERHT 798/800 - 822

HEAHBERHT 822 - 845/8
EALHHUN 845/8 - 872

WAERFERTH 873 - 915

AETilELHTJN 915 - 922

WILPRITH 922 - 929

COENWALD 929 - 957

DUNSTAN 957 - 960

OSWALD 961 - 992 (Held York in Plurality from 972)

EALDWULF 992 -1002 (Held York in Plurality from 995)

WULFSTAN 1003 -1016 (Held York in Plurality from 1003

LEOFSIGE 1016 -1033

BRIHTHEAH 1033 -1038

LYFING 1038 - 1040 (1040, deposed from Worcester)
AELFRIO PUTTOC 1040 -1041 (1041, deprived of Worcester)
LYFING 1041 -1046 (Re-established)

EALDRED 1046 -1062 (Held York in plurality from 1061

but deprived of Worcester 1062)

ST. WULFSTAN 1062 -1095
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CHAPTER TWO

THE BISHOPS OP WORCESTER

Between the foundation of the see of Worcester and the

Norman conquest, the complete series of the English Bishops

of Worcester are known at least by name. Many are little

more than names to us now; some, however, were important

outside the sphere of Worcester and these we know more

about. Such men are Waerferth, Dunstan, Oswald, Arch¬

bishop Wulfstan, Ealdred, and St. Wulfstan. But some of

these, especially Dunstan, Ealdred, and Archbishop Wulfstan

would not seem to have been at all important from the

Worcester documents alone; often those involved with wider

ecclesiastical or political affairs had less time for their

own diocese and were not especially remembered in it.

"Very few of the Worcester bishops have not left their

names behind in any surviving documents of the diocese.

Prom the list of twenty-five names, only Bosel, Waermund,

Aethelhun, Wilfrith 11, Dunstan, Ealdwulf, and Aelfric

Puttoc have left no trace in Y/orcester writing. We cannot

tell if this is because they neither received nor leased

land, or merely because their documents have not survived,

but in most cases the latter is the more probable explanation

Bosel, for example, the first bishop of a newly founded

diocese, must have received lands, yet not even a

foundation charter survives. None may have been made.

Bosel was not, in fact, the first chosen bishop of

Worcester. Florence of Worcester1 tells us that this was

Tatfrid, a Northumbrian monk trained at Whitby. He,

however, dfei before being consecrated, and the first bishop

of Worcester was in fact Bosel, a man about whom we know

almost nothing, but who must have been a man of note to have

been the first bishop of a newly created see which still
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included many pagans. By 691, his health was failing.

Before his death, Oftfor was consecrated to act as bishop
2

in his place, and as his successor . Bede tells us that

Oftfor was also a monk of Whitby who went to Canterbury

as a pupil of Archbishop Theodore, and then to Rome to

finish his education. On his way home, he visited the

province of the Hwicce, where he remained for a time,

finally becoming its bishop. He was the recipient of

several grants to his diocese of which records have remained;
3 A

of buildings in Droitwich , land at Fladbury , and H^enbury
5

and Aust , in the south of his diocese.

His successor St Ecgwine does not figure very largely

in extant Worcester charters, though he did endorse Aethelret

grant of Fladbury to Oftfor, leasing Fladbury to the under-

feking of the Hwicce, Aethelheard, one of Oshere's sons, in

return for Stratford-upon-Avon. Florence of Worcester^
7

and the Evesham chronicle , however, devote considerable

space to him as the founder of Evesham abbey, which soon

came to be completely independent of Worcester, and which

in the years after the conquest was the cathedral priory's

bitter rival over certain lands. Ecgwine's succession to

Oftfor is usually given as 692, but Florence of Worcester

is the earliest authority for this date. The Evesham
8

chronicle seems to imply 699 rather than 692.

Many charters survive recording lands acquired by
Q

Ecgwine for Evesham, Two charters purport-' to be statements

by the bishop of all the lands he gained for his foundation;

one of them is taken from the Evesham chronicle. The two

documents cannot be genuine as they stand, but Professor

Finberg has argued"^ for an authentic basis to them. Some
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of the lands mentioned, for example Oldberrow, Abbot's

Morton and Ombersley, are certainly Evesham property in

Domesday Book11.
Under the for 708, Florence of Worcester

records that Eegwine accompanied the two kings Goenred

of Mercia and Offa of Essex to Rome, where they became

monks, remaining there until their deaths. Ecgwine

returned to his diocese, where he died in 717.

Of the bishops succeeding Ecgwine, we know almost

nothing until Waerferth, beyond the land grants which they
12

were involved in. Milred was in correspondence with
t

the Anglo«-Saxon lullus, a man educated at Malmsbury, who

became St. Boniface's successor to the Archbishopric of

Mainz. luilus had asked Milred for a copy of a book

which the bishop was not able to send as he had lent it to

Archbishop Cuthbert of Canterbury. Bishop Tilhere was •

apparently said to have been an Abbot of Berkeley in

Gloucestershire1-"*. Florence of Worcester1" tells us that

Waerferth's successor Aethelhun was definitely abbot of

Berkeley.

Waerferth, of course, was the friend of the great

King Alfred; Florence of Worcester describes him as

IS"
... magnae scientiae et Sanctitatis viro ". Asser

describes1^ how he and some Mercian companions were invited

to Alfred's court to bring some scholarship to it;

Mercia it seems was not entirely deviod of learning. He

wes also the recipient of one of the copies of the King's

translation of Pope Gregory's "Pastoral Care". Waerferth,

however, did not neglect his diocese for his king. Many

interesting Worcester documents survive from his episcopacy.

Several are leases, one of which gives one of our few

insights into the realities of needing to raise money

to pay off the Danish invaders1^. He was also involved
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in several disputes concerning estates of his bishopric,

such as Woodchester^*8 and Sudbury"*"^ and he requested of

Aethelred, ealdorraan of Mercia, and his wife Aethelflaed,
2

Alfred's daughter, that they fortify the burh of Worcester

The charter which survives concerning the agreements made

over the burh is one of the few documents surviving which

tell us something about the new burhs of Alfred? s reign and

just after, Worcester was unusual in that the bishop

rather than the king owned most of the land enclosed by the

new defences, but this would have made little difference

to life in the burh; only the recipient of tolls and dues

would have been different.

Nothing is known of the second Wilfrith to be bishop

at Worcester, His successor Coenwald granted a few leases

but does not seem to have been remembered for anything else,

Goenwald was succeeded for a short time by Dunstan, who,

though so important to tenth century ecclesiastical history,

left no trace of his presence at Worcester, He was,

however, responsible for recommending Oswald to the king
21

for the episcopal seat of the Hwicce .

Oswald was one of Worcester's two great English bishops

the other being the last, St, Wulfstan. A remarkable

series of leases survives from Oswald's episcopacy, which

have been studied from many points of view, such as the

problems of land-tenure and jurisdiction in the tenth

century. The witness-lists, too, have been studied

in great detail.

Oswald's episcopacy has been the subject of much

modern disagreement over such questions as: When did

Oswald change the cathedral clergy into a monastic body?
Did he do it slowly and gently or abruptly and forcefully?
Was he the recipient of the gift of the triple hundred of

Oswaldslow from King Edgar, and if so, did the monks get
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special rights over one of the hundreds?
The creation of Oswaldslow and the charter known as

"Altitonantis" will be discussed elsewhere. Other

questions concerning Oswald's rule at V/orcester have been
22

discussed in great depth by scholars such as Eric John ,

Armitage Robinson"""', Sir Ivor Atkins''"ir, R.R. Darlington"^1,
and Peter Sawyer • It is not my concern to do more than

summarise conclusions which I think can be drawn.

The account in 'Liber ®igorniensis' of the reasons

for building the new chu«Gh of St. Mary seems to me to be

the simplest and most credible, especially when taken in

conjunction with the great popularity of the bishop which
is stressed in the anonymous "Vita Oswaldi". 'Liber

27
Wigorniensis* does not record that the purpose of the'

new church was to set a new, monastic, example, but simply

that the old church of St. Peter had proved too small to

house Oswald's swelling congregations, and that the bishop

had been forced to preach outside by the stone cross

commemorating Wiferd and Alta, donors to the bishopric.

St. Peter's church gradually lost its community to the

new church, but this does not seem to have been Oswald's

main intention.
K

It has been generally agreed that the date 964 given
OO

for Wynsige's becoming prior""", must be wrong, though

how long exactly he was in Worcester before the charters2^
of 977, which were the first he witnessed at the head of

the community, can only be guesswox'k. Since he was sent

to Ramsey to receive his monastic education before being

made prior, much depends on the date of the foundation of

Ramsey, and this date, though uncertain, cannot have been

as early as 964. Several dates have been proposed for

his appointment to the priorate. A date round about the

time Oswald accepted the extra responsibilities of the arch-
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bishopric of fork, in 972, would seem likely.

Various statistical analyses of the lists of witnesses

to Oswald's leases have shown hoticeable changes in per¬

sonnel between 963 and 966^, and between 969 and 977.

It is not clear, however, exactly what the witness lists

represent, whether members of the bishop's household as

distinct from the community, or the community, or some of

each. Particular names can certainly be traced through

different lists, sometimes for considerable periods of

time, gnd they can be accepted as good evidence for the

clergy around the bishop in Wore ester, even if not as con¬

clusive evidence for the make-up of the cathedral priory.

As Eric John points out, seven regular witnesses disappear

between 963 and 966, and he takes this as evidence that

Oswald ejected all the secular clergy between these years,

and probably in 964"j1. However, Peter Sawyer has pointed
32

out that this loss is also true of the years 983 to 985 .

He believes that no real change in the nature of the commun¬

ity took place under Oswald; only natural wasteage and a

considerable expanion in numbers. It is noticeable that,

after all the discussion both in tenth century sources and

today about monks, very few of Oswald's witnesses were

actually described as "monachus". She most common terra

is simply "clericus", while "presbyter" is more common

than "monachus". If Eric John's "purge" did take place,

several men seem to have survived it, their names appearing

from the very early years until the 980s. A sacrist of 963

named Aethelstan eventually became Wynsige's successor as

head of the community. Aelfstan witnessed from 957 to 983,

Badwine from 962 to 996, Wulfheah from 962 to 981, and

Wulfhun from 957 to 984,

It may be that, although it was being said that changes

must and would take place, in practice very little differ¬

ence was made at first and only gradually did that
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priory become more monastic in character. Various
"monks" received grats of land by Oswald's leases;

33
Wynsige himself received Id.ttie ,/ashbourne . This is

hardly strictly monastic practice.
34.

The "Vita Oswaldi" , written by someone belonging

to Ramsey, Oswald's foundation, probably Bryt^rth, centres

around Ramsey itself and gives relatively little informatioi

about Worcester. It was, however, written by a learned

man who knew Oswald personally. It represents him as

virtuous, a lover of justice, correcting his people's

erring ways in a fatherly fashion. He was responsible

for much good work and alms giving at Worcester, and all

ranks of society loved him. This picture does not fit

well with a violent expulsion of clerks by Oswald, but

it was of course written by a man who would see much an

action as a just one. It, does, too, say that Oswald

founded a monastery at /orcester, and made . ynsige its abbot.

After Oswald, there was not another bishop who was

remembered as great at Worcester until St. Wulfstan.

Oswald's successors were pluralists, as Oswald himself

had been, and tended to put their energies into the arch¬

bishopric, and into secular and political affairs. Their

pluralism was much condemned by twelfth century historians,

but it was perhaps necessary in the circumstances of the

early eleventh century. York had only recently been

conquered from Horse rulers, and pluralism with V/orcester

ensured the archbishop's loyalty to the south'^. It

also helped to augment York's depleted revenues. Some

of these pluralists* leases of Worcester land, or records

of disputes over Worcester estates survive; on the whole

they are no better represented in the written material of

the diocese than their much earlier predecessors.
I

Oswald's immediate successor was Ealdwulf, a man about
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whom we know very little beyond the fact that he trans-
36

lated Oswald's remains to a fine new shrine^ , and that
37

he was involved in a dispute over Sinton^'.In 995,his

third year at Worcester, he too became archbishop of York
in plurality, and he was succeeded in both offices by
Archbishop Wulfstan, who, despite his eminence in other

fields, has been remembered at Worcester as a nepotist;
and a despoiler of monastic property, The surviving list

of the Worcester bishops blames him for these things,

and William of Malmsbury accuses him of nepotism,

Heming, however, did not accuse him of spoliation, and

his evidence is the nearest to contemporary that we have.

We have little evidence of Wulfstan's nepotism; he is

hardly likely to have had anything to do with his sister's

son Brihtheah becoming bishop of Worcester ten years

after his death. It is true that during his time land

was lost to men such as -hadric Streona end Earl Hakon, a

follower of Canute with a high reputation in his own

country of Norway, How much Wulfstan could have prevented

this is not clear; he held office at a difficult time,

facing both Ethelred's troubled reign and the invasion and

conquest by Canute, who subsequently rewarded his followers

with land which was often church property,

A few of 'Wulfstan's leases of Worcester land have

survived, though some are only in Dugdale's list in the

Bodleian library,''8 and the names of the lo^aoo-e have
39been lost. Earle 3 prints a lease to a lady named

Wulfgyfu, who may have been a relative of the archbishop;

Kemble40 prints a lease to Wulfstan's brother Aelfwig.

These may be taken to uphold the charges of nepotism made

against him. Oswald, however, leased to his brother

Osulf^ and to other kinsmen^"8, and no such complaints

were levelled at him.
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There is evidence that Wulfstan did some work colled

ing and recording the cathedral*s charters and leases for
4-3

"Liber Wigorniensis" . Worcester, however, was not his

main interest. His province of York was large, wild, and

partly heathen, and he was much concerned with introducing

new laws for its clergy and people. Though Worcester

did not remember Wulfstan as one of its great bishops, he

was, of course, in wider spheres a very important figure.

Though a great Latin scholar, he wrote, like his friend

Aelfric of Eynsham, in English for a wider audience. His

homilies included the famous "Sermon of Lupus to the people

and were still in use in the twelfth century. He also

produced five of Ethelred's law codes, and their similar¬

ities with his other writings show that he was at least

partly responsible for the content, and not just their

actual production. His influence did not <nd with

Ethelred*s death, for he also wrote law codes for Canute.

It would have been natural for fianute to turn to Wulfstan

for this; Wulfstan was much the senior of the two arch¬

bishops, and an experienced law writer. His involvement

with the kings meant, of course, that he spent much of his

time travelling around with the court rather than in either

his diocese or his province.

It may be that Wulfstan was aware that he could not

spare enough time for the needs of the diocese of the

Hwicce, for in 1016, seven years before his death,

Leofsige was made bishop of Worcester. His name has

survived in a writ of Canute concerning Bengeworth45,
and in a lost lease to an unknown lessee^ of an estate

at vvolverton. As far as we can tell Wulfstan treated him

very much as a suffragan or chorepiscopus, in the same way

as Archbishop Ealdred was later to treat St. Wulfstan.

Florence of Woroester^tells us Leofsige had been abbot
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of Thorney.

Leofsige was succeeded by Brihtheah, another monastic

bishop; he came to the episcopal seat from Pershore, where

he had been abbot. He, too, was remembered for nepotism;

'Liber Wigorniensis' and Heming complain that he gave
Aft

monastic property to his brother Ailric , to his brother-

in-law^", to his chamberlain and Kinsman At sere""1, and to

certain thegns^ . Domesday Book supports 'Liber

Wigorniensis' and Heming to a certain extent in the entry
52 53

concerning Bengeworth , but the entry for Cutsdean , and
54

the Old English lease of Aston Blank, ^ suggest that his

grants were limited leases such as those granted by his

predecessors. By 1086, it is true, many of the lands had

in effect passed out of the churoh's hands, but this caiinot

necessarily be blamed on Brihtheah. He did no more than
55

Oswald did if his leases were of the usual type, and we

know that Canute's successors had seized land in lieu of

heavy taxation which the church could not meet; that men

such as Leofwine, Edwin and Morear also despoiled church
56

estates , while the conquest itself resulted in the

loss of church land. Perhaps Heminghad reasons for

charging Brihtheah with nepotism, but the evidence we have

does not support this charge. Hemingalso says that while

Brihtheah ruled St. Mary's, his brother ruled St.Peter's^^,
but what the old minster was then do not know.

Brihtheah was succeeded by Lyfing who, with Aelfric

Puttoc, was one of Worcester's most politically involved

bishops. Loyal to Canute and Harald Harefoot, Lyfing the

abbot of Tavistock was regarded first with the diocese of

Crediton and then of Worcester. In 1040, when Harthacanut

came to the throne, Lyfing lost Worcester to Aelfric Puttoc

Florence of Worcester states that this was because of

Lyfing's disgrace; that, with earl G-odwine, Lyfing was
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responsible for the murder of the atheling Alfred.

Florence, the only source for this, also states that

Aelfric was one of Lyfing's leading accusers.

Aelfric had been monastic dean at Winchester, which

suggests that he was of West Saxon origin; his year or

so at Worcester has left no charter evidence. The only

evidence which exists of any political activity dates from

Harthacanute's short reign. His close association with

this unpopular king may indicate that he was an un-
58

scrupulous man, as may his second name, Puttoc , which
59

seem to mean kite, or some such bird of prey. In 1041

while he was still bishop, Worcester was ravaged by

Harthacanute for the murder of two tax-collectors. There

seems to have been some feeling at 'Worcester reflected by

Florence of ,-orcestere and other later sources, that

Aelfric could have done more to protect the city from a

king with whom he was closely associated.

Lyfing made his peace with the new king and regained

Worcester in 1041; he held the see until his death in

1042. Several of his leases of Worcester lands survived
C rv /T "J

to be printed by Kemble and Earle , or copied into

Dugdale's list in the Bodleian library. Many of the names

of his lessees have been lost; the ones we have are of

his thegn Aethelric or Aegelric, and his "faithful

Earcytel". He may have granted lands for secular and

political reasons, but we have no way of ascertaining this,

and he does not seem to have incurred later censure.

Bishop Ealdred, Lyfing's successor, who, after

receiving the archbishopric of York in 1061, was not given

papal permission to keep Worcester in plurality, is a

prominent figure in both the D recension of the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle, and in Florence of Worcester's chronicle.

Because of Archbishop Stigand's irregular position, the
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leadership of the English Church passed to Ealdred even

before his promotion to York. He probably crowned King

Harold. Little Worcester documentation survives concern-

f
ing him, only the record of a land dispute over Teddington

and Alstone and the note in Domesday Book which records

that he recovered Cutsdean for the diocese after he had

become archbishop. He kept many Worcester estates

although he was officially no longer in charge of the

diocese, and seems to have chosen his successor Wulfstan,

treating him as something of a suffragan.

Ealdred was, in Professor Barlow's words, a "cultured
63

man of the world" who "outgrew the cloister and used
64

his talents in a larger world" . At the centre of

political affairs, he was praised highly for his administ¬

rative abilities; not, however, for his spiritual qualitie

Florence of Worcester^" tells us he had been a monk of

Winchester, then abbot of Tavistock before his promotion

to Worcester. He and Bishop Leofgar of Hereford were

involved in the war with raiding Welsh and Irish, and he

aided the earls Leofric and Harold in local pacification.

Florence of Worcester;, records that in 1049 Ealdred's

forces were defeated by Irish pirates plundering in the

Severn val3§r, but on the whole this military bishop seems

to have been successful. He probably did not actually

fight himself; English bishops appear to have been

expected to stay out of combat. After Leofgar's death,

Ealdred controlled the diocese for a time; he also had

control of the diocese of Wiltshire.

66
In 1050 , he and bishop Herman were sent to Rome on

the King's business, and in 1054°^ he led the legation to

Germany to negotiate the return of Edward the Atheling,

g3?*3538on of Edmund Ironside, a mission which especially

shows his position as one of the leading figures of the
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day. In 1058, after consecrating his restored abbey at
G0

Gloucester, he travelled to Jerusalem on pilgrimage
When he lost his cl aim to be allowed to hold Worceste]

and York in plurality, papal legates returned from Rome

with him to England to choose a successor for the vacant

see. Ealdred sent them to stay with Wulfstan in the

cathedral.priory during Lent. The legates were impressed

with him, and he was chosen as the new bishop. It is very

probable that Ealdred intended this to be the outcome;

he never entirely gave up Worcester, and the Saintly

Wulfstan may have appeared easy to dominate. Ealdred
remained archbishop of York until his death. He crowned

6Q
William on Christmas Day 1066 , and seems to have been

highly thought cf by the usurping King.

St. Wulfstan had had some education at Evesham, then

had been attached to the household of Abbot Brihtheah at

Pershore. He was made a deac-on and then a priest at

Hawkesbury, one of the manors of Pershore Abbey. He

then requested that he be made a monk at Worcester where

at that time there were only twelve members of the

community. Wulfstan held various posts such as school¬

master and precentor, and finally be became prior. As

prior, and later as bishop, he built up the numbers of the

community, he began to improve the external affairs of the

monastery by recovering lands such as Acton Beauchamp from

Ordwi and Pendock from Northmann, and he insisted on a

stricter observance of the monastic rule within the priory.

The "Vita Wulfstani"^ chiefly portrays him as the holy

bishop whom everyone loved, a man who travelled incessantly

round his diocese preaching peace and giving free baptism

to the children of those too poor to pay for the sacrament.

He was said to have prevented the slave trade between

England and Ireland; people flocked to hear him preach
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and to make their confessions to him.

Wulfstan, however, was not all spirituality; he

recovered lands for the church as we have seen and after

1066 he became involved in a bitter dispute with Abbot

Aethelred of Evesham over certain estates. He wone the

invader William's trust, kept his diocese, and, on his

death in 1095* was the last English bishop. To Wulfstan's

inspiration, of course, Heming attributed the making of

his cartulary for which we today must be grateful. V/ith

Oswald, Y/ulfstan must be reckoned as one of Worcester's

greatest bishops.

The ree'ord on the whole, though, is a good one.

Worcester produced three saints, none of whom seem to have

been unworthy of the distinction, even if they were not

in quite the 3ame style as Cuthbert or Aidan. Many

we know only a little about, but only one or two earned a

bad reputation as far as we know. Aelfric Puttoe and

Lyfing were the only ones against whom any serious charge

was levelled, and Lyfing's crime, though a very grave one,

had nothing to do with the diocese. It is not, however,

certain that he committed it. Even the reports of

nepotism are not upheld by the documents. Some were not,

perhaps, particulady good bishops for Worcester, but many

of these had wider preoccupations and take an important

place in history because of them. Until the eleventh

century the estates of the diocese grew and flourished, and

even in 1086 the bishop was still the main holder of land

in the county of Worcester.
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ohaiter three*

THE DIOCESE AMD ITS POSSESSIONS

Although the information for the estates possessed

"by the see of Worcester is on the whole good, there is no

extant foundation charter, not even a forged one, and we

do not know what the original endowment of the diocese

was. One can guess that it must have been given land in

the area of the present city to live on*, and we know that

it soon built up a further nucleus of land in the area and

across the rest of the diocese. It will never be possible

to establish exactly what estates tie new bishopric was

given at the time of its creation, but two tentative

suggestions can be made concerning this original endowment.

Neither are at all conclusive, but both are worth dis¬

cussing.

She first concerns the bounds of Wick Episcopi.

Two versions exist of very extensive boundaries which,

although they are called the bounds of 'Wic', usually

thought to be our iok piscopi, have been shown by

Mr. Grundy"^ to exteryk west along the "River Teme from its

junction with the Severn to the present west parish

boundary of Cotheridge, and north along the Severn from

■its junction with the Teme to the present north parish

boundary of Holt. One of the versions is in Latin,
p

attached to a charter dated to between 757 and 775 .

The second, in Old nnglish, appears to be a later translat¬

ion of the Latin bounds, although they are slightly

different in that Little Witley parish is not included.

Apart from Little Witley, the bounds include Holt,

Bentley, Hallow, Grimley, Mosley, Cotheridge, St. John in

Bedwardine, and, in the south east corner, Wick Episcopi

itself.
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It has been suggested to me that the area enclosed

by these boundaries represents the original endowment of
the church of Worcester. This may seem at first sight

self-contradictory, since the charter from which these
l
bounds come grant this land to the church between seventy

and ninety years after the foundation of the diocese. It

does seem however that the bishop owned a whole area here

as one unit, as opposed to several isolated estates,

something which cannot be shown to be true in any other

area, and this one fact may indicate that the bishop had
been given at least some rights over the area at the time

of the foundation of his diocese. Many of the places

within these bounds, such as G-rimley, Mosely, Cotheridge,

Hallow, and Bentley, can be shown to have belonged to the

bishop by later documents, which upholds the suggestion
that he did own this whole unit of land.

There may be several explanations for what may seem,

if this suggestion were correct, an unnecessary re-grant

of this land by Offa. Offa was a powerful Mercian king

who may well have wanted to make it clear that the church

held land from him, because he allowed it, rather than by

its own right. Also, the grant mentions that Wic was- a

royal vill - if Offa was handing a royal vill over to the

churcn, very special rights would almost certainly have

gone with it. This may indicate that in the first instance

in 680, the bishop was given some, but not exclusive,

rights over this area, and that exclusive rights only came

slowly, by such grants as Offa's of '.Tie from which these

bounds come. Such a grant of a royal vill would have

been a very important stage in Worcester's history.

This suggestion that the bishop owned an area north¬

west of Worcester over which he only slowly gained full
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rights may support the argument discussed below; that

Hallow was part of an original endowment even though the

bishop was later granted privileges in this area. All

this is merely speculation, however; the bishop may well

have received this whole area from Offa, nearly a century

after the foundation of the see.

The other suggestion which can be made concerning

Worcester's endowment is based on the fact that the

Domesday Book for Worcester records four or five episcopal

manors for which there are either no extant early records,
3

or only doubtful ones. These estates are Northwick ,

4- 5 6
Cropthorne , Alvechurch, Stoke Prior , and perhaps Hallow

The distribution of these estates is shown on map B;

while Hallow and Northwick are well situated, the other

three are rather further from Worcester than one would

expect its first possessions to have been,

The lack of early material for these estates may be

simply due to the hazardous business of the chance

survival of sources. It is, however, possible that some

or all of these estates were part of the original endow¬

ment of the see. If this were so, naturally, there would

be no documents recording them as separate gifts to the

church, and the bishops might have been a little less

likely to lease out such ancient episcopal estates,

though the latter is not in itself a very strong

argument. Some of the members of the properties

described in 1086 as manors were leased out, but these

were often acquired later than the manors themselves.

Hallow is a little more doubtful than the others

because it does occur in a ninth century charter. In
7

816 , King Coenwulf granted Bishop Deneberht exemption

from all secular dues except for the building of bridges
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and burhs, service in the army, and payment of the king's

food rent on land at Hallow, as well as Y/hittington,

Spetchley, and other estates. In exchange the king
received fourteen hides from the bishop's 'Sture' estates,

0
which seera to have been acquired in the eighth century •

This charter does imply that Hallow and the other estates

already belonged to orcester, but one would perhaps

expect the see's endowment to have been exempt from

secular dues at least before the early ninth century, if

not at once. We have seen, however, that this may not

have been so; Hallow lay within the area of the north

west of Worcester where it has been argued that the bishop

had at first enough rights tcyhimself and his household,
but not necessarily exclusive rights. It was perhaps
the increasing needs of the bishops which led to them

being given increasing powers in their estates. It is

possible, too, that the rights issued by Coenwulf already

existed by custom, and were only at this time issued in

writing, perhaps even so that the king could make clear

the reservations.

Stoke Prior is possibly the subject of a lease of
Q

Bishop Coenwald, dated to 941% in which case it was

either not part of an original endowment, or it is not

true that there was any reluctance to alienate the church's

ancient estates. No leases exist for the other manors

discussed here. The land leased by Coenwald, in a

charter which is now lost but which was listed by Dugdale

in the manuscript now in the Bodleian library, was at

'Stoce' and Broughton in Belbrougnton. 'Stoce' has not

been identified for certain, but since Stoke Prior is very

close to Belbroughton it might well have been that estate.
Aston in Stoke Prior bertainly- does not appesr to have been
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the subject of a very dubious charter of donation which

will be discussed in some detail elsewhere"^. There

also seems to have been a grant of this land to the thegn

Aethelmund by the under-king of the Hwicce in 767^1
Aston, at least, was not one of the bishopric's original

estates. Stoke Prior itself may or may not have been;

like all of these estates, itsearly history can only be

guessed at.

If these manors, or even any one of them, were given

to the see when it was founded, the endowment did not

include the whole manor with all its members as it existed

in 1086. This, of course, is hardly surprising; there

is a four-century gap between the founding c£ the see and

the making of Domesday Book. The hidages given in

Domesday, even though many of the members were not

included earlier, and remembering that hideage assessments

were often changed, are our only guide to how large this

supposed endowment may have been. The whole total adds

up to one hundred and ten hides, fifty of which belonged

to Oropthorne and twenty-five to Northwick. If, as well

as this, the bishop had the area inside the 'Wic* bounds

(remembering that Hallow is common to both), this would

have been a generous endowment, even at the most conserv¬

ative estamate of a hide. This figures of one hundred

and ten may, however, be totally misleading, since, for
12

example, Hallow was assessed in 1086 at seven hides,

whereas in Goenwulf's charter of 816 it was assessed at

thirty hides1^.
It is also possible that Cropthorne, the biggest of

these estates, should not be counted among the first gift

to the see. There is a dubious charter, dated to 780"^
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which records its grant to the church by King Offa.

This charter has been entirely dismissed by some hist¬

orians, which may mean that Cropthorne was in fact even

older church property for which a charter was invented.

I, however, am inclined to think that there is some basis

of truth behind this charter, as is discussed below in

connection with the estates Bengeworth and Hampton. If

it does rest on truth, then Cropthorne must be rejected

as original endowment,

Cropthorne, of course, appears in 'Altitonantis• as

the half-hundred which was given to the monks and made

up to one hundred hides as their one-third part of
IK

Oswaldslow • The hideage is the same as that given in

Domesday Book, but this is no evidence for the authent¬

icity of this claim; if, as I think it must be,

•Altitonantis1 is rejected as a forgery the hideage was

probably copied from Domesday Book. If *Altitonantis*

embodies any genuine memories at all it might be worth

noting that it states that Cropthorne was ancient

ecclesiastical property.

Of Cropthorne's members in 1086, the chapelry

Netherton has no earlier mention. Ekaley Castle is known
T fi T 7

from a lease of Bishop Lyfing • From Heming , it

seems that both 1,1mley Castle and Charlton were seized

unjustly from the church. He claims that Charlton was

leased out for three lives before the Conquest, that it

passed down to Godric ana reverted to Bishop Wulfstan,

The Bishop was, however, subsequently despoiled of the lai

by Robert the Despencer, a Norman landowner with many

holdings in Worcestershire* Robert also seized Elmley

which had had a similar history, being alienated by both

Brihtheah and Lyfing.



Hampton and Bengeworth, now on the outskirts of

Evesham, also belonged to the manor of Cropthorne in 1086,

but the land was held of the bishop by the abbot of

Evesham and by Urse D*Abitot. The history of these two

estates, however, is very difficult, since the eleventh-

century dispute discussed later in this study produced

much spurious material relating to them, and the truth

has been obscured. All this is discussed in detail

elsewhere^"®.
In 1086, Tibberton, Bredicot, Warndon, White Ladies

Aston, Cudleigh, Oddingly, Huddington, Whittington,

Queenshill, and Pirie, belonged to the episcopal manor of

Northwick. Of these, only Whittington appears in an

early document; the 816 charter of Ooenwulf. The same

arguments naturally apply to it as to Hallow. Bredicot,

Tibberton"1'^, Oddingly^0, and Cudleigh^ were all just once

the subject of tenth century leases; Pirie was leased out
22

in the eleventh century • White Ladies Aston, Warndon,

and Huddington, like Northwick itself, have no other

mention in the sources.

Of the members of Hallow manor, Broadwas was given by

Offa in 789 or 790, according to an Old English memorand-
23 24.

urn . Himbleton was not given to the church until 896 ;

Spetchley, like Hallow itself, was a subject of Coenwulf's
25

exemptions of 816 . Of the berewicks of Alvechurch,
?6

Cofton Hackett was not given to the church until 780 •

These suggestions about the original endowment of the

diocese rest on very shaky arguments, but, faced with such

a lack of evidence, I think it can be said that the first

estates owned by the bishopric of Worcester were probably

among those discussed in this chapter so far. It is always

possible that the king made different arrangements for
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Worcester than for most new foundations of the time#

The lay nobility of the diocese, for instance, might

have been required to support the bishop. An endowment

of land, however, would have been the most usual means of

providing for a new foundation as far as we can tell from

all the extant information about other sees. As there

is no evidence whatsoever to point to there having been

any different method of providing for Worcester, I think

one can assume that it was given land in the normal way.

Having discussed these possibilities, we can now

study the whole diocese, which can be traced from comp¬

arisons with what is known about the territory of the Hwict

from later evidence such as the Red Book of Worcester, and

from lands which, over nearly fouf hundred years of

Anglo-Gaxon rule, came to be the property of the bishopric)

its temporal rather than its spiritual possessions. The

sketch maps 0 and D show which lands are known from charter

of donation and which frorn leases, while maps IT and 0 at

the end of this thesis show which lands in the diocese are

known to have belonged to the bishopric at least at some

time in the Anglo-Saxon period.

Between the sources for donations and the sources for

leases, there is a clear division in time. The ninth

century saw the climax in gifts to the see, while the secor

half of the tenth century has left uo the highest number oi

records of leases, although of course some leases were

granted before the tenth century and donations had not

altogether ceased by the ninth. Such a break between the

acquisition and alienation of lands by the. church has been
27

shown to have taken place on the continent, but there

outside pressure to alienate played a more important, or a1

least a more ostentatious, part than it did in Worcester,
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Prom the other English sees not so many leases have

survived as the remarkable series from Vi/orcester, so the

comparison cannot be easily made.

The most generous donors to the church were, as is to

be expected, royal; kings were in the best position to be

able to spare land, and it was important for them to impre;

Their motives for giving land in this early period were

usually pious, though political considerations or a price

paid for the land were often added reasons. Usually,

though, the winning of respect in this world and of a

quicker path to heaven in the next was the main reason.

The subordinate rulers of the Hwicce gave land; Overbury,
28

for example, came from Uhtred in about 757 • Offa of

Mercia in the eighth century, and Coenwulf in the ninth,

were among the most generous donors to Worcester. Among
29 30 31

Offa's many gifts were Nuthurst , Laughern , Sture '
32

and the vill at Wick Episcopi , while Coenwulf's many
rz

gifts included Bell Hall, Broughton, Pairfield, Salwarpe
34-

Hampton Lovett, and further -Sture estates • Hot all

donors to Worcester were royal, though; Dugdale records
33

a grant of Dunhampstead and Himbleton in 896 by Eared

and his wife Tunthryth. Ealdorman Athulf, a descendant

of King Coenwulf, gave Upton upon Severn and Welland in

88936.
lessees of church estates were usually laymen,

though some clerics; often they were servants of the

bishop's household, sometimes his relatives. Such

personnel involved in granting and leasing will become

clear in more detailed studies of particular estates and

leases.

The chance survival of sources means that it is not

possible to be sure that one is not receiving a distorted

view of the subject; as can be seen from the sketch maps,
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however, records of endowments to the church and records
of leases by the church do produce very similar maps of

the distibution of the bishop's estates. The evidence of

the Domesday inquest concerning the estates at least

nominally owned by the bishop supports the evidence of the
charters. It seems reasonably safe to assume that

although odd estates may ha.ve escaped the sources, we do
know the main areas of the bishop's properties.

The bulk of the bishop's estates lay in Worcestershire

and in those parts of modern Gloucestershire and Warwick¬

shire which once belonged to iorcestershire, such as

Blockley in Gloucestershire and Tred.ington in Warwickshire

A handful of estatesJ were associated, perhaps only brieflyp
with the Worcester diocese. A few estates on the

Warwickshire Avon, such as Stratford and Shottery, belonged

to the church. Quite a number lay in the Gloucestershire

part of the see; a group on the River Coin, including

Ablington and Bibury; a group near Bristol, including

Henbury, Westbury and Yate; and a group to the east of

the Severn, including Cheltenham, Bishop's Cleeve, Southam,

and Elmston Hardwicke.

Despite the presence of the important abbeys of

Pershore and Evesham, the Bishop of Worcester remained

the biggest landowner in the county, where, especially

around the modern city itself, the main concentrations of

the church's estates lay. Looking at the map of his

estates, it is easy to imagine how influential he would

have been in his diocese as a land-owning noble as well

as a spiritual leader. Visitations would take a good

bishop all over his diocese, and usually he would stay on

his own estates, on which he and his household could live .

As well as around the city, his estates were grouped in the

Severn valley, around the confluence of the Severn and
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Avo$, and north-west of the city along the River Salwarpe
into what are now the outskirts of Birmingham. Some

lay in the central part of the county, spreading towards

the east, while some were scattered west of the Severn

and some lay among the possessions of Evesham and Pershore

in the Avon Valley in Worcestershire. On all these

estates, people could have seen the bishop and his entourage

arrive., and stay until all the produce of the estate had

been eaten; and the bishop, probably more than any lay

noble, would come into direct contact with his people

through his sacred duties. His presence in the diocese

would always, as long as he was performing his duties as

he should, have been very evident.
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OHAPTBR FOUR

The Charter known as "Altitonantia"

Probably as much has been written about the charter

numbered 1135 by Birch, opening with the word "Altitonantis

as shout any other single charter# Since this is so, I

do not intend to go once again rto all the well-known

arguments about it, arguments concerning the monks* claims,

the types of privilege alleged to be granted, the terms in

which they are granted, the date of Wynsige*s promotion

to prior, the nature of Oswald's monastic reforms, and

endless other details# All of these have been very

thoroughly discussed"^"# Eo one now believes the charter

can be authentic as it stands; the question really is,

does the charter have any genuine basis on an earlier

written document at all, and if not, when was it produced?

"Altitonantis" claims to be a charter of Edgar, dated

to 964» which creates a t&ple hundred called Oswaldslow

over which the bishop has exclusive rights and privileges#

One of these hundreds, made up of an area of fifty hides

called Outhburgeslaw, said to be very ancient, and fifly

extra hides, is allegedly given to the monks, under abbot

Wynsige. In it they are to enjoy the same privileges

as the bishop in his two-thirds of Oswaldslow.

Much calculation has been done concerning the hidages

of the estates mentioned in "Altitonantis", and it has beer

shown that these add up to figures very close to one

hundred for each of the three hundreds of Oswaldslow#

2
Professor R. R. Darlington , however, has pointed out that

these calculations have involved some of the monks*

estates being counted twice over, since some of those

mentioned as part of Cuthburgeslaw belong to the episcopal

manors named in V.ulfrereslaw; that is Blockley, Bredon,

and Tredington. This, at least, is the situation
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recorded in Domesday Book, and if one is going to use

Domesday hidages, one cannot conveniently ignore Domesday

manorial organization. We cannot, then, accept the

hidages of "Altitonantis". One can point to many small
details in B.O.S. 1135 which seem odd? is it usual, for

example, to use *ob eius memoriam, of someone who was

still alive? It is suspicious, then, in its detail,

Mr. Eric John believes that the proportion of truth

to falsehood in the charter would not have made fabric¬

ation worthwhile; one could however argue that a forgery

was unlikely to have carried any conviction unless based
on a substantial amount of truth. Mr. John has produced

what he believes to be the essence of the original charter,
3

before the interpolations v/ere made • His argument is ver;

persuasive, but brings one up against what I consider to
be the biggest problem concerning this charter. If an

original charter conveying the provileges which "Altitonant:

alleges to grant was in existence, why was it not included

in either of the two independently made cartularies known

as Heming's Cartulary to us now? Heming's own part of

this cartulary was said by him to have been drawn up

expressly to combat the post-Conquest usurpations of church

land, and I cannot believe that he would have raidsed out

such a valuable grant. He did include the letter,

alleged to be of Oswald to King Edgar, also dated to 964,

which concerns land-leases within Oswaldslow, misleadingly

entitling it "Indiculum libertatis de Oswaldeslawes
A c

Hundred" . Professor Darlington has suggested , I think

most convincingly, that the inclusion of this document

suggests that Heming wished to include a document concern¬

ing the Oswaldslow Hundred, but could find nothing more

suitable than the "Indiculum".

If one accepts that "Altitonantis" was not in
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existence by the completion of Heming's ovm Cartulary,
fi

(which Dr. ICer dates to the 1090s , and V. H. G-albraith

to Bishop Samson's episcopate, or 1096 to 1112 ), one

must accept that it was fabricated between about 1100

and 1136-9» when the first mention of it occurs in a

charter of King Stephen. The twelfth century charter

we have could well be, if this were so, the only version

of "Altitonantis" ever produced.

Accepting that "Altitonantis" is a forgery, it must
be asked if the forger based his work on any written

material about such liberties dating from before 1086.

I think that he almost certainly did not have any such

written material; if he had it surely would, like

Mr. John's charter, have been included in Heming's work.

The claims made in the document need no other source

than the Domesday inquest and the beliefs which existed

in the monastery about its rights and privileges. The

style and the witnesses could have been compiled with

little difficulty even from such tenth century documents

as we possess today.

An entry in Domesday Book describes the situation
Q

as it was in 1086 . The bishop of Worcester owned three

hundred hides known as Oswaldslow from which he received

all dues, profits, and services, and in which he had

exclusive rights. The three hundreds were to be treated

as the demense lands of the church, and if any of them

were leased the lessee was only to be entitled to such

rights as the bishop chose to grant him. The whole

county court testified to this. Domesday Book, then,

does uphold the claims made by "Altitonantis" for the

bishop. Nothing, however, is said in it about the monks

having similar rights in one of the three hundreds,

though some of the estates in Oswaldslow did either belong
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to them or were assigned to their support.

Whether "Altitonantis" embodied any facts about

Worcester liberties dating from the tenth century is a

more difficult question than that of its authenticity.

It is true that, by 1086, the bishop had lordship over

his triple hundred; we have seen that Domesday Book

confirms his rights. One cannot ignore Professor

Maitland's argument that it is unlikely that the whole

county would have witnessed to something which had been
a recent innovation by the Normans, There is, however,

no evidence that any documents were produced to prove

the bishop*s right before the Domesday inquisitors, The

entry relies on the word of the bishop and the witness
of the county,

The lands which the monks claimed in "Altitonantis"

are entered consecutively in Domesday Book, with the

exception of Northwick and Dorn, which do not appear at

all. These lands are usually 3aid to be the monks' manors

in Oswaldslow, and a few are specifically assigned to the

monks; Sedgeberrow, Knightwick in G-rimley, Himbleton in

Spetchely, and Cropthorne. Although there is no real

evidence for the rest of these manors being monastic, the

fact that they are all entered together is suggestive.

We have already seen that the inspiration for "Altitonantis1

could have come from Domesday Book alon^ and I think

that in 1086 the monks had some connection with these

estates. The claims made by "Altitonantis" for the monks

are almost certainly much exaggerated, but it is unlikely

that they were made about lands to which the monks had no

claims at all.

By 1086, then, some truth lay behind the arrangements

described in "Altitonantis", and the situation almost

certainly dated back long enough for it to have become
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established.

Oswald's letter to King Edgar provides some evidence

for the bishop's rights over his triple hundred, but it is
/

not specific enough to provide definite evidence that a

special liberty such as is described in "Altitonantis"

had been created. I think it is unlikely that such a

liberty was ever created at any one time; the rights

over Oswaldalow described in 1086 more probably grew up

gradually, The year 964 would seem a good date for any

forger to have chosen for the creation of Oswaldslow;

it was known thatrany churches, such as Ely and Oswald's,

own Ramsey, were re-founded in Edgar's reign, and that

the king was a generous friend to the church. Many

places had charters of foundation dating to his reigii;

"Altitonantis"mag[ even have been partly an attempt to

provide something of a foun ation charter for monastic

Worcester.

Domesday Book also partially backs up the monks*

claims that they owned some land in their own right,

distinct from the bishop, There is no evidence in

Domesday Book for all the special privileges claimed by

the monks in fAltitonantis", only that the profits of the

land went towards keeping the monks, There is perhaps

some evidence for this separate holding of land from before

1066, Some land was leased from the bishop to his clergy,

or from clergy to bishop, even before the cathedral clergy
9

were made truly monastic . Elmstone Hardwicke and

Kempsey were both treated in this way, the details of

these leases will be discussed elsewhere. It may be,

however, that it was the bishop who owned some land in his

own right as an individual rather than as a bishop;

that the difference was between, for example, Waerferth

as a man and the Church of Worcester, rather than bwtween
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bishop and cathedral clergy. Waerferth., once he had

obtained the land at Elmstone, bestowed it on a member of

his family; he could perhaps only have done this with

land held in his own name. So even these leases do not

provide solid evidence for the land being held with special

privileges by the monks.

There is one more piece of evidence to be examined;

some grants of the mid-tenth century were made with the

consent of the cathedral clergy; others, according to the

charters, were not. It seems sensible, therefore, to

attempt to see if the fact of consent to charters provides

any support to the monies1 claims if, for example, they

consent to about one-third of the leases, (since they

claimed one-third of Oswaldslow), or if there seems to be

any other reason for their consenting or not consenting.

Unfortunately, however, no real conclusion can be draw

from these charters. Out of the seventy-six leases dated

between 962 and 1058, shown on the table, thirty-four

were granted with the consent of the cathedral clergy and

others (A), twenty were granted with no consent being

recorded(B), and twenty-two were granted with the consent

of the king, ealdorman, etc., but not the cathedral

clergy(C).

These figures do not support the idea of the cathedral

clergy owning one-third of the Worcester property. They

begin giving their consent as early as 962, so there seems

to be no connection with whatever reforms Oswald may have

made at Worcester. No pattern, in fact, seems to lie

behind the cathedral clergy consenting to land-leases.

It is true that no estate falls in both group A and

group C, which might suggest that the clergy had rights i n
the estates in the first group which they did not have in

those in the third. Some est tes, however, fail in both
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A and B# such as Bredons Norton, Compton in Withington,

and Wolverton, while some fall in "both B and C, such as

Bentley, Inkberrow, and Cutsdea^u Comparing the charters

recording leases granted with no consent at all with the

evidence of Domesday Book and earlier evidence, I do not

think that group B can be taken to represent land over

which the bishop had any special personal rights; I

think they were simply charters where the mention of

consent was omitted, or has since been omitted by copyists*

Of group A, only Daylesford, Blackwell, Teddington

and Mitton were assigned to the monks in Domesday Book,

while some of those in group C were estates claimed by

the monks, such as Evenloae, Pendock, and Grimley.

The fact of consent to the charters of leases, as

it has been preserved, then, seems to be a fairly random

matter. "Altitonantis" would seem to be disproved;

no real evidence exists for many of its claims. The

mo3t credible claim made seems to be for the bishop's

rights over his triple hundred, and these were probably

established by custom rather than in writing. This

charter will no doubt continue to attract attention and

differing opinions, but for this study I think it can

serve no useful purpose.



A : CONSENT OP CATHEDRAL

CLERGY (& OTHERS)

B : :NO CONSENT CITED

962 Compton (in Withington) 967 Holdfast

962 Elmstree (in Tetbury) 969 Evenlode

963 Harford 972-92 •curta* in city

963 Cotheridge
of Worcester

963 Redmarley D'Abitot 981 Peggiesworth

963 Oddingley; Laughern 982 Compton (in

963 Thorne (in Inkberrow) Withington)

966 Hindlip 983 Ab Lench

967 Itchington (in Tytherington) 984 Inkberrow

969 Whitelinge (in Hartlebury) 984 Wolverton

969 Teddington; Alstone 985 Hartlebury

969 Saberton 987 Cutsdean

974 Cudleigh 988 Tetbury Upton

977 Himbleton 988 Holdfast

977 Genenofre 989 Bredons Norton

977 Wolverton 991 Ashton under Hill

977 Little Witley 1003'-23 Perry Wood

978 Smite (in Hindlip) 1017 Aston Blank

978 Blackwell 1038 Hill Croome;

978 Redmarley D'Abitot Baughton

979 Daylesford 1038 Tapenhall

980 Waresley (in Hartlebury) 1051'-3 Ditchford

984 Stoke Bishop

983-5 Bredicot; Genenofre;

Tibberton

985 Cloptune

989 Compton (in Withington)

990 Compton Greenfield

990 Moreton (in Bredon)

991 Itchington (in Tytherington)

991 Talton; Newbold (in Tredington)
9Q1 Southamj Mitton



1042 Armacott (in Dredington)

1045 Saberton

1058 Bredons Norton



C : CONSENT OF KING, EALDORMAN, ETC.,

BUT CATHEDRAL CLERGY NOT CITED.

961 - 72 Grimley; Moselyej Wick Episcopi

962 Cungle

962 Bentley

962 Upton-upon-Severn

967 Stoke Orchard

967 Pendock; Didcote

969 Croorne

969 Battenhall

969 Theofecan Hyl

969 longdon

969 Little Witley

974 Cutsdean

977 Aston Magna

977 Washbourne

977 Tidmington

977 Inkberrow

983-5 Whittington

984 Caldinccotan

1042 Elmley Castle

1042 Bentley

1042-6 Lench

1046-53 Moor
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CHAPTEH FIVE

A Group of Dubious Worcester Charters

One of the major problems facing anyone who deals with

the Worcester charters, whatever their purpose, is the

question of the authenticity of the material. Opinions

vary greatly as to the authenticity, or degree of authent¬

icity, of great numbers of the charters, but there is one

particular group which must be regarded with suspicion and

subjected to closer study. These are the charters which,

purporting to date from before the nine sixties, neverthe¬

less record donations to the church dedicated to St. Mary

in Worcester. Whatever the exact nature of the changes

made at Worcester by bishop Oswald, it is as certain as

anything about this period can be that he did make changes

and that he did build a new church, dedicated to St. Mary

in the grounds of the old church dedicated to St. Peter*".
These charters are the only evidence of a church dedicated

to St. Mary existing before Oswald's time; all have been
2

proved to be untrustworthy • The dedication recorded

therefore must be regarded as anachronistic.

Having accepted that these charters, of which there

are fifteen in all, are suspect, one can try to discover

whether there are any other connections between them,

whether they can in any other sense be called a body of

forged or interpolated documents. Obvious connections to

look for are in geographical distribution, in the dates

they purport to have been issued, in the donors recorded

in them, and in phrases used. A fourth connection which

it would be interesting to establish but which is far hard¬

er to determine, is the motive behind any forgery or

interpolation which took place. There are several diff¬

erent reasons a monk might have had for tampering with the

charters of his house, and he might have done it to diff-
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erent degrees. He might have entirely fabricated a

document which pretended to a really doubtful claim, he

might simply have altered or interpolated passages in a

genuine document for the same motive, or he might have

done either of these to support a claim which was, or at

least was believed to be, a perfectly genuine one for whict

no charters happened to exist. It is also possible that

the anachronistic reference to St. Mary's church might

occur simply because a monk copying out charters relating

to his church - perhaps for "Liber Wigorniensis" in the

early years of the eleventh century, or for Hemingfs

Cartulary in the last quarter - decided that the dedicatior

to St. Peter was old fashioned or even wrong, and that it

needed correction to avoid confusion.-. There are very

few cases in which one can determine the motive behind any

forgery with certainty. A closer look at these fifteen

charters may, at least, enable some suggestions to be made,

The charters which are the subject of this study rela*t

to the following est tess Notgrove and Aston Blank, BC3 16*

Shipston-on-Stour, BCS205; Aston in Stoke Prior, BCS204;

Tetbury and Elsey, BCS226; Sedgeberrow, BCS 223; Yate,

BCS 231; Icomb, BOS 240; Broadwas, BCS 233; Mitton, B0S433;

Grimley, BOS 462; Overbury, BOS 541; Water Eaton, BCS 666;

Clifton-on-Teme, BOS 700; Aust, BCS 665; Cofton Hackett,

Eednal, and others, BOS 701.

When these estates are located, as on mop E, it can

be seen at once that there is no geo_ graphical connection
between them; they are, in fact, remarkably evenly spread

across the diocese. There is no evidence to suggest they

once formed all or part of a discrete estate, although it

is not impossible this was once so.

Turning to the da"tes and donors recorded in these

charters, there is again no single, immediately obvious
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charter, dealing with Notgrove and Aston Blank in

Gloucestershire, is one of Aethelbald's dated to about
3

713 . The next seven, ranging in date from perhaps as

early as 764^ and definitely from 770"*, to about 790^,
are all grants either of Offa himself, or of the under-

kings of the Hwicce at this time, Uhtred and his brother

Alflred. Offa of Mercia was one of the kings often chosen

as donors by forgers; on the other hand, however, he did

make many genuine grants to the church of Worcester, In

any group of charters taken from the eighth century, one

would expect to find a high proportion of grants made by

0ffa to the church.

The next three grants were ninth century ones; two of
7 R

King Berhtwulf, dated to 841 and 851 , and one of King

Geolwulf, dated to 875^, Since this is Ceolwulf the seconc

the man who was given western Mercia to rule by the Danes,

and whom the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle 00 contemptuously called
210

"a fofolish king's thegn" , one would not expect a forger

of a la.ter date to choose him as a donor. The aim was

usually to place as much weight as possible behind"~*&.'Hy

claim to lands or privileges through the prestige of the

donor.

The last four charters are all dated to between 929

and 93411; they purport to be grants of Athelstan, and two,

as will be shown, are perhaps the most suspect of all.

Athelstan was another favourite donor of monastic forgeries

and, unlike Offa, he was not a regular donor to the church

of Y/orcester.

There does not appear to be any significant similarity

in the choice of phrases or titles used beyond what one

would expect in charters of the same ruler or period. It

is perhaps wcfbh noting that the wording of the supposedly

tenth century charter relating to Aust runs " ...ad aeccl-
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esiam beatae Dei genetricis Mariae quae est in Wigorna
12

civitatae sita.," , which is similar to several of the
13

supposedly eighth century charters . The charter con¬

cerning Sedgeberrow, for example, uses the words "...ad

ecclesiam beatae Mariae genetricis Dei et domini nostri

Jhesu Cristi quae sita est in Weogorna civitatae. •
15

The ver sion of this charter as copied by Hickes , who

probably saw the original charter rather than the cartulary

used by Birch omits the word IMariae"• Such close

similarity is interesting, but again there is nothing to

link all the charters together. (riven that all the

charters involved are suspect, there is room for endless

speculation about who copied what, and from where.

Having looked at these possible connections, we must

study the estates dealt with in each charter in order to

try to determine how good the see of Worcester*s claim

was to each, and what motive there might have been for

forgery or alteration. It will obviously be necessary

to look for other records of the ownership of the estates

by Worcester, and it will be as well to remember that the

most reliable sources are the leases of Bishop Oswald and

his successors, and the entries in Domesday Book, although

here one has to take into account the changes in land-

ownership brought about Bte the Conquest.

All these charters were copied into cartularies

either by the scribe of "Liber Wigorniensis" or by Heming.

All those included in the earlier cartulary must, of course

have been in existenee by the very early eleventh century,

and those in Heming's cartulary by the last quarter of the

century. This may imply that those induded only in

Heming*s cartulary, with its complaints about spoliations

and its claims of land for the monks themselves, mud;

have further suspicion cast upon them. This is not

nPnnpRSflTi 1 V .csn _ hll-fc -i "h ahnul^ Ino nn +oH -i Y\ wVH i-»ln non+nUww
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each charter appears.

Writing, copying, preserving and sometimes forging

charters was the business of monks. This being so, one

would expect monastic cLaims to lie behind many forgeries.

On closer examination of these fifteen charters, we do find

that monastic claims form one connecting feature between

many, though not all, of these documents. A number of

them concern estates which in 1086 were held hy the monks
-j /*

specifically , as opposed to the bishop or church of

Worcester, and some of these again are named in the

"Altitonantis" charter as bel&nging to the monks1 hundred

in Oswaldslow. Behind even these there are varying amount

of evidence for the church*s claim to the land, but at

least the monks* interest in the estates is a point to be

considered. Some motive can at least be guessed at for

individual charters, but one cannot find any evidence to

suggest that this is a body of material belonging together

and forged for any one reason and at one time. The

monastic estates can be dealt with first; the rest can

only be dealt with individually and some conclusfc>n"drawn

for each, as every case is different.

The estates which appear in both Domesday Book as the

monks*, and in "Altitonantis" are Shipston-on-Stour,

Sedgeberrow, Icomb, Broadwas, Grimley, and Overbury. It

is intersting to note, too, that all the lands to which

the monks made definite claims appear only in Heming's

own cartulary, some in the section containing documents

"quas monachi de Wirecestra habent ad eorum propriam

pertinentes utilitaten, called MKn by Dr. Ker for

convenience•

The anachronistic charter concerning Shipoton-on-
18

Stour is one of these. It is dated to 0ffa*s reign, and

purports to be a grant by Uhtred, under-king of the Hwicce,
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made some time between 764 and 775. It is perhaps a

point in favour of the charter's claiming to record grants

by Uhtred, and to some extent those of Offa, that they

are all uniformly long-winded, in the genuine contemporary

style, This particular document records the donation of

two hides on the river Stour, by the ford called Shipston,

to the church of St, Mary in Worcester, where, it claims,

Uhtred's ancestors were buried. If Uhtred's ancestors

were buried at Worcester, he would have had good reason

to grant lands to the church there; it becomes dangerous

however, to argue from the internal evidence of a suspect

document.

Shipston must have come into the possession of the

church at Worcester sometime during the Anglo-Saxon period

since it is entered in Domesday Book"^, (with, incidentall;
the same hidage as in Uhtred's charter), as one of the

monks' manors in Oswaldslow. Shipston was undoubtedly

one of the church estates to whifih the monks were laying

strong claims in the seond half of the eleventh century,

and there can, I think, be little doubt that the

Worcester monks were not averse to fabricating written

evidence to support claims to rights of overnership and

privileges which they may have genuinely held by that time

but which are unlikely to have dated as far back in such

terms as they claimed, Shipston was undoubtedly an

ecclesiastical estate by 1086; whether it was first given

by Uhtred or not must remain uncertain.
20

Sedgebetfow is the subject of a grant made in eithe

777 or 778 by Offa t> Aldred, Uhtred's brother, who was

by then ruling the Hwicce. After the boundary clause

and the witness-list, there is a postscript to this charte

stating that Aldred granted Sedgeberrow to the church of

St. Mary in Worcester, the statement apparently having
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been endorsed by Offa. There i3 no other reference to

it in the charters, except in "Altitonantis", but a note
21

after the Domesday entry concerning Sedgeberrow may

provide a reason why the Worcester monks perhaps felt the

need to tamper with the eighth-century document to support

their claims. It runs: "Dodd held it and it is assigned

to the support of the monks. Archbishop Ealdred would

prove their right to it against Brictric his (Dodd's) son.'1

To prove his claim, Ealdred would almost certainly have

had to produce charters, and the fact that this Sedgeberrov

charter was not copied into "Liber Wigorniensis" may,

though not necessarily, indicate that it had to be altered,

added to, or even forged to uphold the claims of the monks.

In Heming's cartulary it appears in the section called

'L* by Dr. Ker, concerning estates either regained or
22

obtained for Worcester by Ealdred and Wulfstan •

The charter of 781 by which Offa granted eight hides
23

at Icomb to the church of St. Mary in Worcester in

exchange for land at Sapey seems an unusual one to fabrical

Some interpolation, however, may have taken place; it is

clear that the Worcester monks did have an interest in

this estate. Heming asserted2^ that Bishop Heathored

settled Icomb on the cathedral clergy in the 780s. In
2 *5

1086, the land belonged to the church of Worcester , but

was reserved for the monks's board, and the monks also

claimed it in "Altitonantis". It is, I think, becoming

clear that by 1086 the monks of Worcester did have rights

to various estates, and that these rights may have dated

to an earlier, perhaps considerably earlier, time. Since

so much of the written evidence connecting the monks with

these estates is of dubious authenticity, however, it is

possible that they obtained these rights by custom and word
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of mouth rather than by written charter. Later, when

the need arose, they produced oramended charters to prove

their claims, charters which they felt they had a right

to own. One can see that this might not have appeared

to be unscrupulous if they were only making claims to

rights which genuinely belonged to them.

Broadwas, to the north-west of '"orcester, is the
26

subject of a charter dated to 709 or 790 , which recorded

the supposed gift of this estate to St. Mary's church by

Offa, A later memorandum of this donation seems to have
27

been made in Old English , though for what reason we do

not know. It does, however, suggest that the Latin

charter we have does represent a genuine grant. Since in

Domesday Book Broadwas was held with Hallow by the monks,

and in "Altitonantis" Hallow was yet another of the estates

given to the monks' hundred, it seems probable that when

the monks were making their claims to these estates they

perha.ps altered the original charter of donation, updating

the dedication so that no mistake could be ma.de about the

church involved, or even wrote a new charter to replace

one which had been lost. This charter again appears only

in Heming's Cartulary proper.

There is a gap of about sixty years before the next

anachronistic charter referring to the monastic estates.

This is dated to 851, and claims to be a grant by King
29

Berhtwulf to the brethren of St. Mary's in Worcester of

land at Grimley. ''Altitonantis" names Grimley as one of

the estates of Cuthburgeslaw — the hundred allegedly giver

to the monks — and claims to be dated to 964; sometime

between 961 and 972, however, Grimley seems to have been

the bishop's, rather than the monies' property. By a

lease dating to between these years, Bishop Oswald gave

his brother Osulf land at Grimley, hoseley, and rick
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Episcopi, for a period of three lives • There is no

mention of the consent of the cathedral clergy heing given,

though, as we have seen, it is not at all clear what this

giving of consent may have indicated.

The 351 grant claims specifically to be for the board

of the brthers serving God in the monastery of St. Mary,
31

Professor Einberg suggested that its witness-list was

copied from King Coenwulf's grant of hittington, Moseley,
32

and Chaddesley-Corbett . There is about forty years'

difference between the two grants, and since mo, t of the

witnesses do occur in both, one must accept that this

suggestion is probably right. He also points out that the

bounds of Grimley could easily have been copied from the

lease to Osulf mentioned above; this is also very likely

since Old English boundaries do not usually appear in mid-

nintl century charters. This Grimley charter, then,

looko a very dubious one indeed, extensively interpolated

if not entirely fabricated. All one can say about the

estate at Grimley is that it was in the bishop's hands,

even if only briefly, during Oswald's episcopacy, and it

was one of the monks* manors in Oswaldslow by 1086^.
We cannot say for certain whether the monks forged

Berhtwulf's grant as proof to their claims, but the evidence

suggests that they did.

The la.3t of the anachronistic charters which record

estates mentioned in "Altitonantis" is the one of King

Ceawulf 11. It is a grant of land at Overbury, with

Conderton and Pendock*^, and does look very much like a

genuine grant with a rather obvious interpolation, since

it repeats itself, and although many charters are long

winded they are almost always concise and to the point in

the part concernin0 the actual donation. A quotstion

from the central part of this charter shows this repetition:
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"Iccirco rogatus a Werfrido episcopo Wiciorum et familia

in igorncestre. Concessi monachis Deo famuiatibus in

monasterio Wigornensi quod constructum est in honore

senctae et perpetuae matris ac virginis Mariae quandam

ruris portiunculam villain scilicet s quam ruriculae

Uferebreodun vel Uferbiri appellant," A,s well as the

anachronism in the dedication, the term "monachus" is also

anachronistic for this period, The word "familia" used

in the first, and probably genuine, part of this quotation

is the usual term at this time.

As well as its appearance in "Altitonantis", Overbury
•Z C

is entered in Domesday Book as one of the monk's manors"''.

Other surviving records relating to Pendock and Overbury

suggest that there was a certain amount of confusion over

the history and ownership of these estates. There seems

to be little doubt that some of the land, at least, had

long been Worcester property. The_ earliest reference

comes in a charter of about 757 by which Uhtred granted

Overbury to provide for the board of the cathedral clergy

of Worcester, In this case, t least, the monks could

establish a genuine early claim to this land. Why they

needed to tamper with Geowulf's charter is not at all clear.

The other references that have survived are to Pendock

rather than to Overbury, and probably the most reliable

of t ese, a lease by Oswald to his thegn Heahstan , has

a postscript stating that the land belonged to the manor hoi

Ripple, We cannot, then,assume that Overbury always

included Pendock. Indeed, although the manor in Domesday

Book is entered as Overbury with Pendock, two hides at

Pendock were also said to be held of Bredon by the sheriff

Urse37.
38

Heming tells us that Pendock was the property of
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Worcester and that it descended to one Northmann, who then

gave it hack to Worcester when offering his son as a monk

in the cathedral priory. There was perhaps a charter,

now lo-t, recording such a grant in the aid-eleventh century
3Q

, soon after which Bishop Ealdred leased the land to
' 40

someone whose name is now lost • The history and relation¬

ship of the estates at Overhury and Pendock might also have

been confusing to the eleventh century monks. The alter¬

ation of their written records may have been intended to

make their claims completely certain.

The next charter, which again appears in the "K"

section of Hening's work,records the grant of an estate

which is entered in Domesday Book aethe monks' property^"1",
but is not claimed to be one of the Guthbergeslaw estates

in which they allegedly had exclusive rights and privileges.

It is dated to 841, and purports to be a donation by King

Berhtwulf of one hide at I.Iitton, just outside .Bredon.

Again it is a doubly anachronistic charter, since the grant

was made "for the monks of St. Mary in Worcester to possess
42

and e..joy forever. r " It is fairly certain that one

cannot apply the term "monks", in the sense in which we

understand it, to the body of cathearal clergy at Worcester

before Oswald's time. It is possible that "monachus"

was used less strictly in this period, nut in extant

genuine documents of the time it is a rare word. Professor
43

Pinberg believed that this was a forged charter based

on a document by which Berhtwulf granted privileges to

Abbot Eanmund and the minister at Bredon^. The dis¬

positive, dating, and anathema claused are identical in

the two charters; the theory, therefore, is a very

credible one. It is interesting that the forgery was

perhaps based on a Bredon charter. In Domesday Book, the

estate at kit ton was assigned to the support of the monies,
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but belonged to the episcopal manor of Bredon , She

minster at Bredon, as will be seen, was independent of the

bjdaops of orcester for sometime, but was gradually-

brought under the control of tlie bishopric. It is possibl

that the forgery of t e kitton charter was connected with

the episcopal take-over of Bredon and its estates; the

suggestion is only guess-wcrk but would explain the need

for a charter pretending to a right to Mitton. Such an

explanation could also, perhaps, appl^ to others of these

dubious charters, such as Icomb, which in 1086 belon ed

to the manor of Blockley, also once a minster. It might

even apply to one or more of the estates to which these

charters refer which cauld have belonged to ministers which

once existed but for which no records are now extant.

This, however, must remain only a suggestion.

The only other specific reference to Mitton dates

fro i Oswald's episcopacy, when laxid at kitton and Boutham

was leased, with the consent of the oatheAral clergy, to
46

the bishop's brother Athelstan . It seems, however,

that the cathedral clergy's consent to leases was not

directly related to their control of the lands leased.

Mitton appears to have been the bishop's to lease.

The rest of the charters bearing anachronistic

references to at. Mary's church in .orcester have no such

connecting feature as the eventual ownership by the

cathedral monks, and must be examined as a miscellaneous

group. The first of tnese, a charter dated to 770,

claims to record a grant by Uhtred, and is the third in

a rather puzzling group printed by Birch as numbers 202,

203 and 204. It also appears in the section of Heming's

cartulary labelled "K" by Br. Ker, containing charters

concerning land to which the monks laid special claims in

the last quarter of the eleventh century. The first of
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these three charters, which there is no reason to suspect,

records a grant by Uhtred of Aston to Aethelmund, son of

King Aethelbald's earl and official Ingeld. The charter

records that Aethelmund paid for this land what it was

worth, and is dated to 767. The second charter, dated to

770, 3eems to be a repeat of this grant except that the

land was to revert to the church of Worcester "for their

board", whereas in the first Aethelmund was able to choose

his heir. There is a gap in this manuscript, but it

does not seem that anything essential has been lost.

There is no mention of the church of 3t« Mary or the monks

and one might accept that for some reason the details of

this grant were changed after three years, if it were not

for the existence of a third charter. Also dated to 770,

this charter purports to be a grant of the same land but,

this time directly "to the brethren serving God in the
47

monastery in Worcester built in honour of jt. nary. "

The first charter was witnessed by King Offa, the Tmder-

kings Uhtred and Aldred, Bishop Iviildred of Worcester, and .

three "principes", Eata, Brorda, and Berhtwald. The

witnesses of the second charter were the same; their

names were followed by a boundary mark, and then the

names of Offa's queen, his son, and his daughter. The

charter to Bt. Mary's claims to be witnessed by the same

people, with the exception of Offa's daughter.

No other mention of this land occurs before 1086,
AQ

though there is a possible reference to Stoke Prior in

the lost lease dated to#94l discussed elsewhere^. Even

if this lease does refer to Btoke Prior, Aston is a mile

or tv/o away, between Btoke Prior and Bromsgrove; it is

therefore unlikley t.at tne same estate was involved.

There is no specific mention of the Worcester monks in
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connection with Aston in any extant genuine document.

Although it does look as though BGS 204 is a completely

fabricated charter, based on BOS 202, and -poeoibly

BOS 203, the reason for this fabrication cannot now be

ascertained. ho.? io it oloo.r whotiior the middle of¬

ten: three charters is genuine or not.. Possibly there

was some confusion over what exactly had happened to the

estate on Aethelmund•s death, and the monks wished to c±&

clarify the situation to the advantage of their church.

King Aethelbald's grant of Notgrove and Aston
CQ

Blank is the earliest of these charters recording

grants to St. Mary's, and is one of the few which was

copied into the earlier of the two Worcester cartularies,

where it was entered with a group of charters relating
51

to est. tes in vvinchcombeshire » It must, then, have

been in existence before the oonquest, by the e. rly yea.rs

of the eleventh century, even ii it does not date to 743,

as it claims. She rant was made to the thegn Osred,

who seems to have been a member of the Hwiccan royal

family. The land was granted to him with the right to

dispose of it as he chose on his death, but the charter

adds th t afterwards the land was given in perpetuity

to the church of St. Mary in Worcester for the salvation

king's soul, This suggests that the grant to the

church was made at Aethelbald's, rather than Osred's,

initiative. It is actually the boundary clause, coming

after the witness list, which is dated to 743; Professor
52

Pinberg has suggested that Aethelbald may have regranted

the land to the church on Osred's death and at his

request, and that the 743 date may apply to this second

grant. This may be so, but one would still expect Osred'

own soul to have benefitted from his bequest. It implies

that Osred was not fully in control ox the estate which ha
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been granted to him. The fact of the dedication to

St. Mary's makes the charter necessarily suspect; one

might perhaps suggest that if some alteration took place,

the wording may have become confused, and "for the king"

carelessly have been written in.

At sometime, though, the lan^1 did come into the see's

possession, for between 1033 andlOJS, Bishop Brightheah

leased lands at Aston to his knight Wulfmaer for three

lives. Aston Blank is almost certainly the Aston referre

to, for it is the only one which lies in Gloucestershire,

and the Old English lease records that the grant was made

"with the cognisance of all the thegns in Gloucestershire"
53

, Aston in Otoke Trior and v.hite Ladies Aston were

connected with the church, but lay in orcestershire.

Leases from the time of Oswald and his successors are

usually genuine and there seems no reason to doubt this

one •

Domesday Book for Gloucestershire records that the

church of Worcester was the loxxl of Aston Blank and

Notgrove, but the land was held of the church by Brogo
54

and Schelin, Hormans, respectively '. The fact that

Normans were on the land in 1086 may suggest that the

church's hold on it was not very strong; the Domesday

situation in Worcestershire shows that this was not

necessarily so.

No indication has come to light as to why this

charter, in existence by the begining of the eleventh

century, was forged or interpolated. There is no

specific connection between the monks of Worcester and

these est: tes, not is there any record of any dispute over

them which might haste led to forged ecclesiatical claims.

It seems likely either that the church acquired these

estates between the mid-eighth and eleventh centuries
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and wished to make her claim older, or that the church

really did acquire the lands in 74-3» hut no record

survived and so one was invented later. This type of

action does not seem to have constituted forgery as we

would understand it, rather as a justifiable production

of a document which one ought to have.
55

Professor Finberg has suggested that a charter of
56

Offa dated to between 775 and 778 , which records a

grant of land at Tetbuby in south Gloucestershire and at

Eisey in Wiltshire to St. mary's Worcester is a forgery

based on a grant by Offa to his thegn Ridda of land at
57

Evenlode , The wording of the text is close and the

witness list is similar, but t:is could well be true of

two genuine charters dating to the same reign. The

charter does, however, seem to be a particularly dubious

one; the bounds of Eisey are given in Old English, and the

boundaries of genuine charters of the period are invar¬

iably in Latin. The land named in this charter is at

Houghton in Tetbury which is not specifically named else¬

where. There are, however, other references to Tetbury

and Eisey. 'Tetta's Minster', which seems to have been

what is now Tetbury is referred to in a very early charter,
58

dating to 681 but its owner is not indicated. Heming's
5q

cartulary records in a brief note a grant by Offa of

Tetbury to Worcester, together with Pirie and Beckford.

The full spurious charter occurs both in Heming's

Cartulary and in the Gloucestershire sectbn of 'Liber
60

Yiigorniensis* . The brief note, then, may have been

based on the spurious charter, but since both seem to

have been copied independently into Ilening's Cartulary,

it may represent a separate, and genuine, record of such

a grant having taken place. The ^orgery may have been

produced later to fill the gaps in the records.
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Eisey was one of the four estates in which King

Berhtwulf granted, in 853 " , exemption from almost all

secular burdens to Bishop Ealhhun and his cathedral

clergy; this est te, at least, was owned by the church
in the ninth century. By 1086, however, the church had

/■p
lost all claim to both let ury and Eisey"" . Tetbury

was held by noger de Iveri, and its owner in the time of

Edward the Confessor had been one Siwerd. Siward mig t

possibly have been holding the land on lease from the
church. Eisey in 1086 was held with Latton by Reinbald

the priest, whose name suggests that he was one of
William l's followers. Latton and Eisey were held as

two manors in .dward's time, and were united as one manor

by Earl Harold. This suggests that Eisey at least was

no longer ecclesiastical property durin0 the twenty years

before the Conquest. If the monies had produced their

forgery when the church lost the land, the loss must have

occurred before the first years of the eleventh century,

as the charter appears in 'Liber V/igorniensis*•

The next charter concerns Yate in southern Gloucester-

63
shire, and, dated to between 777 ana 779 "» claims to be

a confirmation of a grant of land by Offa and Aldred to

the Church of St. Mary. The charter also mentions that

yate was one of the lands which Olfa's grandfather Eanulf

received from King Aethelbald. Although no record of

Aethelbald's grant to Eanulf has survived, it is mentioned

again in Offa's grant to ..estbury and Eenbury between
fiA

791 and 796 ', and since other lands passed down to Offa

in this way and were granted by him to the church*^, it
seems likely that the basis of the claim made in this

charter is true. Yate is not mentioned by name in the

grant of Westbury and Henbury, biyit in Domesday Book^ it
ivS reckoned as a member of Westbury-on-Trym, as is Henbury.
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All were Worcester property.

The next charters claim to be of Athelstan/ and )

must, I think, e regarded as very unreliable. IrT~5^9,
the king was alleged to have given Water Baton to St.

Mary's,Worcester*^. The charter recording this grant
occurs only in Heming's Cartulary. There is a charter

recording the donation of this Oxfordshire estate to
68

Worcester by King Burgred in 864 ~ which there seems to be

no reason to doubt, but after that no record connecting

'Worcester with this estate has survived other than the

spurious one. This in itself does not prove that

Worcester lost Water Baton, but Domesday Book for Oxford-
gq

shire records that Robert de Oilgi owned Water Eaton.

The bishop of Worcester's only Oxfordshire possession

was Spelsbury in 1086, and this was entered under Warwick-
70

shire ~. The supposed 929 charter possibly represents

a failed attempt to recover Water Eaton.

It is interesting, t, ough not necessarily pertinent,

to see that Clifton-on-Teme, the subject of another
71

doubtful charter of Aethelstan dated to 930 , was also

held in 1086 by Robert de Oilgi, as a tenant of the earl
72

Osbern FitzKichard . The grant of 930 was to "God,

St. Mary and St. Peter," and was made in order to win

their intercession against the Norsemen, though in fact

that date is seven years too early for the Norse invasion,

as far as we know. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle dates the

Battle of Brunanburgn, the culmination of this invasion,

to 937. The date, however, does not agree with the

indication year given. There is no other record that

Clifton ever belonged to .orcester, and Aetnelstan's

grant was not recorded by Heming's predecessor. Neither

of these facts prove that the charter is a forgery, but

the mixture of dedications, the confusion over dates, and
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claims suggest that it is not a genuine charter. Kerning

states that Clifton belonged to the church in Ethelred's

reign, but was lost in the Danish usurpation. Shis

charter of Aethelstan may well have been produced to

support a demand for restitution which failed.
There are two other charters of Aethelstan which are

not quite as dubious as these. The first, dated to

between 929 and 931 » claims to be a grant of a fishery

at Aust, in south Gloucestershire, to St, Mary's at the

request of Bishop Coenwald, One of the earliest of the
74

Worcester charters, dated to between 691 and 699 » is

a grant by King Aethelred of Henbury and Aust, including

a fishery, to Bishop Oftfor and 3t. Peter's church.
76

In 794 , a charter was made recording that in the synod

of ClofeSho in that year, Bishop Heatiaored produced this

early charter and proved to Offa's satisfaction his right

to Aust, which had been usurped by the king's companion

Byrna, and that the land was restored to the church.

The next extant record of land in the area actually

concerns Aust Cliff, and is a grant by Ethelred 11 to
76

Abbot Sigegar of Glastonbury . We cannot immediately

assume, however, that this was a different estate. Aust

Cliff lies on the river Severn and Aust does not, but as

the grant of Aust included a fishery, it would seem that

some of its land must have been on the river. The

boundaries attached to this charter show that the grant

of Aust did include land which stretched to the riverside.

In Domesday Book, the land recorded as belonging to the

church of Worcester here is called Aust Cliff"^. It may

by that king Ethelred regranted this land during his

troubled reign and the monks of Worcester, tryjng to

recover the land, forged a new charter pruporting to be
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froni a renowned Icing, a ruler to whom Ethelred 11

would have "been unfavourably compared by most people.

This is only speculation, however, and no real answer
- *

can be given.

The last of these fifteen spurious charters is dated
7ft

to 934 and concerns land in north Worcestershire - at

two unidentified places Waersetfelda dnd Whitlafesfeld,

and at Cofton H; ckett, Rednal, and ast Hill and Hopwood

both in Alvechurch. The charter simply records

Aethelstan*s grant of the land to dt. Gary's,Worcester.
It is possible to trace the history of this area to a

certain extent, and, from the sources that have survived,

to determine that they did belong to the bishopric.
79

In 780, King Offa 0ranted ten hides ;t Waersetfelda ,

together with lands at Rednal and at Cofton Hackett, to

the minster at Bredon, < ut for the use of the bishop of

Worcester. These lands belonged to the bishopric in 849#

for in that year lialhhun and his cathedral clergy granted

lands in the same area, though not listed in the same way,

whose hideages add up to the same as those in the grant of
ftO

Aethelstan, to king Berhtwulf for five lives." The king

then granted the land to the thegn Ecberht for five lives.

The differences in the way the lands are listed does

suggest that the 934 grant, despite its anachronistic

dedication, was not a complete fabrication based on the

earlier charter. It is possible that some difficulty

occurred when the land leased in 849 was due to revert

to the church, which made some later tampering with the

written records seem necessary. Five lives was an

unusually long term for a Wox^cester lease, and the lessees

may well have come to look on the land as hereditary.

Forgery of the Awthelstan charter, however, would necess¬

itate admitting that the land had passed completely out of
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the church's ownership.

In Domesday Book, there is some confusion over

Cofton Hackett. It is listed under the sherrif Urse
81

d'Ahitot's possessions , yet it also appears to have
82

been one of the berewicks of Alvechurch a manor which

belonged to the church of Worcester. Either two

different est.tea at Gofton Hackett were involved, or

there was still some lingering confusion over ownership.

If the latter was the case, it ma^ imply that the church

did lose possession of some or all of the lands for a

ti ie, and that ome fabrication of material was undertaken

because of this.

The anachronistic charters, then, are a very

miscellaneous group; even the ones dealing with the

monastic estates do not really appear as a coherent body
83

of forgeries like, for example, the Le .^ans forgeries

of the ninth century. One the whole I am inclined to

think that fabrication usually rested on some genuine

belief or memory; only in one or two cases are the church's

claims untraceable. Some may have been connected with the

talcing over of minster lands by the bishopric. All that

can really be said about these charters is that they seem

to represent some eetates which the church felt it ought
to own, but for which no written evidence of their claim

existed.
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Bengeworth and Hampton

The estates of Bengeworth and Hampton now lie so clo

to Evesham that they have been absorbed into the outstkir-

of the modern town, but in 1086, they belonged to

Cropthorne", an Oswaldslow estate. They were the main

subject of a bitter dispute between the cathedral priory
of Worcester and the abbey of Evesham, a dispute which

seems to have begun between Bishop Wulfstan and Abbot

Aethelwig, but which may have had its real beginning in

an older antagonism. The law-suits between these two

churchmen belong to the post-Conquest period, but the

outlines of the dispute cannot be ignored since it was

almost certainly the motive behind a number of charters

and leasee d .ted to the Anglo-Saxon period which are all

suspect to varying degrees, some being complete fabricat¬

ions, These charters and leases have been left out of

all other discussions and surveys in this study since they

are a special case; they deserve to be looked at, however,

though the results will be rather negative.

The true righto to these lands cannot, I think, be

ascertained now; our evidence is too confused to hope

really to sort out the true from the false, and it is

quite probable that the real ownership of the land was

not clear in any case, Evesham Abbey was founded by

Bishop Ecgwine of Worcester, a fact with might in itself

have caused some uncertainties over true title to land

when Evesham became a powerful and independent house.

Evesham's destruction as a monastery by earldorman

Aeflhere aftezv Edgar1s death and the distribution of its

lands may also have led to uncertainties, while the

period was not free from political troubles. Ethelred

11*s unhappy reign, the struggles against the Banish
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invaders and the unrest of the Godwine family all

probably contributed to the greater insecurity of land

tenure^.

Other lands, such as Evenlode and Daylesford, were

involved in the dispute between the two houses. The

bitterness caused by the dispute is illustrated by a

story told by Heming in his section "Je conflictu Wlstani
3

episcopi et Agelwii abbatis." On ^ethelwig*s death,

the Worcester monks claimed, their saintly bishop was

moved, much to the disa provol of the ionks, to have

special prayers said for his old enemy. He was irnraediat'

ely struck down with an apparently incurable attack of

gout which, it was finally revealed to him by Diwine

Intervention, was a punishment for his prayers for the

evil Aethelwig, As soon as .Vulfstan ceased his prayers,

his gout was miraculously healed. Such a story does not

encourage one to have any great faith in the monies*

integrity when it came to producing charters to uphold

their claims. Evesham*s side of the story is told in the
4

Ivesham Chronicle . Generally, the vesham documents

relating to their lands are far less reliable than those

of Worcester; those relating to this dispute cannot be

relied on any more than those of the bishopric.

Wulfstan and Aethelwig were two English ecclesiast¬

ics who found favour with William and who remained in offic

until death. Aethelwig, in particular, became very power¬

ful, being given secular powers and jurisdiction over

5
seven Mercian shires". The Worcester monks bemoaned

their disadvantage because of Aethelwig*s secular power

and Wulfstan's saintly disinclination to become involved'

in secular and temporal affairs. They alleged that

Aethelwig attracted the allegiance of the bishop(s

knights and tenants because he was able to promise them
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protection from the Normans, then defrauded them of their

lands. They claimed that the bishop was finally moved

to protest at his actions, but Aethelwig, t: ough event¬

ually recognising the bishop's rights, kept the lands in

his possession until his death.

Wulfstan as being quite so uninterested in woddy affairs

as the monks suggest , but it would have increased the

prestige of the cathedral priory in some eyes to play up

Wulfstan's saintliness. The ,ve3ham Chronicle , however,

claims that Aethelwig acquired the land by fair purchase.
7

There is also a note in Domesday Book which says that

Aethelwig purchased some land at Hamptai and gave it to

his church, placing a 'textus', probably a Gospel Book,

perhaps with a deed of the gift written into it, on the

altar to symbolise the gift.

Concerning venlode and Daylesford, Domesday Book

acknowledged the bishop's rights over t \em, for t;,ej are

8
entered under the episcopal manor of Bloc-.ley • A note

however, says that the Abbot of Evadiam had owned them,

but that Odo of Bayeux had taken them fro; him.

Walter, Aethelv/ig's successor, reclaimed the lands,
Q

perhaps after Cdo's fall from royal favour . Aethelwig

died in 1077. If Odo took the lands on his death, the

Worcester story may still be true, for Aethelwig could

have acquired the lands in the few years after the

Conquest and held them until his death# The Domesday

Inquest was probably not concerned with rights to title,

simply recorded the state of affairs as it stood,

accepted that the lands lay within the bishop's hundred of

Oswaldslow, but that the abbot of Evesham was actually in

possession of them. His rivals to the land in 1086 seem

to have been Normans rather than the bishop of Worcester.
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The truth about Bengeworth and Hampton has been

further confused by the arrival of the Normans. There

are in existence similar accounts of how Odo took these

lands, how Urse received part of them, perhaps from Odo,

and of how Abbot Walter eventually regained Hampton and

half Bengeworth"^. Domesday Book says "Abbot Walter

proved his right at 'Ildeberga' in four shires." Evesham

seems to have had, by 1086, the greater control over these

lands.

Heming's Cartulary gives an account of the history
11

of Bengeworth . Of its ten hides, he says, Bishop

Brihtheah gave five to Atsere, who was deprived of it in

his life-time by the sheriff Urse. Domesday Book also

says "Azor held it", Azor being another form of Atsere's

name. The holder of the other five hides at Bengeworth,

Aerngrim, was alarmed at Atsere's fate, and transferred

his services to Abbot Aethelwig, who was powerful and close

at hand, for protection. According to the Worcester

monks, he was then defrauded of the land by Aethelwig.
12

The Evesham Chronicle's account is that half of Bengeworth

was held by "Ernegrim", the other half given to Atsere by

the bishop. There seems at least to be agreement among

the sources about who had held the land on the eve of the

Conquest, even if not about of whom they held it, and what

their rights were*

Domesday Book shows what the position concerning these

lands had come to be in 1036"^• Both belonged to the manor

of Cropthorne and so, nominally at least, to the episcopal

hundred of Oswaldslow. Hampton's five hides were held by

the abbot of Evesham, and it is recorded that, by the

witness of the county court, the bishop of Worcester had

received only the geld due to his hundred in the reign of
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Edward the Confessor. All other dues went to the abbot,

who seems, from the Domesday evidence, to have had stronger

claims to Hampton. In Bengeworth, Urse retained Azor's,

or Atsere's land, and also one of the five hides which had

belonged to Ernegrim. The other four of these were held

by Evesham. The dispute did not end there; the bishop
went on to attempt to assert his rights over the lands held

by the abbot, but that is not our concern.

The Evesham Chornicle seems so far to tell a more

reliable story than does Heming, or at least, it makes
less of a story from it and its facts are backed up by

Domesday Book. Aethelwig's prestige with the Normans

might have accounted for the Evesham side being taken in

1086, though he had been dead for nine years, and it is not

certain that he held his political office until the end

of his life1^". The Worcester monks may have had justific¬

ation for their vehemence; such bitterness as is displayed

in Heraing's Cartulary probably springs from at least a

belief, if not absolute knowledge, of having been wronged.

The pre-Conquest documents relating to these two estat<

do not help to clarify the situation since none are absol¬

utely reliable, and some are thought to be complete fabrica¬

tions. One of the latter is dated to 709"^, and claims

to be a list of lands don ated by Kings Coenred of Mercia

and Offa of the East Angles to Evesham abbey; land in

Evesham itself, Lenchwick, Norton, Offenham, Littleton,

Aldington, Badsey, Bretforton, Church Honeybourne,

Wickhamford, Bengeworth, Hampton, and lands in Gloucester¬

shire. Offa was in fact king of Essex, but he did make

grants to Worcester1*' and to Evesham1"^. The Evesham

Chronicle also states that the land at Evesham was given

to Bishop Ecgwine by King Aethelred in 701; Ecgwine

founded the monastery there. Offa's gifts to Evesham
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as they are listed in the Chronicle were made in 703»

and included Offenham, Littleton, Poden, Honeybourne,

Aldington, Badsey, Bretforton and Wickhamford. Bengewortb

and Hampton were not mentioned..

The forged charter gives the hideages of the two as
"Lft

nine; by 1086, they were fifteen hides together • If
this fabrication was associated with the eleventh century

dispute, it is strange that different hideages should be
given from those in Domesday Book. It is possible that
there was some earlier dispute over these lands;

Worcester had some very dubious material relating to

Bengeworth^ copied into "Liber Wigorniensis" in the

early years of the eleventh century.

The next charter concerning the tvo estates is also
20

dubious . Dated to 780, it purports to record a grant

by Offa of Mercia to the bishopric of Worcester made at

Bishop Tilhere's request. The grant was of the royal

vill of Cropthorne with its members: Netherton, Elmley

Castle, Kersoe, Charlton, Hempton and Bengeworth.

Bengeworth is given as ten hides, as in Domesday Book,

but Hampton, divided into Great and Little Hampton, is

fifteen hides instead of its five in 1086. Together,

then, they would make up half of Cropthorne's fifty hides.

The charter has been dismissed altogether by Round and

Stenton and others as a fabrication, composed entirely

for the dispute over Bengeworth and Hampton), internal

evidence points to a late eleventh century context. Ker

shows that it is a 'later eleventh century' addition to

"Liber Wigorniensis", and that in Heming it belongs to the

group of charters "de victu monachorum".

There are, however, details in the charter, such as

the gift of a Bible with gold clasps, and the meal which

Offa and his nobles received at Fladbury, which one would
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not expect a forger to invent. The licence given to

Tilhere to alienate the estates to his kinsmen, too, is

an unusual detail which an eleventh century forger would

not have found to cop$ in many eighth century documents,

and so would not have been likely to add. It is perhaps

more likely, then, that Gropthorne and some of its estates

were given to Tilhere by Offa, but that the forger, seeing

from Domesday Book that Bengeworth and Hampton were assoc¬

iated with Cropthorne by the time of the survey, added

them to Offa's grants and in doing so altered the text,

thus creating a charter which could not have been produced

in the eighth century. It is also significant that

Tilhere's licence only applied to half the fifty hides -

since Bengeworth and Hampton make up half, it is possible

that the forger also altered this licence to make sure that

the two estates in question could not seem to have been

alienable from Worcester.

21
The monies of Worcester claimed that Bishop Tilhere

settled Cropthorne on the cathedral clergy and, of course,

they claimed it in "Altitonantis". It was theirs in 1086,

but before that there is really no reliable evidence for

their possession of Gropthorne. Despite the unreliability

of the documents concerning the estate, I am inclined to

believe that the monks had a genuine memory of long owner¬

ship of Cropthorne itself. For Bengeworth and Hampton,

however, the evidence is far less convincing.

Hempton is the subject of a lease dated to 98822 which

is t ought to be a complete fabrication; it was, for

example, supposedly witnessed by Archbishops Aelfric and

Ealdwulf, neither of whom was appointed until 955.. It will

be seen, however, that more reliable material does exist

which refers to this lease, which was allegedly of land at

Hampton by King Ethelred to the thegn Northmann and one
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based on a genuine charter, or made to provide document¬

ation where none existed. It included the statement that

if anyone produced an older charter, it was to be declared

null and void. This statement may have been included in

a genuine grant by Ethelred, since his reign saw much
23

political unrest and distrust , or it may have been

included by the forgers in order to protect their forgery.

The grant was ultimately in favour of Evesham, as we shall

see.

A statement issued between 1033 and 1038 and attested

by Bishop Brihtheah and the whole county of Worcester2^,
has been tampered with to some extent, but nevertheless is

considered to be rather more reliable than the material

discussed so far. It refers to Ethelred's grant of

Hampton to Northmann, and goes on to describe how Canute

granted the same land to Earl Leofric. The implication

is that the land was forfeited by Northman!!. According

to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a Northmann who was Leofric'

brother was killed in 101?2^ fighting the Banish King.

Nothing is said about his lands, but under these circum¬

stances they would probably have been forfeited to the

king. Earl Leofric then gave Hampton to the church he

and his wife Godgifu had founded in Evesham for the monks'
?6

board. The Evesham Chronicle also refers to this gift ,

adding that the monks gave up some land to Leofric in

exchange. Leofric and Godgifu were also donors to
27

Worcester •

Two more documents, thougnt by Einberg to be reliable

enough to carry some truth, also refer to this gift.

The first is a declaration by King Edward''^, calling
Bishop Lyfing to witness that Leofric had given Hampton

to the monastery at Eveshasp, and confirming the gift.
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The second is a letter under seal , dated from the king's

chamber at Bedwyn, from Bishop Lyfing to Abbot Mannig,

(Aethelwig's immediate predecessor)( attesting Edward's

confirmation of Leofric's gift. The abbot was to answer

only to the king for the land; no bishop or royal

official was to infringe his rights.

The large number of documents concerning this gift

may exist because extra ones were forged in order to make
it quite clear that the bishop had witnessed this g::ft

to Evesham. It may imply that relations between the two

houes were already strained, and great care had to be

taken to ensure that the bishop did not infringe on

Evesham's rights.

Bengeworth was the subject of an extremely dubious

lease by Bishop Waerferth to his kinsman the abbot Cynelm
"50

in907 • The lease was granted with the consent of King

Alfred, although the date falls in the reign of Edward

the Elder. This could be a scribal error, but, as
31

Professor Finberg has pointed out , six of the eight

witnesses appear in a lease by Bishop Ealhun to Berhtwulf,
32

dated to 849 • This lease of Waerferth is included in

"Liber Wigorniensis" and cannot, then, have been the result

of the big dispute e^lfeier in the century. It is probable

that there had been earlier trouble over this land, perhaps

because, as will be seen, the land seems to have fallen

into lay hands.

A more reliable lease does exist, however, In
33

980 , Oswald leased Bengeworth to Aelfweard, after

Aelfweard to Eadwine, then to one of Eadwine's two brothers<

Aelfweard is described as 'miles', an unusual term in

Oswald's leases. It is less reliable than the majority of

extant leases by Oswald, having probably been interpolated,

but it is not necessarily false. The most reliable
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document which exists concerning Bengeworth shows that if

this lease of Oswald does rest on the truth, the land did

not revert hack to the church. In 1003"^* King EtMLred

leased this land ,to a person whose name has been lost, and

one heir. A writ dated to between J017 and 1030"^ also

shows this estate in secular hands. It is a writ of King

Canute to Bishop Leofsige, Earl Hakon, Sheriff Leofric,

and all the thegns of Worcestershire, declaring that he

grants five hides at Eengeworth, which have been forfeited
to him, to his thegn Brihtwine, with reversion to the monks
of Evesham. To these five hides, at least, Evesham had

good claim. Since this land was forfeited to Canute,

like Hampton, Ethelred's lessee could possibly have been

Northruann.

The earliest reliable evidence suggests that both

estates were in royal hands by early in the eleventh centurj

after that, the evidence seems to support Evesham*s claims

rather than those of Worcester. The possession of Cropthoi

ne by the monks and its inclusion in Oswaldslow might be

acceptable evidence that its dependencies Hampton and

Bengeworth belonged to the bishopric. This, however,

only describes the situation in 1086; The only pre-

Conquest evidence for Oswaldslow is "Altitonantis", which

cannot be accepted.

The real story of Bengeworth and Hampton's history

cannot now be ascertained for the earlier period. In the

second half of the eleventh century the bishop(s rights

over them because they lay in Oswaldslow seem indisputable,

yet so does the fact of their actual possession by Evesham.

It is probable that at this time Evesham was receiving most

of the profits from them, The post—Conquest dispute was

the cause of many fabricated documents, but there were also

some in existence at the time "Liber Wigorniensis" was
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being made. This indicates that the dispute over Hampton

and Bengeworth was older and longer-lasting than it might

as first sight seem, which may he partly why it caused

such deep feeling and such an abundance of forced material.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

MINSTERS

The foundation of the see of Worcester by Oshere and

Aethelred was only the beginning of the conversion of the

souHt-west Midlands to Christianity,, The first century or

so after its establishment saw the foundation of many of

the minster churches which in every diocese were the real

centres of the practical conversion of the English country¬

side. It was from the minsters that men went out to preaclr

and to adminster the sacraments, usually, at first, in the

open air, perhaps by a stone cross. Although minsters

played such a vital part in the spread of Christianity to

ordinary pe ople, their pre-Gonquest history is often

elusive; very little is known about the majority of the

individual minsters, about how they were organized, or

about the people who lived in them and worked from them.
f

Nineteen minsters are mentioned, some only once, in

the extant material from the pre-Conquest diocese of V/orc¬

ester. These were Winchcombe, which perhaps, with

Westbury-on-Trym, Bishop Oswald*s other foundation, was

more properly monastic than the others; Bath,lost to

Wox'cester very early on; Kidderminster, perhaps never

V/orcester property; Withington, privately owned; Bredon,

Blockly, Cheltenham, Beckford, Daylesford, Bishop(s Cleeve,

Fladbury, Hanbury, Kempsey, Tetbury, Twyning, Ripple,

Stratford, and possibly Harvington, where there was a

church. Not all the minsters in the diocese were founded

by the bishop}, and their histories were varied. Evesham,
which Florence of Worcester tells us was founded by
St. Eagwine , became a powerful and independent abbey from
at least the tenth century, while many of the independent

foundations, such as Ripple and Bredon, came under

episcopal control. The history of such foundations as
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Evesham is relatively clear, and makes a study in its own

right. The history of the lesser minsters, of their

relationship v/ith the bishops of Worcester and their degree

of independence, and of their own estates, is, however,
much more obscure. Records of their endowments and

alienations have been preserved in varying degrees; from

these it is possible to draw some inferences about their

history though many questions, as always, must remain
unanswered.

Before studying the fortunes of some individual minst¬

ers, it will be instructive to look at some of the instruct'
ions of church synods and papal legates concerning bishops

and the minsters within their diocesses. This will

provide a background of wider church policy against which
individual cases can be more usefully studied.

2
The Council of Clovesho of September, 747 , decreed

that it waa the reponsibility of the bishop to show the

abbots and abbesses of his diocese the rule by which they

were to live. He was also to test thoroughly anyone

wishing to enter ecclesiastical orders including those who

wanted to become monks. Thus, even at a time when, as

we shall see, Bredon seems to have had considerable

independence, minsters were supposed to be under at least

the ecclesiastical control of the bishop of the diooese

in which they lay. Ecclesiastical control, however, was

different from the type of overlordship of minsters and

their estates which we shall see that the bishop came to

have over some Blasters. Bishops would have to have had

at least a minimal control over the pastoral affairs of the

minster - there were certain things, such as the consecrat¬

ion of new clergy, which only a bishop could do. All oil

used for baptism had to be blessed by the bishop; these

things meant that he could not be entirely excluded from
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the affairs of any minster. The type of control which we

will see that he gradually gained over the affairs of many

minsters, however, was a much more secular control; the

control of the estates, and therefore of the wealth, of

many of these foundations.

In 786 the papal legates George and Theophylact came

to England^, and in the following year they ma.de a report
4to the pope of their proceedings , one of which was to

arrange for the eleotion of 'praefecti' of monasteries to

take place within the monasteries concerned, but with the

advice of the bishop of the diocese. These church

orders were already, by the end of the eighth century,

increasing the involvement of the bishop in the affairs

of the minsters. Although one must distinguish between

ecclesiastical and secular control of the minsters, the
two cannot be wholly separated; great control over

pastoral affairs was bound to make control over temporal

affairs easier to acquire.
c.

At the synod of Clovesho in October 803 » a letter
of pope Leo 111 was read out which, among other things,
decreed that monasteries should never choose seculars or

laymen as their lords, and that the pope himself would

support monasteries against laymen. This implies a

considerable amount of independence at the beginning of
the ninth century; monasteries chose their own rulers,
and were able to appeal at least in theory, directly to
the pope if they were in difficulties. It also, however,
indirectly strengthened the position of the bishop as a

protective figure by stressing that lay authority was a

danger to beware of.

The synod of Chelsea of 816 passed two canons which

directly increased the bishop's control over their
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minsters, and one of which is of great interest to the
g

question of minster lands. Canon four stated that the
bishop should now have the power to choose abbots and
abbesses within hie diocese, though with the consulation

and consent of the community. This is already a change
7

from what was implied in 803. Cangon number eight was

concerned with protecting minster lands from rapacious

laymen, and expressly stated that it was the responsibility
of the bishop to secure monastic lands himself in order to

keep them out of the hands of laymen. This decree throws
a rather different light on the actions of the Worcester

bishops, who appear otherwise to have taken over minster
lands for their own use.

It will be seen that the history of Bredon, sketchy

though it is, and to some extent that of other minsters,

fits remarkably well in the pattern of church decrees

concerning minsters. It seems that the Worcester

bishops were successful - perhaps more so than some of thei

contemporaries - in following church policy. The taking

over ox minster lands, if it wa3 to protect them from

the hands of the lay nobility, was perhaps more altruistic

than might appear at first sight. It certainly did not

prevent privileges from being granted to minsters in the

ninth century. The fact that ownership of Bredon and

Fladbury, for example, seems to have been to some extent

contested between bishop and royalty upholds this view.

Bredon Minster

It is now time to study the history of some individual

minsters. A considerable number of documents relating to

the Worcestershire minster of Bredon, and to the estates

associated with it, have Survived; a study of these does

provide some information about the fortunes of this
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particular foundation.

About the minster itself, the "building and its

occupants we know almost nothing. In about the mid-ninth

century it seems to have been monastic to some degree?
a charter of 841 refers to the abbot Eanmund and community

Q

at Bredon . This is, however, the only reference to

specifically this type of community there, and the only
time the aboot, or any leader of the community, is named,
unless one assumes that Eanulf, the founder of the church

at Bredon, was also its first abbot. Prom the little v/e

know about minsters of the period in general, we can assume

that there was a church, pro ably of tiaiaec, at Bredon,

which housed a body of clerks living as a community in the

general if not the specialised meaning of the word, who
went out into the neighbouring villages to preach and to

say mass.

Bredon lies on the south east of the River Avon on

low, flat ground, between fifteen and thiry metres abowe

sea, level. She river bank would provide good meadow

land; Domesday Book records eighty acres of meadow
Q

belonging to this manor . Like many of its estates,

Bredon is now an area of extensive orchards, which shows

that it is very sheltered, with productive soil. Many of

the estates associated with Bredon are situated on this

flat, sheltered, easily farmed land, while Cutsdean and

Evenlode in the Cotswolds would have provided pasture

for sheep.

The map shows the extent of all the lands which were

associated with Bredon in the pre-Gonquest period,

although it did not hold all these estates at the same time

and the identification of V/eston-on-Avon is dubious.

The lands provide a good mixture of meadow, pasture, and
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arable, even discounting those with only a brief assoc¬

iation with Bredon, and while there were no outstanding

areas of woodland among its est;tes, Domesday Book

records enough to provide pasture for pigs, timber, and
the other assets for which woodland was invaluable#

Bredon seems to have been founded soon after 717 or

718^"°, when King Aethelbald granted land at Bredon to
his Kinsman Eanulf, expressly for tbe purpose of building

a minster. The charter of Aethelbald's grant has not

survived, but it was copied by William Dugdale and there
seems no reason to doubt it. It is backed up by Offa's

grant to the church later in the century.

Eatfom the first, as has been said, minsters must have

been dependent on the bishopric in ecclesiastical affairs.

The minster could not have been founded, nor the body

of clerics performed their duties, without the bishop's

approval and help. The Bishop*s control may possibly

have been quite.' strong from the start? the land charters,

however, do imply that at least for a while Bredon retainer
a certain independence, receiving separate endowments, and

that the nature of its relationship did change during the

Anglo—Saxon period. The bidiops of Worcester did not '

alienate Bredon estates in their own name before the tent ]

century as far as we can tell, but alienations in general

were little known before this time, and Bredon did not

alienate its own estates.

Eanulf built his church and dedicated it to St.Peter.

The earliest record we have of any endowment of Bredon
11dates to 773 , over fifty years after the minster's

foundation. It may well, however, have already possessed

such lands as Mitton and Moreton, the latter of which is

anyway only associated with Bredon because of its close

proximity to that village. Mitton is not mentioned in
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Domesday Book} it was probably part of the bishop*s
demesne.

The grant in 773 was by Aldred, under-king of the

Hwicce, of land at *Westun*, desoribed as being on either

side of the lesser Tyrl Brook. This has been identified
\

by Professor Finberg as Weston-on-Avou in Warwickshire,

but I cannot see any reason for this identification. It
seems more likely that the land lay on one of the tribut¬

aries of the modern Tirle B»ook, in the general area of

Bredon*s other possession. The lesser Tyrl may even have

been the modern Tirle Brook; it has been shown that there

were two brooks of this name in the time of Heraing.

Aldred*s overlord was Offa, King of Mercia, and grandson

of the founder of Bredon minster. Offa did not forget his

grandfather '.s church; in 780 he granted considerable

estates to the church of St. Peter at Bredon "quam
12

Eanulfue avus meus erexit" • The king*s family almost

certainly exercised some proprietary rights over Bredon,

which may explain its apparent independence of Worcester

in the late eighth century. One charter records his gift

of Teddington, Bredons Norton, end Washbourne, all in the

Bredon area, and Cutsdean on the edge of Cutsdean Hill in
1*5the north Cotswolds . Although these grants of land imply

that Bredon v/as independent of the bishopric at this time

(apart from in pastoral affairs), another grant made by
Offa in 7801^ shows that the bishop was not altogether
excluded from Bredon's temporal affairs, Cofton Kackett,
in ncaih Worcestershire, was granted to Bredon, but for the

use of the bishop of Worcester. Offa may have done this

as a compromise if the bishop was unhappy about Offa*s

influence over Bredon. The Church never approved of laymen

having too many rights over minsters and parish churches

onee it was strong enough to be no longer reliant on royal
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support. The city of Worcester lies "between Cofton

Hackett and Bredon; control of the estate from V/oreester

must have been much easier ti an from Bredon. As far as

we can tell, Bredon lost any claims it ever had to

Cofton Hackett.
15

Offa had made one other grant to Bredon in 775 ,

this time combining it with a regard for one of his thegns.

The grant was of eight hides at Evenlode, and was to pass

to Bredon after it had been held by the thegn Ridda, his

wife Bucga, and their daughter Heburg. Whether Evenlode

ever actua!3.y belonged to Bredon cannot now be ascertained.

The next record of Evenlode dates to about 975# when it is

one of the estates referred to in Wulfgeat of Donnington's
16

will • It is not impossible that he was the same Wulfgeal
17

who held Batsford on lease for a while ; in view of the

fact that he left Evenlode to his wife only for her life¬

time, it seems quite likely that the land was held on lease.

If so, was it, like Batsford, held of the Bishop of Worcest¬

er? Even if this was so, there is nothing to suggest

whether or not Bredon still had any control over Evenlode.

Leases by Oswald"2"'"' and Lyfing1^ show that Evenlode

belonged to the see of Worcester by the second half of the

tenth century; in Domesday Book, Evenlode belonged to

the episcopal manor of Blockley, and is assigned, like
20

Daylesford, to the support of the Worcester monks ,

Whatever connections it had with Bredon were lost entirely

by 1086, and it seems most likely that the bishopric had

control of it right from the time of Offa's grant.

Of Offa's grants to Bredon, only Cofton Hackett and

Evenlode, neither of which were entirely straightforward

grants, were not held of the manor of Bredon by the time
of the Domesday Survey. Although the minster at Bredon,

if it still survived as such, was by then episcopal
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property, it still retained the lands which it had been

given as an independent minster.
That Offa considered Bredon and other lands to be

his property rather them that of the church, and that the
church was inclined to treat these same estates as

ecclesiastical property, is shown by the records of a
- 21

dispute settled at the Synod of Brentford in 781 •

Offa had accused Bishop Heathored of treating certain

estates, including the minsters Bath, Bredon, and Stratford,

as Church property. These estates should, Offa insisted,

belong to him as his inheritance from King Aethelbald.

Aethelbald was the cousin of Offa's grandfather Eanulf,

and as we have seen, Bredon was given to Eanulf by

Aethelbald. Offa's claims, therefore, appear to have

been well founded. He was, however, even though he was

king, forced to bring his claims before a Church Synod.

Offa's grants of Cofton Hackettt to Bredon has already

shown that Worcester had some claims to at least one of

these foundations within the diocese. Offa did not

receive his lands outright; the Church granted him. Bath

and thirty hides of land south of the Avon which it had

purchased from the West Saxon King Cynewulf. Worcester,

ho'wever, kept Stratford, Bredon, land at Hampton Lucy,

and two separate estates called 'Sture'j ane/was im

Kidderminster.

Prom 781, then, Bredon was officially Worcester

property, but it still retained some independence, though

for how long we cannot say. The changes in its relations

with the bishopric must have been slow and gradual. Two

documents, dating to 840 and 841 suggest that the change

had begun but not been completed by this time. A charter
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dating to 840 claims that King Berhtwulf restored to

the "bishop of Worcester certain lands which he had bestowed

on his own men; these lands included two of 0ffa*s grants

tc Bredon, Washboume and Cutsdean. This of course

implies that the bishop already considered himself to be

the owner of these estates before 840, He did, however,

have to paj?- quite handsomely for the restoration of these

lands, giving the king four choice horses, a well-wrought

dish which weighed three pounds, a ring worth thirty

mancueses, and two white, perhaps ivory or silver, horns

weighing four pounds. He also gave the queen two horses,

two goblets weighing two pounds, and a gilded cup. This

may suggest that his claim to the lands was not entirely

certain, even though he was said to have produced charters

at the Easter gathering atTamworth to prove his claims.

One can only wonder what charters he produced for

Washbourne and Cutedean.

In 841 Bredon minster was enough of an independent

entity to be granted, without any reference to the bishop,

perpetual exemption from the burden which most landowners
23

were liable to t entertainment of the king*s "faestingmen
who seem to have been messengers of some sort. •Entertain¬

ment* meant providing food and lodging, which obviously

could be a very heavy burden. Similar exemptions were

granted to Blockley and Daylesford minsters; all three

gradually came -under episcopal control, but it does seem

as if this control was not complete by the middle of the

ninth centtiry. After this, however, there are no more

extant records of grants tc Bredcn as such and its

connection with other estates comes only from Domesday

Book.

The charter dated to 84824which records the grant
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of detailed privileges to the minster *Aet Breodune* has

been thought to concern Bredon. This, however, is not

so; the minster concerned is Breedon-on-the-Hill in
Leicestershire. It is described as being in the province

of the Ealdorman Humberht of the Tonseti - the people of

the River Time. We know that the territory of the Tonseti

came as far south as Kings Norton, for the "Tomsaetna

Gemaera" are mentioned in the bounds of Kings Norton and

of Gofton Haclcett25. As it is the bounds of the Tonseti

which are referred to, however, we know that their territor

did not stretch any further south, and these two places are

considerably north of Bredon. The name of the abbot,

Eanmund, occurring in both minsters has encouraged the

confusion, but it seems that we must either accept that

there were two contemporary abbots of the same name, for

which there is no other evidence, or that the same man

ruled the two monasteries. If the latter suggestion is

accepted, it may be that this Eanmund was a more important

men than usually ruled Bredon minster, which may explain

why he is the only abbot to be named in surviving document
Pfi

Material copied by Dugdale relating to Kempsey and

Bredon between 798 and 847 shows that the two minsters

were connected both with each other and with the bishopric.

Kempsey minster, at least, seems to have belonged to the

church of Worcester? between 798 and 822, the cathedral

clergy leased it to their bishop, Deneberht, for two lives.

Thai between 844 and 847 Deneberht*s successor Ealhhun,

to whom Florence of Worcester2'' attributes the building
of Kerapsey's church, dedicated to St. Andrew, granted

thirty hides belonging to Kempsey minster back to his

cathedral clergy, together with twelve hides at Bredon.

That these twelve hides belonged to Bredon minster is
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almost certain, because in 847 the cathedral clergy

granted ICempsey minster and twelve hides belonging to

Bredon minster back to the bishop, whose successor was

to pay an annual rent of produce for it.
Of Bredon's early possessions, Cofton Hackett., the

most northerly, lying on the Hwiccan border, passed

entirely out of the minster's hands, and it then was lost
also to the bishop. 'Westun*, unless it became part of

another estate or acquired a new name, disappears entirely

from the sources. The next reference to Cofton Hackett

and other estates associated with it, such as Rednal, and
28

Wast Hill in Alvechurch, dates to 849 when Bishop

Ealhhun and his cathedral clergy leased the land to King

Berhtwulf for five lives, and the king re-granted it to

his thegn Ecberht for five lives. It is quite possible

that the land passed out of the church's hands for good

with this unusually long lease; Aethelstan's grant to the
29

church of it in 934 is an extremely dubious one , using

the anachronistic dedication of the church of Worcester

to St. Mary, but it may represent a monastic attempt to

reclaim the land. It may even be that the land did go

back to Worcester for a while, but by the time of the

Domesday Survey it belonged to the Norman Sheriff Urse
XQ

D'Abitot • In the time of Edward the Confessor, it was

held as three manors by Leofgeat, Aelfric and Aethelric

respectively, and in 1086, it was held of Urse by Turold,

who had two hides, and Walter, who held one hide.
XI xo

Bredons Norton"^ and Teddington do not occur again

in the Worcester documents, until the series of Oswald's

leases begin, v/hen they seem to be under the complete

control of the bishop, even though they are held of Bredon

manor in 1086, thus retaining the connection with the
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and Cutsdean, in 840 and 855, hut these suggest that the

bishop*s control was already strong. Both estates were

the subjects of a dispute between king and bishop in 840,
as we have seen^. Cutsdeah was also the subject of a

grant made in 855^ by Ealhhun and the cathedral clergy

to the ealdorman Aethelwulf and his wife V/ulfryth.

This Aethelwulf seems to have been the ealdorman of

Berkshire whose death is recorded in the A recension of

the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under the year 871. Quite why

he was receiving land from the bishop of Worcester is not

clear. It is not impossible that there was another

noble of that name in the diocese; several grants, such
55

as one of privileges for Stratford minster to the bishop ,

of lands in the area are witnessed by an "Aethelwulf dux".

The ealdorman of Berkshire, however, i3 the only one whose

name has survived in annalistic sources, and as an

ealdorman of the Mercian Kingdom he would be expected to

witness the Mercian king*s grants wherever they were.

Although Teddington does not appear again in our
56

sources until it was first leased out in 969 » documents

dated to betv/een 1042 and 1056 do connect this estate

again Tfeith Bredon, which is definitely stated to have

been an episcopal vill - no minster - by then. Land at

Teddington and Alstons, (the two estates always being

associated together after 969), had passed into the

possession of the king*s thegn Toki, who was perhaps a
k

lessee, and who bequeathed the land to Worcester in his

will. In doing so, however, he effectively disinherited

his son Aki, who disputed his father's will. There seems

to have been some feeling that one did not have the right

to disinherit one's family in this way, for although
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Bishop Ealdred, a powerful and important man, won his
37

lands, he had to pay eight marls of pure gold for them •

Having gained the estates, he handed t era over to the

church of St, Mary in Worcester, adding that they were to

be free of all services to the episcopal vill of Bredon,

to which they were said to have belonged long ago,

although no men living could remember this. Since

Teddington (still assigned to the monks of Worcester), and

presumably also Al.tone, belonged to Bredon Manor in 1086,
their association cannot have been quite forgotten even

then. This dispute confirms that Bredon lost most,

perhaps all, of her rights to her lands to the bishop of

Worcester; it even makes one ask whether the minster as

such survived at all .beyond the ninth century.

Of the other lands which belong to the episcopal
38 * 3

manor of Bredon by 1086, Redmarley D'Abitot and Moreton

appear for the first time in the Worcester documents as

lands leased by the bishop. The others, Pendock,

Mitton, and Bushley, have slightly different histories,

but are not connected with Bredon earlier than the

eleventh century, Redmarley and Washbourne do not seem

to have any connection with Bredon before 1086 either;

indeed^. Washbourne does not have any mention before the

Domesday Survey,

The entires in Domesday Book for Pendock are inter¬

esting, for while the monks are said to hold the manor

of Overbury with Pendock^0, two hides at Pendock also

seem to have been held of Bredon Manor by Urse D*Abitot^»
Pendock and Overbury are not near enough to each other

to be obviously part of the same manor, but they were

also associated in a dubious charter of 87542. Thi3 has

some obvious interpolation, but since it purports to

record a grant of Ceolwulf 11, it is probably not an
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entire fabrication. This is the only reference to

overbury before 1086.

The earliest reference to Pendock in the sources is

not very helpful. It is contained in a lost charter of

8S84^ by which King Alfred granted the estate to a person

whose name is now unknown. All we can tell from this is

that Pendock was not ecclesiastical property until at least

838, and perhaps after. Therefore its association with
Bredon was probably late; it was almost certainly not

one of the minster lands.

By the time of Oswald's episcopacy, Pendock was,

however, church property; in 967 he leased it, together

with Didcote, to his thegn Heahstan^. One hide at

Pendock was also leased out by lialdred, between 1052

and 1062^. A note in "Liber Wigorniensis", added to the

967 lease, states that Pendock and Didcote belong to

Ripple, which further complicates the history of this

estate.

As we have seen, Heming claims that Pendock had been

the property of the minster at Worcester. Having been

alienated, the land descended to one Northmann, who

returned it to Worcester when offering his son to be traine

as a monk at the time when Wulfstan was either dean or

prior of Worcester. Heming is not always reliable on

details when claiming land for his monastery, but even if

one accepts his account, which there is no real reason to

re eet, sense can be made of the Domesday entries. It

is quite possible that there were two estates at Pendock.

Two hides belonged to the bishop, at some time associated

with Ripple and later transferred to j3redon, finally fallin
into the hands of Urse D'Abitot. The other also belonged

to the Church, but its profits went towards the monks'

keep; this was probably the land returned to the church
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by Ncothmann.

Mitton mey have been the subject of a grant to the

cathedral clergy in 841; this, however, as we have seen,

has only survived in a very dubious charter^. It was

leased out by Bishop Oswald in the nine ninties^, so it
does seem to have been Worcester property by then, as it

4.8
was in Domesday Book • One hide at Bushley appears

in Domesday Book^, associated for the first time, as far
as we know, with Bredon, A note in Domesday Book gives
some of the pre-Conquest history of this estate, which

by 1086 was in King William's hands. Brihtric, the son

of the great Bnglish thegn Aelfgar who held the lordship

of Tewkesbury, held the land of the bishop bekre the

Norman Conquest, both paying rent and performing services,

normally due to the king, to the bishop.

A rough pattern of the history of Bredon minster

has, then, emerged from this study. It was founded

independently of the bishop, though persumably with his

consent and aid, and for some time preserved a considerable

independence, receiving its own separate endowments.

It was probably regarded to some extent as the property,

or at least the responsibility, of Offa's ancesters «.

By the middle of the ninth century the minster was

gradually coming under the control of the bishops of

Y/orcester, and by the tenth century, the bishops could

lease the minster's lands, apparently as they chose.

We cannot even be certain that the minster survived; it

is not referred to as such after the ninth century. The

memory, at least, of its history, though, was retained

and the manor as recorded in 1086 shows this.
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Fladburv Minster

We do not have any documents relating to the first

foundation of fladhury. The earliest document which has

survived concerning it, howeyer, is still among the

earliest material to have survived from the Worcester

diocese^0. This document records a grant by which Oftfor,

Worcester's second bishop, received a large area at

Fla<^bury, consisting of forty-four hides, from King
Aethelred for the absolution of the sins of himself and of

his dead wife Osthryths "...pro absolutions ciiminum vel

meorum vel coniugis quondam meae Osthrythae." This

charter has sometimes been rejected because Bede tells us

that Osthryth was murdered in 697f when Oftfor was already

dead. The date of 692 for Oftfor's death, however, comes

* only from Florence of Worcester, an eleventh century

authority. An abstract of the Fladbury charter appears

in "Liber Wigorniensis"; an early text was once in the

possession of Lord Somers. Here I think we should accept

the authority of the charter rather than of Florence of

Worcester.

Aethelred granted the land to Oftfor in order that

he might restore proper monastic life under an honest

abbot there, just as when the land was first granted.

e know nothing at all about this original grant of land

for a monastery at Fladbur.yj it may even have dated to

before the foundation of the see at Worcester. All that

we can say is that by the last decade of the seventh

century, a monastery or minster of some sort existed at

?ladbury, and that it was granted directly to the bishop

of Worcester.

Aethelred's charter is endorsed by a statement that

Eogwine, Oftfor's successor, gave the land to Aethilheard
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for his lifetime, on condition that monastic life be

always kept up fere. In return, he received twenty
hides at Stratford# The Evesham Chronicle, however,

states that Aethilheard, son of Oshere, ruler of the

Hwicce, won his claim to Fladbury as the kinsman and
heir of Osthryth, Aethelred's queen, to whom, it states,

the land had belonged51# As we have seen, Osthryth is

mentioned in Aethelred*s grant, an unusual clause in a

charter of the time, which may indicate that the land

had belonged to her rather than to her husband#

From very early on, then, the ownership of Fladbury

was the subject of dispute between the bishop and the

ruling family of the Hwicce. Although it was, like

Bredon, looked on by a royal family as its property,

Fladbury does not seem to have had the independence of

the bishop which Bredon had in its early stages; this is

indicated by the fact that, as far as we know, no land was

granted to the minster in its own right. Perhaps the

Hwicoan family*s attitude was more proprietary and less

pious thai that of Offa*s ancestors? The bishops

continued to try to maintain t eir claims to Fladbury,

but whether because of its lands or because they wished

to control the minster, in accordance witi Church policy,

we cannot tell#

In the eighth and ninth centuries, the ownership of

F1 dbury as it appears in the extant sources seems

eonfused. The ruling family of the Hwicce appear to have

retained their interest in the minster and its land; the

bishop did not, however, relinquish his overlordship#

Between 777 and 7815^, the minster was granted by the

under-king of the Hwicce, Aldred, with Bishop Tilhere*s

permission, to Aethelburg. She was perhaps - Professor
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Finberg believes almost certainly - the abbess of

Withington of that name, and she is described as his

'propinqua*. Professor Finberg suggests that she was

Aldred's cousin, and that Aldred's father was Osred,
53

brother of Aelfred, Aethelburg's father . This is only

guessworkj we know only that Aelfred was Aethelburg's

father, but since the charter adds that the grant was in

accordance with arrangements made by Aethilheard and

Aelfred with Bishop Ecgwinte, it suggests that, even if

Finberg's beliefs are not correct in detail, similar inter-

relations did exist. The grant was made for Aethelburg's

lifetime, and was to revert to the bishop of Worcester!

his overlordship, then, does not seem to have been in

dispute. The question of Fladbury's ownership seems to

have been between the laity and the bishopric, rather than

between the bishopric and the minster itself, which perhaps

reflects the canons of the (Synods of Clovesho and Chelsea.

The next references to Fladbury involve some very

obscure and difficult material. One document, (BCS 368),
is printed by Birch as a separate charter without date,

but it is almost certainly the second part of some other

charter. This is evident from the content; it refers,

for example, to 'that same bishop', though no bishop has

been previously mentioned in this part of the document.

Its other half may have been lost entirely, b4t it seems

like ly that it was the charter printed separately by

Birch and numbered 350.

By this charter, (BCS 350), which is dated to 814,

the king, Coenwulf, received from the Bishop Deneberht

and the cathedral community the minster at Twymng and thirt¬

een hides, three at the minster and ten elsewhere® In

exchange for this, the bishop and church received a
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favour from the king; they may have received exemption

from the payment of twelve food rente - that is, food

rents paid by twelve men, or perhaps to feed twelve men -

or the king may have promised to feed twelve men belonging

to Worcester and its minsters. These men would have made

up part, or perhaps all, of the communities of these

minsters. The latin here is very obscure, however, and

it is impossible to tell which of these interpretations

is correct. It is even possible that something else again

may have been meant.

It would seem, though, that the king did rather well

out of this exchange, since he received thirteeen hides

to feed these twelve men (whether he was feeding Worcester

men or losing food rents), but if we accept that the second

charter, B(JS 368, was also part of this bargain, it becomes

rather fairer. This charter, however, is again extremely

difficult to understand. It states quite clearly that,

"because of the surrender of the aforementioned land" -

probably Twyming, though possibly some other land is

referred to - the king grants the bishop thirty hides at

Fladbury on his death. It shows, at least, that Fladbury

was in royal control at this time. The reason for this

whole complicated bargain was most lilely to have been

that the bishop wanted Fladbury back.

The following part of the charter is most obscure.

It has been translated to mean that half the land given to

the king at Twyning was to belong to ?ladbury; an

arrangement which would have been most advantageous to the

bishop. It i3 perhaps, however, more rational to take

"dimidian partem hujus agri" to refer to the land being

discussed, at Fladbury, in which case the meaning of the

charter becomes even less clear. One might perhaps guess

that the king was intending that the thirty hides at
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Fladbury should return to the Church of Worcester, but

that half must be used fof the upkeep of Fladbury.

Guesswork, unfortunately, is all the can be offered about

the details of this charter.

After 814, no documentswere made concerning Fladbury

which have survived; the next we know about it is that by
54

1086 it was an episcopal manor .

The only other reference to Turning was in a charter
55

which has now beeh lost, dating to about 740 , which was

one of those listed by Dugdale. Aelfred, probably hold¬

ing Twyning on lease, granted it to his daughter Aethelburg,

with reversion to Y/orcester on her death. The grant

cons sted of Twyning minster with its land; ten hides

west of the Severn and three hides to the east. This

seems to be the same land surrendered to the king in 814,

The connection implied between Fladbury and Twyning by

the transacti no of 814 may have been simply that both

belonged to Aethelburg.

Whether Twyning did revert to Worcester on Aethelburg'E

death, we do not know. By the time of Edward the

Confessor, it was part of the great lordship of Brihtrlc,

Aelfgar's son, and was out of Worcester's hands for good*^.
Apart from the connection briefly suggested between

Fladbury and Twyning, no records of any estates being

given to Fladbury minster exist, although its large

original endowment may have included some of the estates

which belonged to the Domesday manor of Fladbury. These

estates of the Domesday manor all have some record of an

earlier history, but were associated with the bishop rather
maOuty

than with the minster. By 1086, Bardley, Inkberrow, and

four other estates belonged to Fladbury, and it would be

interesting to discover whether they had any earlier
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connections wit1 the minster at all.

Tve earliest reference to Bradley does not connect

it with Worcester at all} between 723 and 737, King

Aethelbald granted it to one Cyneburg, and to the heir

of her choice"^. In 789 both Bradley and Inkberrow''8
were the subject of a dispute settled at the synod of

Clovesho, presided over by the archbishops Iamberht and

Hygberht. v/ulfheard, the son of Gussa, was holding the

two estates which were described as inheritance of Hemele

and Duda. Bishop Heathored, however, claimed that Hemele

and Duda was the heir of Cyneburg. A compromise solution

was reached; V/u'lfheard was to retain the land for his

lifetime, after which it was to revert, with its charters,

to Worcester. The charters themselves are not usually

mentioned in the type of document, but it is almost certain

that when land changed hands, any charters made to record

any transactions concerning that land also went to the new

owner. Charters were of course, invaluable as proof of

right of ownership. Heming's 'Enucleatio Libelli*

suggests that charters were normally passed on with the

land; he mentions that copies of the charters were k$pt

in the church, implying that the originals had been given
59

with the land . The settlement was confirmed by Bishop

Deneberht, Heathored*s successor, and the cathedral clergy
60

in a document dated to 803 , which has a later endorsment

in Old English, confirming that the estate did eventually

pass to Worcester.

In the tenth century, Inkberrow was still Worcester

prope t , and was leased out twice by Oswald, in 97761 and
62

984 • At the beginning of the eleventh century however,
Inkberrow came into the possession of the Bishop of Hereford

6g
It seems that in about 1012 J % King Arthelred allowed Earl

Leofric to sell five hides belonging to the bishop
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of Worcester at Inkberrow to Bishop Athelstan of Hereford

for ten pounds of 'red gold and white silver'. We have

no charter recording this peculiar transaction, in which

the hishop of Worcester seems to have been quite helpless;

the record of the 1023 settlement, from which we know of

this whole dispute, however, states that the king commanded

Archbishop Wulfstan of York, to draw up a charter recording

the sale. Whether &e actually did so or not, we do not

know. One can imagaine that he may vnot have been very

keen to do it, Hot unexpectedly, a dispute between

Athelstan, and Wulfstan and his son wulfric, broke out,

and was brought before a shire-meeting in about 1023.

Since Athelstan had bought the land at Inkberrow legally,

and it was proved to be the same land as that new disputed,

it was adjudged to him. Wulfstan's rights were not

entirely ignored, however; he received a poind from Earl

Leofric to meet his claim.

Inkberrow appears twice in Domesday Book. Tinder the

lands of the bishop of Worcester6^, its five hides we re

held of the episcopal manor of Pladbury by the bishop of

Hereford, but under the bishop of Hereford's imas the manor

of Inkberrow is listed as his property65. It is possibl e

that there may have been two estates, "cut it seems more
not

likely that the question of ownership had/been entirely

settled by 1086; The Domesday Surveyors may have

received conflicting information about Inkberrow. Neither

Inkberrow nor Bradley can be shown, then, to have had any

early connections with Eladbury, they can only be shown to

have been church property.

The one hide at Bradley was held of Eladbury by the
Archdeacon Aelfric in 108666. Ab lench is only known
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from one lease before 1086, but this lease gives us
rt?

rather more information than most. In 983 , Oswald

leased this estate to his kinsman Gardulf on generous

terms. Gardulf was to hold the land for his lifetime,

his widow for hers, and any son they might have for his.

. If they did not have a son, the land would still be able

to pass to any child Gardulf's widow xaight have by a

second marriage. One wonders if Gardulf Y/as a sickly
'

i man, or perhaps a fighting man for whom life was even

more uncertain than for most of his time. By 1086,

Ab lench belonged to the episcopal manor of Fladbury, but

was held by Urse D'Abitot. Nearby Rous lench was also

held of Fladbury by Urse, who in turn granted it to one
. i ^68Alvred •

Hill, a chapel of Fladbury called Moor, Piddle, and
69

Bishampton were also held of Fladbury by Normans; the

first three by Robert the Bespencer, the fourth by Roger

de Laci. Of these, Hill was church property before 1086,

for between 1046 and 1053, Ealdred leased it to Aethelstan
70the Fat • The only early reference to Bishampton that

71
exists dates to 970 , when King Edgar granted it to the

monastery at Fly. Why Ely should have been granted an

estate so far away, we do hot know, neither do we knovz how

it came to be connected with Fladbury.

The dispute which occurred over Fladbury minster and

its estates may uphold the suggestion that bishops often

took over minster property in order to protect it from

laymen. however this may have been, there is little

indication, that Fladbury, the * owned' minster of the Hwiccan

royal family, ever had enough independence to be granted

estates in its own right.
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Blockle;; Minster

Blockley minster was yet another of the numerous

minsters scattered across the diocese of Worcester about

which virtually nothing is known. We do not know the-

date of the foundation of Blockley, nor ho?/ long it

s^^rvived as a minster; the information we do have suggests

that it was not at first under the control of the bishops.

little though we know about it, the minster at Blockley

was probably not insignificant; any minster which has

survived as a name to us must have been important at least

in its own area, to the men and women to whom it ministered-^

The church was most likely, like almost all buildings

of the time, to have been built of timber. It is

possible, however, ttr. t there was a stone building at

Blockley minster before the arrival of the Normans; the

minster was situated in the Cotswolds where stone is

easily obtainable and relatively easily worked. Under

the Manor House on the edge of the present churchyward,

there is a stone-vaulted cellar said to date to the tenth

century. Unfort urately, this has now been blocked off

for safety reasons. If there were any stone buildings

at all in the pre-Conquest period, they were almost certain

to have been ecclesiastical. The Manor House was built

in the sixteenth century on the site of the former Bishop's
72

Palace . These facts, coupled with the discovery of

eighth century skeletons under the floor of the nearby

Bell Ir_n, and the situation of the church, churchyard, and

Manor House on the best site in the village - a flattish

piece o1 ground above the brook in a fairly narrow, steep-

sided valley - su gest that the site of church and Manor

House was the site of the Saxon minster buildings, some

of which were likely to have been of stone. The presence
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came to he of some importance, while the site would have

been a desirable one. It has plenty of water, light

soil, good pasture, and is well drained. The large parish

church, built on woolstaplers* money, attests to this.

Like other minsters, Blockley probably had its small body

of clergy, not strictly monastic as we understand the

term, who adminstered to the religious needs of the area

which they had converted, going out to preach, to say mass,

to baptise, and to hear confessions.

Between 727 and 736, King Aethelbald granted eight

hides at Batsford to Bishop Wilfrith . I ara not convinced

by Professor Finberg's reading of the rather limited boundary

clause, in which he claims that the boundaries included
74

Blockley parish east of the Blockley Brook, and Born .

There is not, I think, enough in the boundary clause to

argue this. Whether or not Blockley passed into the bishop*i

hands with the Batsford estate, by 855 there was certainly

a minster there which seems to have been independent of

the bishop until that year. In 855, King Burgred granted

to Bishop Salkhun, in return for three hundred shillings,

the minster at Blockley which he exempted from certain
7*5

services in perpetuity . The king perhaps needed the

money because of the presence of the Danes in the Severn

Valley, for another charter of the same year refers to the

presence of the heathen 'in the region of the Wrekin-

dwellers'^ •

The exemptions are interesting since they indicate

the type of services a minster might expect to owe the

king. Blockley was freed "from the feeding and maint¬

enance of a?.l hawks and falcons.' in the land of the Mercians,

and of all huntsmen of the king or earldorman except only
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those who are in the province of the Hwiccej likewise

even from the feeding and maintenance of those men whom

in Saxon we call 'Walhfaereld *, and from lodging them and

from lodging all mounted men of the English race, and

foreigners, whether of noble or humble birth"# Miss
77

Whitelock has explained that 'Y'alhfaereld' means liteiaLly

•Welsh Expedition1; here it may imply troops patrolling

the Welsh borders, or messengers, but its significance is

not really known. It seems from this charter, and from

the exemptions granted to Daylesford, that a minster churcfc

would have been liable for many services involving hosp¬

itality: how often it would have been called upon to

discharge such services in such a place as Blockley, we

simply cannot tell. In all the instances that have

survived of such exemptions being granted, the recipient

has had to pay for them, so one would assume that these

services were a real burden. According to a later Old

English Calendar of lands granted to Worcester^8, this
exemption of Blockley covered fifty hides; the manor

was assessed at thirty-eight hides in 1086^.
After 355, Blockley disappears from the sources until

the Domesday Survey, except for an account of one of

Bishop Y/ulfstan's miracles, which was supposed to have

taken place during his visitation of the minster80.
This shows that the minster still existed as such right

through until the end of the Saxon period at least. The

manor is also mentioned in Ultitonantis*; it was alleged
to have been one of the estates of the bishop's part of

ft!
Oswaldslow » In 1086, it was certainly episcopal

op
property . Throughout the Middle Ages, rectors and

vicars of Bloekle3r exercised rights over the parishes of
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Batsfcrd, Bourton-on-the-Hill, Moreton-in-Marsh, and Stret-
8*5

toli-on-Fosse , which may imply that the original area

of the minster's work included at least these places.

None of the lands associated with the manor of

Bloekley in Domesday Book have any surviving record of

an association with the minster in earlier times, and

one of them, Daylesford, was a minster in its own right.

For Daylesford, a record of the foundation does
Q yj

survive « fhere is some difficulty over the dating;

the text gives the date 718 and the tenth indie tion,

but for the 718 indietion year should be one. Professor
85

Finberg has related the charter to 727 . Ihere seems

to be, however, no reason to distrust the text of the

charter, b y which King Aethelbald granted six hides on

the River Bladon, now the Bvenlode, to the servant of

God Ba.egia to found a monastery. *Servus Dei* later

usually meant a monk, but we cannot be sure that Baegia

would have been a mink as wo now understand the term.

Although this would seem to have been an independent

foundation, all the extant ninth century documents for

Daylesford make it clear that already the minster was

under episcopal control; some while before Bloekley if

Blockley retained its independence until 855. A lost

charter of 021 or 822 recorded King Ceolwulfs grant to

the church of Worcester of some secular dues in Daylesford8^
Perhaps Daylesford itself was given to the bishop at the

same time; perhaps before. In 841, King Berhtwulf

granted, again to .the church of 7/oreester in the person

of Bishop Heahberht , exemption from unspecified secular

dues on the six hides at Daylesford. Heahberht paid

three pounds of silver for this privilag;e; he may

possibly have asked the king for tiis grant as a confirmation
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of the earlier one.

QQ

In 875 « Bishop 7/aerferth was granted exemption for

the whole diocese from feeding the king's horses and those

vrho led them; that this duty should have been performed

by the minsters is made clear in the rest of the charter.

In return, Waerfcrth gave to the king, who was Geolwulf 11,
a four-life lease of Daylesford, and the promise that the

lord's Prayer would be said for him in all the minsters
which would have been liable to the service of feeding

the king's horses and men. Ylaerforth also received sixty

mancuses of gold from the king. Ceolwulf may have been

a puppet king, but he was able to make bargains in his

own name with an important bishop. This transaction

shows that the bishop was in a position to lease Dayleeford

freely, som.t ing he never did, so far as we know, with

Bredon or Blockley.

The estate at Daylesford returned safely to the bishop

whatever finally befell Geolwulf, for in 979 Oswald
QQ

leased it to his brother Jsulf . The lease was only

of three hides, but its assessment may have been altered,

or he may have leased only part of the estate. Only

three hides are mentioned in Domesday Book where they are
QO

said to have been h§.d of Blockley by Stephen Fulchered,

a STornan. The entry under Evenlode^", however, confuses

the situation, for it says bhat, with Evenlode, Daylesford

was assigned to the support of the monks. It also adds

that the estates of Evmlode and Daylesford were held of

the bishop by the abbot of Evesham, but that after the

Conquest, the bishop of Eayeux received them, and they

were then assigned to the support of the monks. Since

this entry is under the lands of the Bishop of Worcester,
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the monks referred to must "be the Worcester monks.

It is quite possible that the six hi..es at Daylesford had

been divided in two, and that three hides were held by

Stephen, three by the monks. This does not, ho ever,

explain how the monks came to be holding land which

belonged, or had belonged, to Odo of Bayeux, a man hardly

noted for his saintly generosity. By 1086, however, Odo

was out cf favour with King William, and had been thrown

into prison. His lands may not have been actually

forfeited, but they seem to have been at least under

sequestration, and it was probably because of this that the

church was able to recover the estate it had lost.

Of the other estates with belonged to Block-ley manor,

Evenlode has been discussed in the context of the Bredon

estates; Icorib in that of the dubious 'St. Mary* charters.

Ditchford is not known of before an Old English Lease of

Bishop Baldred to Wulfgeat^, between 1051 and 1053# In

Domesday Book, its two hides are held of Blockley by one

Richard^.
Bora does not appear in Domesday Bcok, but in Heming's

copy of the survey, a note under Blockley addss "De hoc
OA

manerio tenet Urso v hides in Dome." Since the entry

in Domesday Book is eomplete ,/ithout this, it seems that

Urse probably took his holding out of Blockley after the

main survey was made. If this was so, Dorn, at least,

must have been part of the min. ter's demesne lands, and

probably from very early on. A lost charter of King
95

Ceolwulf , dated to between 796 and 821, grants the

church of Jorcest-er exemption from secular dues in Dorn.

Blockley may then have been in the church's control even

before 855; if Dorn was associated with the minster

lands, it i3 unlikely that the bishop would have had powers
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in Dorn which he did not have in Blockley. He may,

however, have had overlordahip of the min ter estates,

"but not owned the minster church itself until 855 • ' In

the tenth century, it is possible that Blockley was in some

way dependent on Blackwell, for there is a note attached
to a lease of land at Blackwell that the lessee was also

to receive six trusses of fodder due each year from

Blockley.

^ishor's Cleevo
The first reference to Bishop's Cleeve in the

Worcester documents is the record of a grant which makes

it clear that there was already a minster there with some

lands of its own, for dated to "between 763 and 779 »

the grant was of further land to 3t. Michael's church

and minster at 3ishop*s Oleeve by Offa and Aldred,

apparently working together; usually the under-kings of

the Hwicee made grants with their Overlords' permission.

This grant consited of fifteen hides called Timhingctu

which were said to "be on the north side of the Tyrl Brook,

under the rock called "by the ancient name of Wendelsclif,

and to adjoin the lands already owned "by the minster.

The Anglo-Saxon hounds have been worked out by G.B. Grundy,

who claims that the Tyrl Brook referred to in the grant

was not the modern Tyrl Brock; the latter was then the

northern of two "brooks of this name. He believes the

one in this grant to have "been the southern of the two

brooks, which is now called the Hyde Brook, which runs

east to west, south of Bishop's Oleeve and $ust north of

Hyde Farm, into the river Swilgate. "This interpretation
would seam to be correct, for if the grant had lain to the

south of Bishop's Cleeve and just north of Hyde Farm,
it would have Included Bredon, which is most unlikely#
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Neither would the boundaries fit with the topography of

this area, whereas they do fit with Grundy's interpretation

of the charter,
07

The bounds as interpreted by Grundy J , include

Gotherington, Bishop's Cleave, Woodmancote, Southern,

Bookhampton, and part of Stoke Orchard, His interpret¬

ation may have been wrong but it is convincing and I am

prepared to accept it. This area completely surrounds

Bishop's Cleeve, which makes it seem rather odd that the

charter should state that the new land adjoined the land

already belonging to the minster. This seems a rather

unneceessary statement; if it were to be made at all,

"surrounded" would be better than "adjoined". This may

mean nothing more than that the scribe made a mistake or

simply was not thinking about what he was writing. It

could just possibly mean, however, that the minster lands

referred tc were separate from the minstor itself, and on

the edge of the newly granted lend. If this were so, the

new grant would be an obvious one to make, joining the

minster with its estates. Elmstone Hardwicke was later

subject to Bishop's Cleeve and it lies on the edge of the

new grant. The suggestion that Elmstone Hardwicke was

the property of Bishop's Cleeve ^rom very early on rests

on very slender evidence, but it cannot be entirely ignored.

There are not many references to Bishop's Cleeve and

its lands surviving, but that does not mean it was un¬

important. It seems to have retained a reasonable independ

ence at least until the late ninth or early tenth century,

perhaps even longer than did Bredon. Its name alone

is witness to the fact that it did eventually become

episcopal property; it is listed as such in Domesday

Book, and some of the lands associated with it by
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then were leased by the bishops in the tenth century#

In 899, however, it seems that the minster still had

some independence, though was not entirely free of

episcopal control. In that year, the cathedral clergy

leased to Waerferth, their bishop, five hides at Elmstone

Hardwicke which formerly belonged to the minster at
98

Bishop's Cleeve • How the mineter acquired the land,

or how it passed to the cathedral clergy, we do not know,

but the charter does tell us that the minster had not lost

all its rights to the estate, whether or not the alienebion

of Elmstone was voluntary. The land was to be free of

all dues except for the annual payment of church-scot to

Bishop's Cleeve.

Between 899 and 904, Waerferth then leased three of

these hides at Elmstone Hardwicke to his kinswoman

99
Cyneswith . She also received rights to cut timber in

the peasants' wood, and a separate lease of the peasants*

copse, but she still had to pay three measures of wheat

annually as church-scot to Bishop's Cleeve. When the

term of the lease was over, the land was to revert to

Cleeve 'for the bishopric*, suggesting that Bishop's

Cleeve was still an active minster, independent to a certai

extent, but coming under the lordship of the bishop. He,

it seems, was to receive the profits of Elmstone Hardwicke,

Southam and Stoke 0r»chard both belonged to the manor
100

of Eishop's Cleeve in 1086 , and both were the subject

of leases by Oswald and Lyfing. Southam was leased,

perhaps in 993>J"^", to Oswald's brother At^lstan, and

again by Lyfing in a lost lease preserved only in Dugdala'e
102

list in the "Bodleian . Stoke Orchard was leased in

967 by Oswald to his thegn Eadmaer^^. These lands were

not necessarily Oleeve's estates before 10QG, and by 1086
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it was not necessarily still a minster,,

She grant of 'Timbingctun* on the Tirl Brook and

the leases of Elmstone are the only good evidence extant

for Bishop*s Cleeve minster, but they do suggest that it

was a foundation of some importance as, to judge only by

the parish church which still stands thete today, it

oont inued to be during the Middle Ages#

Hanbury Ainster.

The minsters we have looked at so far, with the

exception of Bishop's Cleeve, were granted privileges in

varying .forms, but of similar types, in the ninth century,

Hanbury minster, about which very little else is known

even by Anglo-Saxon history standards, was granted

similar privileges of exemption for which it, like others,

was prepared to pay.

The first we hear of Hanbury is in a very early grant

recorded by Patrick Young5 apparently King Wulfhere,

between 657 and 674"L°% granted Ha ury to an abbot named

Colman and to one heir. The grant included fifty hi es

of land, with meadows, woods, and salt pits. This grant

was made before the foundation of the Worcester diocese?

Hanbury was first in the great Mercian diocese of Lindsey,

The charter probably came into the cathedral archives when

Hanbury came into the possession of Worcester.

That the bishop of Worcester did acquire Hanbury is

made clear by the only other pre-Conquest document which
106

concerns it. This is dated to 836 , and is a grant by

King Wiglaf to the minster at Hanbury, with all its wood¬

lands, arable fields, meadows, salt-pits, lead furnaces,

hamlets, and other appurtenances. The grant was of

exemption from entertainment of the king and ealdorman,

from the support of *faestingmen* - perhaps messengers of

the king - and from all other secular dues except the
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constraction of bridges and ramparts. In return for

these privileges, the bishop gave to the king land at
Idsall and at two other places for his lifetime; it wa.a

to revert to Worcester. He not only had to compensate

the king for loss of services, he also had to compensate
the eaidorman of the area.- Ealdorman Mucel, the son of

Esne, received ten hides at Crov/le, also for his lifetime

only. An endorsment which Miss Whitelock belae/es to be

contemporary adds that the bishop paid six hundred gold

shillings to Ealdorman Sigred. Whether there were two

ealdormen with rights in the area, or whether Mucel died

and Sigred was his successor, is not clear. Two ealdormen

named Mucel, one of whom was almost certainly Alfred's

father-in-law, ealdorman of the G-aini, and one named

Sigred or Sigered, witness documents of the period. When

all three appear together , one Mucel takes presedence,

then Sigered, then the other Mucel, At other times, only

on Mucel appears ; t the came tine as Sigered, and neither

always takes precedence over the other. One cannot, then,

distinguish between the two Mucels, but it does seem that

the two ealdormen named in the charter to Hanbury were

contemporary earls rather than that Sigred inherited

Mucel's rights.

Hanbury is entered in Domesday Book as church property
but no estates, not even the hamlets mentioned in 336, are

listed with it"®"®^. We have no indication of what the

large area of fifty hides may have covered. Fourteen

hides at Hanbury are recorded in Domesday; two were held

by TJrse D'Abitot, who sub-let them to one Ralf.

Hippie Mir.ster

The knowledge that can be built up of the history of

the minsters which have been looked at so far may seem very
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sletchy and to leave important gaps, but compared with

most of the other church properties, including minsters,

this knowledge is quite full. Of many minsters, nothing

is known beyond that they existed, or one fact such as

that Stratford, for example, was obtained in an exchange

for Bath. In the case of Ripple, several documents have

survived in some form, but much of its history is still so

uncertain that we cannot even be sure that there was a

minster there at all. It "was church property in the
XQ8

eighth century and an episcopal manor in 1036 • Its

earliest document suggests that there was a minster there,

but the word minster never occurs in documents concerning

Ripple . This, however, may be explained by the fact that
much of the written material about this estate has survived

only in copies made by Sir William Dugdale. These copies

are invaluable for preserving documents which would other¬

wise have become lost, but the, omit many details,

recording only the outline oa. the grants; any information

about the possible existence of a minster at Ripple

could easily have been l&st in this way.

The earliest charter which exists concer ing Ripple
TOO

is dated to 680 ' y, but in the sixth indiction, which

would be correct for 673 or 693, but not 680. An extended

immunity clause, like those of the ninth century, has been

interpolated: "Et ab omni opere regale a pastu regis et

principis et subditorum eorum quid plura ab omni vi

trinulationis parvi et magni nisi quattuor causis

expeditionem arcem et pontem facere et singuiare praetium

solvere adversus alium efc ad peonam nihil de ceteris

orahibue in sua alma Dei nomine praecimus." There seems

no reason, nevertheless, to doubt the basic text of the

charter, which is preserved in the Worcester cartulary
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but does not record a grant to Worcester. It records

the grant by Oshere, the ruler of the Hwicce, of thirty
hides at Ripple to Frithowald., a monk of Bishop Winfrid
of Lichfield, for ecclesiastical use. Bo mention of a

minster occurs in the documents, but it is difficult to

see what else such a grant to a monk can have been meant

for. At Fladbury and Bredon, grants to clerics were for

building minsters. Winfrid's own monastery was air
"TriT" iti" Trr^nrr; Frithowald was procadly a monk at that

foundation.

Whether Frithowald did establish a religious found-

ation at Ripple or not, and, if he did, how long it lasted

and what estates it built up are just some of the questions

about Ripple which cannot bo answered. Ihe Domesday

assessment of the manor at Ripple "^was five hides less

than the amount given to Frithowald, so one might guess

that Ripple had estates at least equivalent to those

belonging to the manor in 1086, but even this piece of

evidence cannot be taken tdso far. One cannot, I think,

assume that hidage assessments, or over: hides, remained

the same for nearly four hundred years.

It seems from the information recorded by Sir

"illiam Dugdale thut Ripple was the property of the
in

church of Worcester by the eighth century ~ • Between

757 and 796, Worcester was ^ranted an exemption from the

secular dues of Ripple by Offa. According to Dugdale's

material, this exemption was repeated by King Ceolwulf

during the episcopate of Bishop Denebeiht, therefore in

821 or 822. Why this exemption was repeated, we are not

told| perhaps the Mercian Kings after Offa had ignored

his grant, or perhaps Ceolwulf'a grant, which also applied

to the minsters at Daylesford and Stratford, was merely a
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confirmation of the church*s rights.

In the ninth century, it seems, the church did lose

Hippie for a while, for King Burgred restored the estate

to Bishop Ealhhun after the church had been illegally
112

dispossessed of it by the king's companion Humberht •

Ihere is no doubt that at this time the land was entirely

episcopal property; no independence had been preserved.

If there was a minster there, it was the bishop's

property by then.

Of the estates assigned to the manor of Ripple in

1086, the only one to have any previous connection with

Hippie was one of the three Croomes. In 96 9» Oswald
11*3

leased five hides at "Croome" to the thegn Cynelm . A

postscript to the lease in Liber Wigomensis"*" made two

generations or sosfter the lease, since Leofwine is named

as the second leasee, states that the charter belongs to
115

Hippie, Pendock , as we have seen, was said to have
"i 1 6

belonged to Hippie at about this time, as was Beckford ,

which had been Worcester's property at least since the

time of Offa. If lands could belong to Hippie, it must

have been an important estate, and probably something

comparable to a minster. I think that it probably was

a minster. Only one of these three lands were associated

with Hippie in 1036, however; the land called "Oroome",

which has been identified with Earl's Croome.

In Donesda; Book, the mem bers of the episcopal manor

of Hi pie were Upton-upon-Severn, Earl's Oroome, Croome

D'Abltot, Hill Croome, Holdfast, Quoenhill, and Bursley11^,
6f these, only Upton-TJpon-Severn was in demesne;. Ripple

and Upton together comprised thirteen of the manor's

twenty-five hides. Even Ripple's woodland belonged to

King William, though the bishop still had the rights to
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pannage, that is, mast for feeding swine, and timber for

firing and repairs. The fact that there seems to be so

little connection between Saxon Ripple and Domesday Ripple,

and that so many of the manor1s estates belonged to

Normans in 1086, may indicate that in the case of Ripple

the bishops of Worcester were not as successful in taking

the minster and its estates into their own possession and

thus protecting them from laymen. The disturbances in

land holding caused by the Norman Conquest were too great

to argue this with any certainty, but it is worth noticing.

Upton-Upon-Severn, together with Welland, which then

disappears from the sources, was given to the churh of

Worcester in 889 with the consent of Aethelred and

Aethelflaed of Mercia, by ealdorman Athulf, a descendant

of King Coenwulf. This gift only survives in Sir William
118

Dugdale's copy ; he also recorded that the estates were

part of Coenwulf*8 inheritance. There is no evidence of

any connection between Upton and Ripple before 3.086, and
HQ

in 962, Upton was Oswald's to lease to Cynelm .

For the rest of the estates of Ripple manor, there is

very little earlier material at all, and nothing be fore

the tenth-century leases. This, together with the estate

of affairs as recorded by the Domesday Inquisitors,

suggests that the bishop's hold on these estates, even if

they were his, was never strong.

Queenhill"®"^ was the property of the church in the

time of Edward the Confessor, at least, for Domesday Book

records that Ailric had held it, and had done service to

the bishop for it. After the gonquest, Half de Bernai,

a follower of earl William of Herefordshire and the

sheriff of Herefordshire under him, for a time held the

hid e at Queenhill. By 1086, however, it was in the
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king*s hands. One vilMn with half a virgate was held

of the king by one Herman, and Domesday Book records that

this had once been held by Bishop Brihtheah's brother

Aethelric. It also states that earl William had given

the tithes of the estate, and the villein with half a

virgate, to the Church of St. Mary of Lire.

One of the Creorae Estates, probably Earl's Croome,

was leased out in 969, as has been seen, and Hill Croome,

together with Baughton, was leased out by Lyfing to
Aethelric in 1038^"''"^'. In 1086, Roger de Laci held Hill

Croome. Holdfast was leased twice by Oswald, first to
129

his brother Osulf in exchange for Spetchley in 967

and again to his nephew, Oeulf's son, Aethelwine in

988"'"^^. The two leases are virtually the same with the

name of the leasee altered? since the lease to Osulf was f<

three lives, we do not know why the second lease was

necessary. Osulf may have died intestate. In 1086,

Urse D'Abitot held Holdfast. These two estates, then,

seem to have been the property of the bishops in the

tenth century, though even this ownership may have been

doubtful. By 1086, however, they were almost certainly

not in any effective control hy the church, held as they

were by powerful Hermans.

Bursley, and Croome D'Abitot do not survive in any

documents dating to before 1086. Earl's Croome, held in

1086 by Ordric, had belonged to a certain Godric in the

reign of Edward the Confessor, and he had performed
124

services to the bishop for it . He was presumably

a lessee, since Ealdred then received it rightfully from

him. Croome D'Abitot was also church property before the

Conquest , Held by Siward in 1086, it had been held

of the bishop by Sirof in Edward's reign. On Sirof's
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death the bishop gave his daughter, with the land, to one of hi3

knights, who was to support the girl's mother and to render services

to the bishop for the land. They were presumably dispossessed of

the land after the Conquest, and it must eventually have passed to the

family of Urse D'Abitot.
EBH. -s

Bursley was never, as far as we know, the property of the

church. Held in 1086 by King 7/illiam, it had been part of the lordship

of Brihtric, son of the English thegn Aelfgar.^^
Kidderminster

The estate at Store in Usraere, identified as the modem
an

Kidderminster, is worth mentioning here as it is example *•

team* of a minster which definitely passed out of the hands of the church.

The year and the circumstances of its loss have survived.

Kidderminster first appears in BCS 154, the original charter

dated to 736 by which King Aethelbald granted ten hides at Sture in

Usmere to Cyniberht for the building of a minster.

Between 757 a«d 775 (BCS 220) Abbot Ceolfrith, the son of

Cyniberht, granted the estate at Sture, presumably with its minster, to

the Church of Worcester. The estate was now assessed at fourteen hides.

In 781, this estate was still church property. In that year King Offa

and Bishop Heathored, as we have seen, settled their rival claims to

various lands at the Synod of Brentford, and these fourteen hides at Sture

in Usmere were among the lands retained by the bishop.

BCS 357» however, shows that in 816 Kidderminster passed

finally out of episcopal and into royal hands. In that year the

fourteen hides at Sture were alreturned to King Coenwulf in return for

various other estates, including Whittington. This was the end of the

church's claims to Kidderminster; after 816, we know nothing of the

history of the estate with its minster except that in 1086 it was still

in royal hands.
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Summary

It seems that the bishops oi' Worcester were successful in

retaining control of the minster churches in their diocese, not losing

them to king or lay nobility. One must be careful, however; there may

have been more like Kidderminster whose loss have not been recorded or

preserved. It is significant that once Kidderminster passed out of

Worcester hands no further documents were made concerning it which have

survived.

127
Mr Page has argued that the small minsters originally

served wide areas, and that as subordinate churches were built within

these areas, the ministration of the older churches became restricted,

and the necessity for communities of priests ceased. He says their

endowments were often seized in a struggle between regular and secular

clergy. I do not think such a struggle necessarily took place, but I

do think that his claim that minsters often died out because they were

not necessary, or became the parish church for a nruch smaller area,

is very convincing. It may have been a natural process rather than a

struggle, but the minster lands
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would still have been dispersed, and it would have been

natural for the majority of then to pass into episcopal

control. This explanation of events would fit the

evidence from Worcester.

Many minsters of the Worcester diocese are no more

than names to us now, but the history which can be traced

of a few of them add a little more to our knowledge of

these institutions which were so important in the real

work of the early diocese| the conversion of the people.

The Christian Church gained its strong foothold in Britain

by the conversion of kings, and from that time it began

rapidly to influence and is??? alter the organisation of

government. Laws, land transfers, wills, and other legal

documents began to be written down, as were histories,

lives of faints, letters, treatises, and countless other

things. from the historian's point of view, the coming

of Christianity transformed the nature of the historical

evidence•, though it seems scarce for the Christian

Anglo-Saxon period, it is virtually non-existent for the

pagan period before.

Although Christia.ntiy had rapid effects on kings,

government, and written evidence, it is almost certain

that it only very slowly spread to ordinary people in theii

rural communities as anything more than a nominal religion.

The early bishops of Vrorcester had somehow to spread the

teachings and observances of the church "to people who were,

as far as we can tell, used to superstition and magic in

their beliefs, not to a doctrine which asked them to bring

religion to bear on the whole way in which they led their

lives. How this screed of Christianity was accmpliehed

can only in most cases be imagined, but it is clear that

the minsters were the real centres of the work. These



few facte which can be drawn together about the

small but vital minster churches, many of which are

still in existence as parish churches, provide at least

one step in understanding the real conversion of England#
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CHAPTER EIGHT

LEASES

Prom the tenth century through until the Norman

Conquest, and particularly during the long episcopacy of
Oswald, great numbers of estates were leased out by the
church of Worcester. The leases were usually, though

by no means always, for a term of three lives, though

many estates, such as Bredons Norton and Redmarley D'Abitot'
returned to the church only to be leased out again.

Worcester was not the only church to lease out its lands,
3

as Mr. Lennard has shown , but the numbers of extant

charters recording pre-conquest leases of land cannot be

equalled by any other church.

The majority of the lands of which we know in

association with the diocese from before the tenth century

appear at least once in the leases. But a few, such as

Blockley, Pladbury, Ripple and Bredon, for example, do

not appear to have been leased out at any time. These

were all the sites of minster churches, which perhaps

retained enough independence and importance not to be

alienated by the bishops. Daylesford, however, where

there was certainly a minster church at one time, was

leased out in the eleventh centuiy^j neither are all the

estates, which do not appear to have been leased out,known
to have had minster churches. Cleeve Prior, for example,

which Young records as a grant from Ealdorman Aethelred

between 866 and 911, and which still belonged to the

church in 1086, has no charter recording a lease.

Land was certainly leased out before the nine-sixties.

As early as the first Half of the eighth century, some time

biween 718 and 745^, Bishop Wilfrith granted land on the

River Coin to Leppa, 1 a noble and most revered ealdorman'
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for his lifetime and for that of his daughter Beage.

She church owned fifteen hides here on the Coin; Leppa

was granted five of them. The lease was granted 'on

account of our friendship', but it is likely that since

Beage was named in the lease, it was expected that she

would make some kind of religious foundation there.

Grants made directly to a lady not related to the grantor

were usually for this purpose.

The land thus granted has been identified as Bibury,

a name whioh means "Beage's noble residence" and was

almost certainly named after Leppa's daughter. Mr. Grundy

however, has identified the land within the boundaries

attached to this lease as including Ablington and lying
7

next to Bibury, but not including Bibury • It would

seem odd for land not incluided in the lease to Beage and

her father to bear her name, but several explanations are

possible. Beage may have acquired Bibury later, or the

modern Bibury may not stand on the same ground as Beage's

residence. If she founded a religious place of some kind,

it may have stood v/here Bibury now stands. It is possible

that there has been some confusion over the bounds which

Mr. Grundy has interpreted. He himself pointed out that

the extant bounds are not the original ones, but assumed

that they had been copied from the originals. It is not

unlikely, then, that at some time the bounds of Ablington

accidentally became attached to the lease of Bibury.
Q

In 899 » Ablington was granted by Waerferth to the

priest Werwulf, who was to pay church-scot and soul-scot

to 'Began byrg*. Mr, Smith has shown^ that this is

Beage's burh, or Bibury. Werwulf, incidentally, may well

have been the priest of that name who accompanied Bishop

Waerferth to Alfred's court in Wessex. Since the bounds

which Mr..Grundy interpreted to surround Ablington are of
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lands lying next to Bibury, Ablington was probably another

part of the church's fifteen hides on the Coin mentioned

in Wilfrith's lease. The reservation of church-scot and

soul-scot to Bibury suggests tbd; there was a minster there

by 899? therefore it seems likely that it was founded by

Beage and was partly the reason for Wilfrith's lease, which

at the same time provided a regard for Leppa. Bibury,

then assessed at twenty-one hides, was still the property

of the bishopric in 1086"^.
Another eighth-century lease, this time of Chipping

Sodbury, shows the dangers thdb could be involved in this

type of alienation. We only know of the lease from the

records of a settlement made in about 903 concerning the
11

estate. It appears that, some time between 743 and 775,

Bishop Milred leased Sodbury to one Eanbald and his

descendants, providing that the inheriting member of the

family was always in priestly orders. A lease such as thi

with no definite termination date, was bound to be dangerou

The 903 settlement refers to a will, which must have been

made in about 830, by which Eastmund, presumably one of

Eanbald*s descendents, bequeathed Sodbury to his heirs,

still quoting the same terms as Milred had made. By

903, the land was held by one Eadnoth, but since neither

he nor any of his family was prepared to take orders,

Bi3hop Waerferth claimed the land back for his church.

The dispute was settled by Ealdorman Aethelred and the

Mercian council at Broitwieh. As far as it is possible

to tell from the information which we have, and which,

of course, is all derived from Worcester sources,

Waerferth was legally in the right.

It seems that the fact of the land having been so

long in the family's possession must have been considered
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an important factor in the case, for the bishop was

forced to grant Sodbury to Eadnoth in perpetuity. He

did, however, receive forty mancuses in payment, and was

to receive an annual rent of fifteen shillings, payable

at letbury. It is, of course, impossible to judge the
value of such payments against that of the land; it may

even be that Waerferth considered this to be a good

bargain. How long the bishop continued to receive his
annual rent we do not know; at the time of the Domesday

12
Surtfey he was not even the nominal lord of Sodbury •

Waerferth himself, Ealhhun, and Deneberht, also

aliented Worcester lands for a term of lives, so the

system was not a new one in the tenth century. It is
quite possible, too, that the chance survival of sources

has given us a distorted view of the situation; the
reforms of monasticism in the tenth cantury may also have

created better conditions in which good records could be

made and copied. Ihe reasons for making good records
/

may also have been stronger; reformed houses were probabljr

very aware of the hostility that their new strength was

likely to create among the laity and this awareness,

together with a realisation of the dangers of temporary

alienation, may have led to a better keeping of records

at Worcester in the tenth century.

Nevertheless, within the limits o the mailable

evidence, one cannot deny that a substantial amount of

leasing did begin just after the middle of the tenth century,

marking a surprisingly clean and sudden break from the

endowments of the ninth century. A similar sudden

change took place on the Continent, as David Herlhy he. o
13shown , at roughly the same time, but much more as a

result of pressure being put upon the Church. In
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Worceatershire, as we shall see, out3ide pressure was

only a partial cause of alienation. It will also

become clear that Oswald*s leases were of a rather

different nature from the earlier leases and that, on

the whole, they were of different estates from t ose of his

predecessors. It is true that Daylesford, leased by

Oswald in 979^, had been the subject of a lease of

Waerferth in 875*^, but most of Oswald's were of estates

which had not, so far as we can know, been leased out

by earlier bishops.

Before going on to consider the reasons which lay

behind leases, it is perhaps worth considering the

proportion of land which was leased out by Oswald and

his successors. Such calculations based on hidages are

always very difficult and rather unreliable. Many

leases have been lost, and some deal with old areas of

woodland, yardlands, or perticas, while calculations of

hictges based on Domesday Book are notorious for producing

results which do not agree. However, I think it is

safe to say that the land leased out by Oswald and his

successors in Worcestershire before 1066 was less than

half but more than one-third of the land included in the

possessions of the bishop of Worcester listed by the

Domesday Book of that county. The proportion was, then,

a large one, and it is worth our while to consider land

leases in some detail.

Oswald's leases can be roughly divided into two

groups, though many will, of ocurse, fall between the two.

The first consists of those concerning estates for which

there exists no record of church ownership before they

were granted out by Oswald, and of which the bishop had
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lost effective, and in some cases even nominal, control

by 1086. The second consists of those concerning estates
which, from both earlier and later evidence, were almost

certainly well-established church property.

The Worcester leases have been much studied from

many points of view, but I feel that one question has not
been adequately discussed; why did the bishop and his

community lease out so much land? If one looks first at
the leases of land which was well-established church

property, a question is at once raised; what benefits
did the bishop and community get from granting out so

much of their land? They cannot have been unaware of the

dangers of alienation; why, then, did they alienate?.

Some of the earlier charters record the reasons for

individual leases rather more specifically than those of

Oswald^ time and after. In 872, Bishop Waerferth leased

land at huthurst to the thegn Eanwulf for four lives'*"0•
In this well-known document, it is actually stated that

the land was leased in order to raise money for the
17

Banes, who in 872 entered London and forced the Mercians

to come to terms with them. As Mr. Lennard has pointed
1G

out u, this is not the only example of a land-lease being.-

used to raise a sum of money immedi tely. Although

Waerferth's lease makes it clear that the grant was made

in return for a cash payment, the charter nevertheless

states that this grant was made "on account of our

friendship". This type of reason is often given in

charters of leases, and although it is probably true as

far as it goes, and one presumably used leases to reward

followers and secure friendships, there would in most

cases, I think, have been further reasons for the granting
of a lease.

Bishop Ealhhun made various grants of land, including
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several "to his king, Berhtwulf. In 849 , he leased

several estates to Berhtwulf for the unusually long term

of five lives. Che charter recording the lease includes

the condition that the king himself should in -future be a

firmer friend to the bishop and community, with all their

goods, than he had been. This may be purely a form of

speech, but it does suggest that there had been certain

disagreements, perhaps over land, between bishop and king,
which this lease was intended to settle,

Ealhhun also leased land to the lay nobility; in
20

855 he granted land at Cutsdean and one of the unident¬

ified "Sture" estates to the ealdorman Aethelwulf and his

wife Wulfthryth. Aethelwulf*s area of authority in

Mercia has already been discussed. The grant was to be

fof their lifetimes, and was made on a condition that the

couple were to be "joined, living and dead", and "with

bodies and goods" to the bishopric of Worcester. The

practicalities which lay behind such vague conditions

of tenancy can only be guessed at. Aethelwulf was also

to "protect the liberties" of '"Worcester and of its minsters«

One might suspect that this was in practice a fairly mean¬

ingless charter formula, but it is not a phrase which is

common in the leases which have survived, and it may have

meant more than we can tell. It may be that Ealhhun

was in need of lay protection for some reason. One must

beware of being too ready to see marauding Vikings every¬

where at this time, but 855 was the year in which they
21first wintered at Sheppey , and we know little of how

much their raids had effected Mercia before this date.

A lease of Bishop Deneba?ht, dated to between 802 and

814, has a straightforward reason stated in the charter

recording it The bishop granted two hides at
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Harvington to a lady named Eamwith, to hold for her

lifetime on the condition that she was always subject

to Worcester, and that she kept,the vestments belonging

to the church at Harvington in good repair. For this

grant of land, at the least, the bishop received a

useful, practical service.
23

To return to Waerferth, a lease of his dated to 899

shows the bishop providing for a member of his own family

out of land belonging to the church, at Elmstone Hardwieke,

He leased the land to his kinswoman Oyneswith, after his

own cathedral community had leased it to him for three

lives. This may mean that Elmstone was an estate held

by the cathedral clergy in their own right, separately

from the church, or it may mean that Ealhhun, as a man,

had to obtain a lease of Elmstone from the church of

Worcester before he could bestow it on a member of his

family. This situation h&h already been discussed.

Turning now to the series of leases granted by

Oswald and his successors, one woul^ expect that Oswald's
24.

letter of 964 to king Edgar , in which the conditions

on which he granted leases of land in Oswaldslow were state

to be extremely helpful. It does not, however, refer to

any specific services which I feel could account for the

mass of leasing. The lessees were to be generally subject

to tie bishop's will, and to perform a few specific services

such as escort duties, erecting hedges, and lending

spears for the bishop's hunt. It also states that church-

scot should be paid, which is one of the few services

often referred to specifically in the charters of leases.

The bishop would however have received church-scot in any

case, except in places where it was reserved to a local

minster or similar foundation. In such cases, leases
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often stated that church-scot was still to he reserved

to the local minster; it cannot he said that church-scot

and other similar dues would account for the bishops*

grants of land. The real reasons for leasing must, I

think, he sought elsewhere than in Oswald's letter.

Most, though not all, of the land leased in the

second half of the tenth century went to the laity, and

it may he thought that this was some form of compensation

to the Worcestershire landowners for the creation of the

triple hundred for the church which was supposed to have

taken place at ahout that time. As we have discarded

'Altitonantis*, however, Oswald*s letter is really the

only evidence for the existence of Oswaldslow at this time.

This letter makes no reference to Oswaldslow being a new

creation, nor does it prove that the bi3hop of Worcester

had the special privileges there claimed for him in

*Altitonantis*. The letter as we have it comes from

Heming's Cartulary, and so does not prove that the creation

of Oswaldslow belonged to Oswald's episcopacy. That it

was well-established by 1086 seems fairly certain from the
25

entry in Domesday Book concerning it- , but I think there

is really no evidence to point to the date of the creation

of this liberty, if, indeed, it was 'created' at any one

time.

The majority of Oswald's leases are of lands which by
1086 were in Oswaldslow, but the majority of the Worcester

lands lay within the triple hundred. It is not true that

all the Oswaldslow leases are of estates mentioned ror the

first time in leases; some are, but some, such as

Inkberrow, Evenlode, and Daylesford, are estates with an

old history of belonging to the see of Worcester. They
were not, therefore, lands which were given to Oswald with

his new hundred, and then leased back to the laity to
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compensate for the bishopric's new privileges.

One fairly obvious reason for the granting of estates

was the need to reward or pay member of the bishop's

household, and others ivho served him, and the desire to

advance or amply provide for his kin. We have already

seen the latter in Waerferth's lease of Elmstone,

Oswald's brother Osulf was the recipient of several grants;
26

of Grimley, Mose3$r, and Wick Episcopi , for example.

Again and again Oswald leased land in return for the
lessees' "humble obedience", or "faithful service",

presumably both in the past or in the futute. In 984,

the bishop leased Stoke Bishop to Aethelweard "pro eius
27

hiamili subiectione atque famulatu" '.
j

The hint, however, of cash payments for leases does

occur in a few charters, together with much the same

wording as in Waerferth's lease of 872. Miss Robertson

has translated two Old English leases which make references

to cash payments; it is interesting to see that in both

cases, the idea of humble and faithful obedience is still

stressed. It may be that other reasons always lay behind

the reasons that were written down in charter formulae.

In 990, Oswald leased Compton Greenfield and Marsh

"to my faithful and loyal servant whose name is Aethelmaer

.... because of his humble obedience and in return for
o. i

his sterling money." It is possible, tto, that

Aethelmaer had to pay out two pounds of silver, thirty

ewes with lambs, four oxen, two cows, and a horse. Miss

Robertson poihts out that the grammar of the Old English

could mean that Aethelmaer had to pay these things for

the land, or that he received them with the land. She

favours the latter translation. If she is right, it may

be that they were part of the initial payment to secure the
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leases, or that they were to be paid annually as rent.

Mr. Lennard has shown other churches leasing lands for

both types of payment.

Che other Old English lease referring to cash payment

was by Bishop Lyfing to one Aet elric; in 1042 he received

the use of two hides at Armscott "because of his humble

2q
obedience and in return for his sterling money."

The fact that a money payment is only mentioned in so

few charters may indicate that such a payment was unusual

and that one usually received a land-lease for other

reasons or for payments in kind. It could, however, mean

that a money payment for a lease was usually made - even

if land was granted as a reward, some payment might be

asked for - but that it was on y sometimes that a reference

to such payments found its way into a charter. Mr.
30

Lennard has suggested that the real function of the

written records of leases was to prove the lessor's

right to the reversion of the land; if this was so, and

I think it a very likely explanation of the short and

fairly formalised leases of the tenth and eleventh

centuries particularly, then payments and services to be

rendered in return for the lease of land would not e ed t o

be mentioned. Indeed, if they were not mentioned, the

lessor would appear more generous. Heming states that

copies of the charters recording leases were placed in

the chest, where stich documents were kept; this shows that

it was at least as important for the lessor to have a

copy $s for the lessee.

A fair cash payment for leased land would certainly

explain why the bishops risked alienation fo their estates

on such a scale; Oswald, for example, needed money for

rebuilding at Worcester. Most of the profits that the
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bishop and his community received from their estates

in the period would have heen in the form of produce

rather than cash, There must, then, have come a point

when the first produce of more and more land could not

profit them any further. There must have been a limit
to how much he and his monks and his servants could eat,

and very little could at that time be stored for future

use, A few enforced leases to raise ready cash, such

as Waerferth's in 672, may possibly even have made the

advantages of the system clear. Wealth and power lay in

land; no-one wished to lo ae land. But if the bishop

could grant land out for a term of lives in return for a

cash payment, he would still be the owner of the estate,

he would be relwed of the direct responsibilities of it,

he would not be subject to the vicissitudes of farming,

he would acquire services and loyal servants, and the

money he received would support himself, his clergy, and

his household,

Neither bishop nor monks, however, wished estates

to pass out of the hand3 of the bishopric altogether, as

the complaints about un.iust seizure of lands in Hening's

Cartulary and the records of similar complaints in Domesday
Book show. The very existence of the cartulary of Heming's

predecessor was probably due to an awareness of the

dangers involved in leasing land for a period of lives,
the dangers that the lessee*s family would begin to treat

the land as hereditary and that there would be little

that the church could do to recover it. It is possible

that, once it had become accepted procedure to lease land,
the bishops became a little less careful, or that the

passage o> time established customs of ownership which

were very difficult to break. Some estates were leased

out again and again? if these e tatcs were re-leased to
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the same family they would have become hereditary in

all b t name. If the family was a strong one, it might

well have been very difficult to refuse to lease it the

lan«| again. Many difficulties and confusions could arise

over title to ownership, as we shall see. Land at Bentley,

in Holt parish to the east of Worcester, was leased out
1 "52

by Oswald in 962•, by Archbishop Wulfstan in 1017 , and

by Bishop Lyfing in 10425^. Wolverton in the parish of
34. 35

Stoulton was leased out by Oswald in 977 and 984 , and
/g

also, it seems, by Archbishop Wulfstan and by Bishop
37

Leofsige in the first half of the eleventh century,

These charters have been lost, and are only known of from

the list of Worcester charters made by William Dugdale in

1645.

On the whole, however, it does seem that the bishops

were very careful not to grant too many estates to the

38,me person, or to allow any one to build up a group of

estates in hny particular area. Two of the men who held

most land from t e Church of Worcester were thegns, Eadmaer

and Aetrelrlc. Eadmaer received his estates, of which
38

we know five, as well as four saltpans in Droitwich ,

from Oswald in the nine-sixties. They were woodland at
3q

Bradley, two hides at Bentley , six hides at Stoke
40 41

Orchard , four hides at Little Witley , and one hide at
42

Redmarley D'Abitot • These only add up to thirteen

hides and some woodland, and they are scattered widely in

both Worcestershire and Gloucestershire. They were all

three-life leases, so at first sight it seems odd that

there are in existence leases of Little Witley in 977^ to

a priest named Wulfgar, and Redmarley in 978 to another
4_c

thegn. The bounds of Redmarley D'Abitot , however,

show that the hide leased there in 978 was a different
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piece of land from that leased to Eadmaer, As the

sketch m§.p shows, their bounds were not even coterminous.

The estate at Little Witley leased in 977 was probably a

different estate from that leased to Eadmaer as it was

only one hide; it is possible, though, that for some

reason Wulfgar received one of Eadmaer*s four hides.

Aethelric held his estates from Bishop Ly£ng; they

lay in Worcestershire and Warwickshire, and they, t<bo,

were well spread out. They were five hides at Hill Croome

and Baughton,^ two at Elmley Castle^, two at Armsdjott^,
and six at Bentley , with two salt-furnaces in Broitwich.

The latter is probably the same estate as the one held by

Eadmaer; Aethelric received it in 1042, when it would

have had plenty of time to revert to the church.

Much has been said of the dangers of loss of land

through alienation; there is, nevertheless, considerable

evidence that leased land returned to the Church. Even

if land was leased again to the same family, the bishop's

right of ownership was still being acknowledged. Many

estates, such as Outsdean and Ditchfoad, to mention only

two at random, were leased out but were still in the

bishop's control in 1086. It is quite possible that in

time more land would have become permanently alienated

through leasing, b t the events of 1066 and the dramatic

changes in land ownership make it impossible to tell.

The question of land for which there is no record of

an earlier association with the bishopric other than the

tenth-century leases might in some, or even all, cases bgr

simply a question of lack of extant early documents. There

are, however, many indications that land-ownership could

be a source of much genuine confusion at the time. As

Mr. Edward Millar points out in connection with the estates
50

of Ely^ , the transition from oral to written gran ts could
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leave gaps in a landowner's records, as could any transfer

of bookland in which the charters did not pass to the new

owner with the land. Men could complain that the church

forced them to grant their lands to it? again, Miller

tells us this happened on Ely lands. There are no example!

of this associated with the Worcester Estates, but this

does not mean it could not have happened. There seems,

too, to have been some uncertainty about a man's right to

disinherit his family by bequests to the church? Bishop
51

Ealdred's dispute with Aki, Toki's son , discussed in

the chapter concerning Bredon Minster shows that this could

be so even when the land had originally been church property.

There could, however, have been some question as to whether

the land was really the church's to lease in the first

instance.

The reforms of monasticism in the tenth century

resulted in much endowment of the new or reformed hous®.

It has been shown that the 'anti-monastic* reaction of

Edward the Martyr's reign had its real roots in political
52

struggles , but the support for his actions which Earl

Aelfhere was able to command in Mercia shows that there

was much local discontent with the great ecclesiastical

landowners, Worcester itself was not directly attacked,

as were Evesham , Per3hore, Y/incheombe, and many others,

nor were its lands taken, as theirs were. Although both
54

Heming and Domesday Book accuse laymen from Earl Hakon

.through to Urse D'Abitot of taking Worcester lands, there

are no real signs of general antagonism from the local

nobility. The dispute which did occur over land were

almost certainly normal between any large landowners,

rather than manifestations of any deep-seated resentment

of ecclesiastics by laity. It may be, however, that behind
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some of the leases lay a dispute, and perhapd genuine

confusion, over the real ownership of an estate. She
55

settlement of 896 concerning Woodchester shows that a

lease could represent the compromise solution to a dispute.

Bishop Waerferth had complained of encroachments on his

woodlands at Woodchester from Aethelwold. So settle the

dispute, Aethelwold agreed to hold the lands about which

Waerferth was complaining on lease from the bishopric for

his lifetime and that of his son Alhmmnd, It would

seem likely that the explanation for at least some of

the numerous and suddenly-acquired estates which were

leased out was that the bishop was being forced to lease

lands to their original, or alleged original, owners

as a compromise. Similar leases definitely were made of

the lands of Aethelwold's houses. In some cases, the

bishop won his claim, for by 1086 the land was still hisf
56 57

Blackwell in Iredington , for example, or Harvington •

In some cases he lost? by 1086 he was the nominal over¬

lord of the land, but it was held by one of the great
58 5Q

Norman landowners: Abbots Lench , Holt -, part of
60

Redmarley D'Abitot , and many others were held by 'iJrse

D'Abitot, (from whose family Redmarley later took its

name). Robert the De3pencer also held many estates of

episcopal manors, such as Elinley Castle , Hill, and

Moore • Some est tes were no longer even nominally

the bishop's? Elmstone Hardwlck belonged to St. Peter's,
Westminster •*, parts of Tetbury to Roger de Iveri^.
Of course, these men could theoretically have taken any

lands they liked, but I believe it would have been easier

for them to have taken lands to which the Worcester

bishop had only a weak claim. Neither Wulfstan nor

Ealdred, who still had a considerable interest in the
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Worcester lands, were enemies of King Williams; their

future good relations suggests to me that the Normans

did not take over too many lands to which the church of

Worcester had undeniable rights.
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OHAPTER ITIX^TE s

l'H7, SALT IVDUGiRI.

The presence of salty water in and around what ie

today Droitwich Spa provided the hasis of an industry

within the diocese of Worcester which became highly valued

during the pre-conquest period and for many centuries

after. Salt has always been a valuable commodity, and

was particularly important when cattle could not be fed

throughout the winter and were mostly hilled in the autumn

and their meat salted down.

Since the salt industry was such an important one,

and had its centre only five or six miles from the bishop

of Worcester's seat, one would expect him to have had

interests in the salt works. He was one of the great

landowners of the area, a wealthy and important man5 the

records show that from very early on he was receiving

rights to produce salt. How his rights compared with

those of the lay nobility we cannot tell; there are
1

no extant grants concerning salt to a layman until 884 •

This is more likely to mean that records either were not

made or have not survived than that such grants were not

made.

The history of the salt industry has been much studied,

and the results published in the "Victoria County Histories"

and elsewhere. Most of what is known is post-conquest,

but the history of the Droitwich salt industry is at least

as old as that of the bishopric of Worcester. Whether

or not the Romans used the salt springs of Droitwich we

cannot be sure but our earliest written references to

the industry date to the end of the seventh centujy.

]$any of the tracks making up the netwerk of saltwgtys
along which men and beasts carried packs of salt for

trading across the counties of Worcestershire,
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Gloucestershire, arid Warwickshire have been traced ;

their persistence, together with the existence of such

names as Salwarpe, Salxord Priors and Abbot's Salford,

indicates how widespread and lasting the importance of

this industry was.

One track followed the modern A38 south out of

Droitwich, through Worcester, and on southwards, Another

branched out along the A538, then the £4084, to Martin

Hussingtree, Pershore, Pladbury, and on to Lechlade

across country. Just south of Hailes it is still called

Salters* Lane, and there is a Salters* Iiill close by.

Another saltway went eastwards across country through

Hadzor, Phepson, Shell, Hallow Court, Stock Wood, Cookhill,

Alcester, Haselor, and beyond. The B4090 east from

Droitwich is still called Salt Way on the one inch

Ordnance Survey map, as is the yellow road which leaves

the A40 at grid reference SP 088153» crosses the Posse

Way, and goes on to Ablington, though the route seems to

have left the ros.d and passed through Coin St. Aldwyn to

Lechlade.

Evidence of the widespread activity of the salt

workers is also found in the Old English boundary clauses,

where names with an obious connection with the industry

are common.

The bounds of Elraley Castle ixi one charter^ refer to

a "saltwyllan" or Salt Spring, while those of Redmarley

D'Abltot in another refer to a "Sealter Porda" or Salt

Carriers* Pord. The boundaries of Lower Wolverton^
include a "Salt Herpath" or Salt Highway, which G.B. Grundy

7
identified as the road from Bredicot to Pershore, a

"Salters Dene" and "Salters Wellan" - Salt Carriers' Dean

and Spring - and a "Salt Broc" which seems now to be the
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Saw Brook, In the hounds of Lower Vi/olverton in Heming ,

a "Salt pytte" is referred to.

Unfortunately, the evidence of Domesday Book and the

records of the pre-Conquest period throw little light

on the actual process of salt making. The salt at

Droitwich Spa, occurrs in Salty Springs. The terms which

occur are "putei", the pits cr wells from which brine was

extracted; "plumbi", the lead vats in which the water

was probably boiled; and "Salina". "Salina" is usually
translated as salt pan, suggesting that the water was

extracted from the brine-pits, boiled to evaporate it,

leaving salt, which was then put out in salt pans to dry
off completely. An alternative translation of "salina"

is merely the measure of salty water given to anyone who

had rights to make salt, in which case the unexplained

"hoccus" might mean a smaller measure of water.

The importance of timber for fuel for this process is

self-evident and it will be seen that several references

to timber in connection with salt making occur. From two

entires in Domesday Book, one might tentatively suggest

that one hundred cartloads of timber would produce one

hundred mits - the local measurement which perhaps equalled

eight bushels - of salt. The Manor of Bromsgrove, perhaps
Q

from the forest of Feckenham , sent three hundred cartloads

of timber yearly which produced three hundred raits of salt,

and the monks of Westminster sent one hundred cartloads

of timber from Martin Hussingtree"^ and obtained one hundred

mits of salt. Other measures used for salt were the

"surana" or horseload, and the unexplained "sestier".

It is very difficult from such information to form any

real idea of how much salt was being produced by any

particular holding in Droitwich and the areas around.
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As can be seen from the many reference to saltworks

in Droitwich, it was the main centre of the salt industry}

it was not, however, the only one. An exchange recorded

between king and bi&op in either 716 or 717"*"*' refers to

saltworks in two unidentified places on the river Salwarpe,

Lootwic and Goolbeorg. It h&s been suggested that these
12

were in Stoke Prior . Himbleton seems to have had its

own salt supply"*" as does the minster at Hanbury In
IS

1086, the royal manor of Kidderminster had two salt-pans

in demesne, the bishop of Hereford's manor at Inkberrow

one"*"^. Urse had five salt pans in Salwarpe held of
17

Olwine's manor of Halesowen ; Elmley LovOtt had four
T ft

salt pans, and Abbot's Morton one . Osbem PitzRichard's

holdings included twenty six salt pans in Wychhold, one
19

in Elmbridge, and two in Crowle held of him by Urse .

Some of these salt pans may, however, have actually

been in Droitwich but held with the manor} it is known
20 21

from other entries that both Salwarpe and Crowle had

salt pans in Droitwich.

Much of the information we have regarding the early

salt industry of Worcestershire comes from Domesday Book,

but the fact that so many salt pans and brine pits are

listed amc ng the appurtenances of various estates suggests

that earlier grants of land may have included some rights

to the making of salt. This suggestion, hew ever, is

only borne out by a series of leases of Bentley in Holt
22

parish. Oswald's lease of 962 included four salt pans

in Upwie, which was probably b<t not certainly Droitwich,

and the amount of wood in Bradley necessary for making salt.

Wulfstan's lease of Bently in 10172j\ and Lyfing's in 10422/
also mention two furnaces at the "Sealtwie" among Bentley*s

appurtenances. The "Sealtwic" was almost certainly
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Droitwich. This persistent recording of Bentley's

salt pans may mean that it was unusual to hold salt

pans with an estate, "but in view of the scattering of
salt works among the manors in 1036, I think it is
more likely that rights to make salt in Droitwich quite
often went with a manor, but usually did not get recorded

in the charters.

Rights to make salt seem to have been much sought
after and highly valued. The king almost certainly had

special rights over the salt industry; the following

records seem to suggest that one needed royal permission

to build salt works, and that the king was entitled to
25

tolls on salt produced. In 716 or 717 , King

Aethelbald, in exchange for six furnaces in two salt

houses on the north of the river Salwarpe, granted the

church of Worcester a piece of land on the south of the

river in order to build three salt houses with six

furnaces. It seems that the bishop asked for this

exchange for the sake of convenience.

Ealdorman Aethelred of Mercians grant to Aethelwulf
2 G

of land at Himbleton in 884" was given with the special

liberty to make six boilings of salt, probably annually,

without paying any toll on cartloads to the rulers of

Mercia, or to anyone other than the lord of Himbleton.
27

In 896" according to a charter copied by Dugdale,

Himbleton was given to the church of Worcester, which

also presumably received the rights to make salt. By

1086 Himbleton was waste and there is no reference to

28
salt works in Domesday Book.

A grant of privileges in Worcester to the bishop

made by Aethelred and Aet'nelflaed between 884 and 901"^,
reserved to the king his rights of tolls of one shilling
on cartloads and one penny on packloads in the ,,Saltwicwj
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these were too valuable to lose to the bishop.

Prom these early references to saltworks, one can

see that the bishop of Worcester was building up his

interests in the developing industry. He had many

important lay interests to compete with, but it seems

that he was able to secure some important grants and

rights. One of the earliest Worcester charters, which
survives in a copy by Dugdale, records a grant by king

Aethelred in 691^° to Bishop Oftfor of a shed and two

furnaces belonging to the great brine pit. By 717 as

we have seen, this had been increased to six furnaces,

and between 796 and 821, King Coenwulf granted the church
31

of Worcester ten houses with salt pits • As we have

seen from the leases of Bentley, by the tenth century

the church had acquired the salt pan belonging to that

estate.

32
Patrick Young tells us , too, that between 716 and

757 King Aethelbald granted the nun Safe part of a

building with two salt furnaces "in vico emptorio salis".

Since this grant was in the Worcester archives and the

grantee was a nun, it is not impossible that the bishop

received lordship of this property; Eafe would almost

certainly have belonged to one of the houses of the

diocese. She may have been of noble birth, but

Worcester was unlikely to have kept the charter if her

family had been receiving the profits of the salt

furnace3.

At about this time as he made his exchange of land

with Worcester, King Aethelbald granted to Evesham Abbey

part of a building in Droitwich free of tax. Salt is not

mentioned, but rights to salt almost always accompanied

buildings in Droitwich. Evesham, founded by Ecgwine
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in 692, was at that time still fairly closely associated

with Worcester, hut as it grew more independent of the

bishopric, so it probably took its salt rights away from

it. In 1036, Evesham held one salt pan in Droitwich with
33

the manor of Ombersley •

Domesday Book shows that the largest holders of salt
works in the reign of Edward the Confessor were the king

*54- QSkOfJ _ __ 4

himself, and the earl Eadwine , brother of Leofnc.

The king had held eleven houses in Droitwich and his share

in five brine pits. In one brine pit - Upwic - he had
held fifty-four salt pans and two "hocci", which paid

six shillings and eight pence. In another, he had seven¬

teen salt pans, and in a third, twelve salt pans and two-

thirds of a "hoccus". In five other brine pits, he had

fifteen salt pans. Earl Eadwine had held in all fifty-

one and one-half salt pans.

In 1086 King William held both King Edward's and
35

Eadwine's salt rights, as well as others ; as one would

expect, he owned the largest interests in the salt

industry. The great Norman nobles, such as Urse, Robert

the Despencer, and Osbern EitzRichard, also had consid¬

erable holdings of salt works. The bishop of Worcester,

though, retained large interests, especially when compared
36 37with other churches, such as Yvestminster , Eershore ,

and Evesham^®.
The entries concerning salt renders and values vary

considerably in the way they are expressed, and we cannot

be certain what any of the measures used really were, so

that it is impossible to tell what an individual salt pan

really meant to its owner in terms of money; one can only

judge on the basis of the more salt pans the better.

One cannot hope to compare the relative merits of different

salt pans, though it is easily possible that one salt pan
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might have been worth several other smaller or less

productive ones. -

Bromsgrove had one salt pan in Droitwich worth ten

shillings'5^ Crowle had one worth only three shillings^"0.
But how can these be compared with one in Hallcwwith Broadwas

which rendered fifty mits of salt^"*"? The seven salt pans

which belonged to the royal manor of Tardeblgge paid

twenty shillings and one hundred mits of salt^j again,

the render was expressed differently.

Of the twenty-eight landowners listed at the begin-
4-"3

ning of the Domesday entry for Worcestershire , entries

concerning either salt or holdings in Droitwich connected

with salt occur under King William, the bishop of Worcester,

the bishop of Hereford, the church of St. Denis, the church

of St..Mary at Coventry, the church of St. Peter at

Gloucester, the church of Westminster, Pershore Abbey,

Evesham Abbey, St. Guthlac's priory in Hereford, earl

Roger of Salisbury, Ralf de Todeni, Robert de Standford,

Roger de Laci, Osbern FitzRichard, William FitzCorbucion,

and Eadgifu. The holdings of Urse and Robert the

Despencer were scattered in manors held by other landowners.

Urse held at least twelve salt pans.

The church of Worcester had ten salt pans actually

mentioned in its possessions, excluding those held of it

by Urse and Walter Ponther. Those ten were one belonging

to Northwick with Tibberton^', which also had three houses
A3in Droitwich, one belonging to Kalibwwith Broadwas , which

had ten houses in Droitwich, and eight in Droitwich

belonging to Alvechurch. Urse held one salt pan in Holt

of Wick Episcopi^, and Walter Ponther held Phepson^,
which received ten shillings from houses in Droitwich,

and to which belonged the berewick Crowle with one salt

pan in Droitwich.
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The church also held an unspecified number of salt
AR

pans in Droitwieh with its manor of Habury , from which

it received one hundred and five mits of salt. The

houses mentioned with the other holdings would also

render either salt or money from salt. The five houses
40

in Broitwich which belonged to Eartlebury , an episcopal

manor, rendered five mits of salt. The bishop also had
50

all rights to timber from the woodland at Eladbury for

his salt pans,

Bespite the events of 1066, then, the bishop still

had considerable interests in the most valuable industry

in his diocese, an industry which continued to be

important for centuries after the Norman Conquest.
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OHAPTER TEH

DETAILS FROM THE CHARTERS CONCERNING
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

This study has dealt with land held "by the "bishop of

Worcester and by his tenants; land was the most important

commodity, the basis of civilisation, in the Anglo-Saxon

period. All wealth was derived from land-holding, the

majority of ordinary people lived and worked on the land

and life was rural and agricultural for almost everyone.

Towns had almost no part in Anglo-Saxon life until the

tenth century; then they gained their importance as

military centres in response to the Viking attacks rather

than as the result of any tendency for people to gether

together in urban societies instead of living directly off

the land. The over-riding importance of agriculture and

rural life in the period makes it all the more frustrating

that we know almost nothing about it.

The Worcester documents can tell us roughly how much

land the church might hold in a particular place, from

whom it gained the land, and the names, and sometimes

a little more, of those who held land from the church.

What they do not do is tell us anything about the men

who actually worked and lived on the estates, the men who

produced the crops and meat and leather and wool which

were vital. Prom the Worcester material, indeed, one

would hardly know that a peasantry existed; one has to

assume that every estate had its handful of inhabitants

to whom the changes in ownership, disputes and agreements,

recorded by the charters, meant very little in practice.

Peter Hunter Blair"*" has shown the agricultural duties

and payments due from various classes of peasants on an

estate at Tidenham, in south Gloucestershire. These

included supplying material for fish weirs and for fencing;

ploughing, reaping, and mowing dutires; and the payment of
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various renders. Agricultural duties are only very

rarely and incompletely specified in the Worcester

documents, hut one must assume that they were the same

type of duties. All that changes in land-ownership

might mean to such men would he that they made their

payments to, or performed their services for, a different

lord. In some cases changes in land-ownership may not

even have meant that the local resident lord, sub-tenant

to an overlord, did change, and the peasants on the land

may not even have been aware of their new distant overlord,

Domesday Book, with its lists of inhabitants of

different status, reminds us that each estate which changed

hands had its own working population, but its evidence

must not be too readily used for the long period of four-

hundred years before it. The period of Worcester's

Saxon history is about the same as that from the late

sixteenth century until the present day.

the evidence for the period can mean that this is easily

forgotten, that assumptions are happily made from one

century to the next. So little is known about every-day

life that changes and development can hardly be traced at

all; one cannot postulate change from two insulated facts

with a gap of a hundred and fifty years between.

The period, then, poses a frustrating series of

questions about what the possession and loss of land

actually meant, about what it was like to live on a church

estate in 680, 780, 880, or 980. The questions cannot be

answered but some isolated facts and details do emerge from

the charters and their boundaries, which, although they

form no coherent account, are worth noting as being among

the only pieces of evidence we have at all.

Pre-Conquest measures of land have been the centre of

discussion for a long time; here it is perhaps necessary
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how much land a man received when he received a hide.

When the term originated, it may have meant an area of

land, but by the time of even the early Worcester documents

it was an assessment for taxation purposes, presumably

based on the amount that a given area could produce, which

would of course, vary according to the quality of the lend.

To emphasise how great the difference in the size of a

piece of land assessed at a hide could be, I have drawn

to scale diagrams of some of the estates whose boundaries

are traceable. They date from the eighth and the tenth

centuries. Bishop's Cleeve*", at about eleven and a half

stjaure miles could perhaps be said to be three times

bigger than Bibury a,t about four square miles, especially

since the uncertain boundaries in the south-west corner

mean that Bishop's Cleeve may have covered a larger, though

not a smaller, area than that shown. Notgrove and Aston

Blank^ have a lorger hidage assessment than Bishop's

Cleeve, but cover a smaller area; about five square miles.

This is one of the few cases in which an explanation can

be offered; Bishop's Cleeve includes some steep hill-

country on the Cotswold escarpment which would of course

be less productive than lower, flatter areas, and not

even such good sheep countrjr at the gentler upland areas.

The tenth century shows no greater uniformity. The
5

one hide at Redmarloy D'Abitot covered about one and a

half square miles, whereas that at Cudleigh covered only
£

about half a square mile. Upper Wolverton's two hides

were about one and one-third square miles; Hill Croome's
7

five hides only about two squere miles.

Four different latin words used in the Worcester

charters are all commonly translated by our word (and the

Old English word) hide. They may, however, have conveyed
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slightly different meanings at the time when they were
Q

used, "Tributariiea" seems to have been a rare and

perhaps old fashioned usage, and "mansa" a later eighth

century word which became the most common one used by the

tenth century. This may merely indicate that fashions

in the terms used changed, but "oo.Qoatoirim11 and"ma: i c1onam1*

were used about equally in the eighth,^id ninth centuries.

They may have been synonyms, but in several charters which

deal with more than one estate, both ?/ords are used, with

"manentium" too, in the same document • This occurrence

of both terms in the central part of a legal document,

the part usually most concise and to the point, may poss¬

ibly suggest some difference in meaning.

Three grain crops - wheat, barley, and rye - appear

to have been grown in Worcestershire. The boundaries

attached to many charters show this, in references such

as 'hryan crofte" (rye growing croft) 'ber crofte1
11 12

(barley croft) , and 'Hwaete Done1 (wheat downs) .

The inclusion of such names and places in the boundaries

suggests that peiople went on growing the same crops on

the same land, or at least from the same centre, perhaps

similar to a Scottish croft, for generations. Boundary

marks had to be things which would last, as people had

to be able to check boundaries perhaps several generations

after they were first written. The far less intensive

farming methods of the period, which would have involved

less closely sown and smaller plants and less efficient

harvesting, would not have exhausted the soil as it would

today were wheat grown for generations in the same place.

The headlands of ploughlands, ' heafodl&ndes*"^, were

commonljr used as points on boundaries, as are other words

concerned with cultivation, such as 'aecergearde* of
'cultivated area*. Cultivated places were clearly
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landmarks in the countryside which did not change.

Cattle, horses, pigs and oxen are also often referred

to in boundaries in charters; pigs especially seem to

have been a common and impoitant animal. The reasons for

this are probably much the same as those which ensured

that pigs were commonly kept even fifty years ago by

poorer families, They are relatively easy

to feed, and their meat salts down and cures well for the

long winter period when feeding is difficult.

Horses are indicated by such names as 'Horsa Croft' ^
and 'stodleage'1^, a piece of rough pasture where horses

were kept and probably bred. Horses were probably on the

whole more of a luxury than other animals. Oxen seem to

have been the main working animal; this is especially

indicated by Domesday Book. In the boundaries they
-i /* "J n

appear in such names as 'oxnaleage* • 'Seipene lea*
CfWfti "I >4

meant a clearing with a cattl^ shed, 'fearham' meant

either bull's or boar's inclosure. Sheep do not seem to

have been mentioned in the boundaries, though they are

mentioned in specified rents, and were certainly grazed

on the Cotswold. pastures. Offa's letter to Charlemagne

which mentioned woollen cloaks exported to Germany is one
1Q

piece of evidence which points to this . Deer were

hunted but probabljr only by landowners. numerous boundary

references concern deer; some are 'hiort hurnan* meaning
20Hart Stream, 'lipgeate' a gate in the enclosure of a

deer park over which the animals can jump in, but not out,

and 'deorleage*^. Harmed and cultivated areas were

still isolated in relatively wild country; wolves were
22still a problem, as 'wulfseath* , or wolf pit, appears

several times in the boundaries.

References to pigs appear in the boundaries several
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times; *swinhagan* , an enclosure or grazing for pigs,

is the most common. The charters, however, yield a

little further information# They were pastured in wood¬

land, mainly feeding on acorns and beechmast. Owners

of woodland were by 1086 entitled to pannage; a payment

for allowing pigs to be fed on the mast. Numbers of swine
24

are actually mentioned occasionally. In 967 , Bishop

Oswald leased to his brother Osulf two hides at Holdfast

in exchange for three hides at Spetchley, which was given

to the Worcester clergy in order to provide mast for one
25

hundred swine belonging to them. In 866 , King Burgred

leased land at Seclcley to a layman named Wulfherd, and

with the land went pasture at Y/olverley, enough for

seventy swine. Herds seem, then, to have been large.

The importance of swine and woodland pasture led to several

disputes. Records of two of these have survived.
26

In 825 , a dispute over woodland pasture near Sinton

in Leigh was settled at the council held in Clofesho.

It seems that the bishop and his community were entitled

to two-thirds of the wood and mast produced by this area^:

but that they were bound to allow the "reeves in charge

of the swine herd" mast for three hundred swine. These

reeves were probably either royal officials or the

servants of an earl. The reeves had been trying to

extend their pasture, but the bishop Ealdulf, proved

by oath that they were only entitled to mast for three

hundred swine. The oath went unchallenged by Hama,

then in charge of the swine herds and the bishop wonr

his case. This suggests that the bishop and his community

could feed at least six hundred swine in the woodland

at Sinton, which would have been a very large herd

indeed, Unfortunately we cannot tell how large an area of

wood was considered necessary to feed this number of pigs#
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In 896 , Bishop Waerferth complained to the Mercian

council at Gloucester that his woodland at VJoodchester,

valuable as swine pasture, was being encroached on in at

least three places. lie established his rights, although

he was asked to lease the lend to Aethelwold, against whom

the case had been brought. Aethelwold promised never to

deprive the bishop of swine pasture at Longridge,

She importance of woodland for pasturing swine is

evident, but it was valuable for many other reasons. It

served as a game park, usually for king, bishop, or lay

overlord only, and provided timber for building houses

for humans and animals, fencing and burning. The

importance of timber to the salt industr;/ has already been

discussed.

d >

The woodland which Wulfherd received in 866 at

Volverley was not only to feed his seventy pigs, it was

to provide him with timber and brushwood as well, the

brushwood probably being used for burning. The granting

of separate areas of woodland with land which did not

include woodland shows how important it was. The woodland

belonging to the hide at Himbleton which Wulfgeat received

on lease from Oswald had sepaxafce boundariesj presumably

Wulfgeat*s hide included no woodland, within its own bounds.

Those who owned the rights to woodland must have made

considerable profits on it. When Aelfric was leased
20

Cotheridge by Oswald , he v/as granted twelve fothers

of wood from the bishop's wood each year without payment,

normally, then, one would have to pay for one's wood.

Nearly a century earlier, Cyneswith received

Elmstone Hardwick from Waerferth^^. With the land

she received rights to cut timber in woodland which still

seems to have been, at least to a certain extent, common

land, for the peasants enjoyed the same rights there.
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She also received a separate lease of a piece of land

referred to as the "peasants* copse". Whether the

peasants still had rights there, we do not know,

Aelfric*s lease of Cotheridge is one of the very few

in which the agricultural service owed by the lessee is

specified. He was to plough two acres of land and so?/

the grain for his church dues there, which, he v/as to reap

and bring in every year. Such references occur only too

infrequently. Athelstan was also a lessee of Oswald,
SI

holding Thome ; he v/as to work with all his might twice

a year, at haymaking and harvest, presumably on the bishop*e

land. It is unlikely that Athelstan himself did the

workj he would have probably,had to send his peasants.

Landowners of all ranks owed various rents and dues

to king and church. Roughly, it would seem that overlords
*

owed rents and taxes to the king, some of v/hieh they

would he able to receive from their tenants. The king's

food-rent, for example, seems to have been payable by all

his tenants. Everyone owed church scot, either to the

bishop or to the local minster. In practice the situation

would have been far more complicated than this, and there

was probably a great variety of local custom. Discoveries

made about the variation in post-Conquest manorial

organise ion have taught historians not to over-simplify.

We have seen the duties of hospitality to which men

were liable in discussing minsters. Apart from this, the

king's food-r^nt is often mentioned and occasionally
specified. between 793 and 796 , Offa granted Westbury

and Henbury to Worcester, but he reserved to himself his

food-rent, payable to the ioyal vill (probably every year)
and consisting of two tuns ^f pure ale, one coomb of mild

ale, one coomb of .'elsh ale, seven oxen, six wethers,

forty oheese, thirty ambers of unground corn, four ambers
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Ealdorman Aethelred granted the abbot of Berkeley privil¬

eges in return for Stoke Bishop, one of which was exemptio:

from part of the f; od-rent the house was still liable to.

It had presumably been exempt from part at an earlier date

No amounts were specified, and we cannot tell what the

complete rent would have been, but we do know that the

part Aethelred released Berkeley from was paid in clear

ale, beer, honey, bullocks, swine, and sheep. Beer

would have been made from barley or wheat, or sometimes

oats, and wild hops. Although there is no specific

reference to the use of hops at such an early date, they

must have been used since the distinction between beer and

ale is made in this charter, and ale was originally brewed

without hops, beer with hops.

Church scot was a regular tax paid to either the

bishop or to the local minster. It was a compulsory

payment, unlike soul scot, a payment which could be made

if one wished for the gDcd of one's soul after death,

lomesday Book states that by the eleventh century the

bishopric of Worcester received one hone load of best grain
34

as church scot from every hide, however it was held ,

In earlier times church scot was probably a far less

regular tax than this entry implies it was in the eleventh

century. Occasionally, dues to particular minsters are

specified in the charters. A grant by King Ceolwulf of
33

land at Aldington between 796 and 821 reserved a rent

of four oxen or cows and four vessels of honey to the

minster at Winchcombe. Honey, of course, was vital for

sweetening since sugar was not available. Waerferth's

lease of Elmstone Hardwicke to Cyneswith stated that three

bushels of wheat were due to the minster at Bishop's Cleev<
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probably annually. A grant made between 1061 and 1065

by the abbot of Bath, a minster which had long passed out

of Worcester's possession, of land at Tidenham, reserved

to his abbey an annual rent of one mark of gold, six

porpoises, and thirty thousand herring. All these rents

and dues were ma.de in kind; cash payments were not usually

made until the tenth century, when, as has been argued,

some cash payments for leases were being made. This,

however, is a slightly different thing from the payments

of rents and dues. Aelfrlc's lease of Ootheridge suggests

that these were still mainly in kind.

The charters show, then, that payments in the produce

of the land were far more usual than money payments in the

seventh, eighth, and ninth centuries. This is what one

would expect of an agriculttiral community; an estate

only produced agricultural products, and what trade took

place almost certainly took the form of barter; the exchang

of goods. There was not very much cash about, especially

in the hands of ordinary people.

The king, however, seemed to require some at least

of his payments in valuable goods, including gold. This

is shown, by two charters in particular. The first, dated
37to 840 records the restoration c? lands by King Berhtwulf

to Bishop Ileahberht, and list the heavy payments which the

bishop had to make for the lands; I have quoted this list

before; the bishop paid in choice horses, rings, dishes,

goblets, and gilded cups.

The second is the charter we have again already looked

at concerning the abbot of Berkeley. For receiving

privileges for his abbey in 883, he had to pay thirty

mancuses of gold as well as the land at Stoke Bishop. The

king probably received quite enough food from his lands and

food-rents, so that, from those who could afford it as
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convenient to receive payment in valuable goods. Kings

always needed such visible signs of their wealth, as gold

and pieces of fine craftmanship, both for prestige and

for rewarding followers, and such payments by their

churchmen may have been a useful source of such goods.

We have seen that towns played little part in Angle-

Saxon life uitil , in the tenth century, small defensible

towns known as burhs became important in the wars against

the Danes. These burhs saved the Anglo-Saxons from

conquest by the Danes in the south-west and played an

important part in-the re-conquest of the Danelaw, yet

only one Worcester document indicates anything of this

imfportance. This document is one which records Waerferth'

request to Aethelred and ethelflaed to fortify ' orcester

ix request which the lord and lady of the Mercians complied

with) and the agreement made concerning the new burh.

Although the bishop owned most of the land within the

burh, an unusual state of affairs as burhs were usually
<

royal, Aethelred and Aethelflaed had royal rights both

within the market and in the streets. These were rights

to the profits of justice and probably to certain taxes.

They gave half of these rights to the church. Outside

the market, presumably on the bishop's own land, he

received all his dues as usual. Gome taxes were reserved

to Aethelred's overlord, King Alfred. A different

document records the lease of further land in the city,

and just outside it, to Aethelred and Aethelflaed*^.
The charters which have survived from the diocese

of Worcester were never intended to by anything other than

records of land transactions} even so, they do, as we

have seen, provide some information beyond the facts of
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giving, selling, exchanging, and leasing land. This

information can form no coherent account of the social,

conditions in the south-west Midlands in the Angle-Saxon

period, hut it does serve to remind us of something which

is obvious but which can easily be lost sight of in such

a study as this. It is only too easy to reduce work of

this kind to endless minute dissection of the words and

phrases which have come down to us, to calculations of

hidages and rudimentary statistics, and to forget that the

land transactions recorded would have had important practical

meanings for the people concerned in them. The diocese

was made up of real people of every rank and status and

type, people whom the bishop had to convert, to visit, and

fow whose souls he was responsible. To the bishop himself,

too:®. each grant, lease, or deprivation of land meant some¬

thing immediate and practical. He would probably have

to call or attend some meeting with his king, his noble

lay neighbours, his servants, or his community. He

would have to reach decisions, perhaps a defence, or accept

a judgment made against him. lie might be gaining or

losing valuable rights, or a particularly fertile or

profitable estate; he might perhaps even be relieved to

lose, for example, a difficult sub-tenant in some trans¬

action where we can only see him as the loser. And,

fortunately for us, he usually had the outcome of each

deal written down to preserve it, and, as it happens, for

us to read and glimpse at least a little of what lay
behind the political events of the long period of English

Christianity before 1066.
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NOTES - CHAPTER TEN

DETAILS PROM THE CHARTERS CONCERNING

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

1,. Blair, R. Hunter. An Introduction to Anglo-Saxon

England 1970

2. BCS 246. BC-AS pp 71 - 90

3. BCS 166 BGAS pp 40 - 3

4. BOS 165 BGAS pp 177 - 80

5. BCS 1109 BAS LIII p 50

6. K 641 BAS LIII pp 67 - 9

7. BOS 1235 BAS LII pp 64 - 6

8. eg. BCS 368

9. BCS 236 - used with ♦manentiuin*

10. R LVI

11. Ibid

12. BCS 542

13. eg. LVI, K 653

14. BCS 11S9

15. R LVII , K 681

16. R LXI

17. Ibid LVI

18. BOS 139

19. EHD p 781

20. BCS 360

21. R LVI

22. Ibid II

23. BCS 542

24. Ibid 1204

25. Ibid 513

26. R V

27. SED XIV

28. BOS 513
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29. R XXXV

30. Ibid XVI

31. Ibid XXXVI

32. BCS 274

33. SED XII

34. VCH Wore p 251

35. BOS 364

36. R CXVII

37. BOS 430 See Chapter Seven, under Bredon

38. SED XIII

39. R XIX
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